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SUPREME COURT F HE UNITED STATES
No. 76-811
Regents of the University of
California, Petitioner,
On Writ of Certiorari to the
Supreme Court of California.
v.
Allan Bakke.
[May -, 1978]
MR. JusTICE PowELL announced the judgment of the Court.
In this case, the Sup-;r1or Court of California entered a judgment holding that p e titione~pecial admissions program
for certain minority groups at the Medical School of the
University of California at Davis violated the California
Constitution, Title VI of the Civil Ri hts Act of 1964 42
. S. C. § 2000d, and the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. The court enjoined petitione.9"'from
considering respondent's race or the race of any other applicant
in making admissions decisions. It refused, however, to order
respondent's admission to the Medical School, holding that he
had not carried his burden of proving that he would have been
admitted but for the constitutional and statutory violations.
The Supreme Court of California a.ffirmed those portions of
the trial court's judgment declaring the special admissions
program unlawful and enjoining petitione!f'from considering
the race of any applicant. It modified that portion of the
judgment denying respondent's requested injunction and
directed the trial court to order his admission.
For the reasons stated in the following opinion, I believe
that so much of the judgment of the California court as holds
petitionerA)special admissions program unlawful and directs
that respondent be admitted to the Medical School must be

it.
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For the reasons expressed in separate opinions, my
rothers t=""
_ :::;1,
,
, and
---concur in this judgment.
I also conclude for the reasons stated in the following
opinion that the portion of the court's judgment enjoining
petitioner_t from according any consideration to race in ~
admissions process must be reversed. For reasons expressed
in Parts II, VI-B, and VI- C, and for reasons set forth in
separate opinions, my Brothers - - - ~and
· concur in this judgment.
.Accordingly, the judgment below is
Affirmed in part and reversed in part.

I
The Medical School of the University of California at Davis
·Opened in 1968 with an entering class of 5tO students. In 1970,
· ·.the size of the entering class was increased to 100 students, a
·1evel at which it remains. No admissions program for disadvantaged or minority students existed when the school opened,
and the first class contained three Asians but no blacks, no
Mexican-Americans, and no American Indians. Over the next
two years, the faculty devised a special admissions program to
increase the representation of "disadvantaged" students in
each medical school class. 1 The special program consisted of
1 Material distributed to applicants for the class entering in 1973
,·described the special admissions program as follow :
"A special subcommittee of the AdmiRsions Committee, made up of
faculty and medical students from minority groups, evaluates applications
from economically and/ or educationally disadvantaged backgrounds. The
~tpplicant may designate on the application form that he or she requests
such an evaluation. Ethnic minorities arc not categori cally considered
under the Task Force program unless they are from disadvantaged backgrounds. Our goals are ( 1) a short range goal in the identification and
recruitment of potential candidates for admission to medical school in the
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a separate admissions system operating in coordination with
the regular admissions process.
Under the regular admissions procedure, a candidate could
submit his application to the medical school beginning in July
of the academic year preceding the years for which admission
was sought. Record 149. Because of the large number of
applications/ the admissions committee screened each one to
near future, and (2) our long range goal is to stimulate career interest in
health professions among junior high and high school students.
"After receiving all pertinent infonnation selected applicants will receive
a letter inviting them to our School of Medicine in Davis for an interview.
The interviews are conducted by at least one faculty member and one
student member of the Task Force Committee. Recommendations are
then made to the Admissions Committee of the medical school. Some of
the Task Force Faculty are also members of the Admi. ·sions Committee.
"Long-range goals will be approached by meeting with counselors and
students of schools with large minority populations, as well as with local
youth and adult community groups.
"Applications for financial aid are available only aftel' the s.pplicant has
been accepted and CaJl only be a.warded a.fter registration. Financial aid is
available to students in the form of scholarships and loans. In addition
to the Regents' Scholarships and the President's Scholarship programs, the
medical school participates in the Health Professions Scholart<hip Program,
which makes funds available to students who otherwise might not be able
to pursue a medical education. Other schola.rships and awards are available to students who meet special eligibility qualifications. Medical students
are also eligible to particulate in the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program and the American Medical Association Education and Research
Foundation Loan Program.
"Applications for Admissions are available from:
"Admissions Office
School of Medicine
University of California
Davis, California 95616" Record 195.
The letter distributed the following year was virtually identical, except that
the third paragraph was omitted.
2 For the 1973 entering class of 100 seats, the Davis medical school
received 2,464 applications. Record 117. For the 1974 entering class,
3,737 applications were submitted. !d., at 289.
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select some candidates for further consideration. Candidates
whose overall undergraduate grade point averages fell below
2.5 on a scale of 4.0 were summarily rejected. I d., at 63.
About one out of six applicants was invited for a personal
interview. Ibid. Following the interviews, each candidate
was rated on a scale of 1 to 100 by+ interviewers and four
other members of the admissions committee. The rating
embraced the interviewers' summaries, the candidate's overall
grade point average, grade point average in science courses,
and scores on the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT),
letters of recommendation, extracurricular activities, and other
biographical data. !d., at 62. The ratings were added together to arrive at each candidate's "benchmark" score. Since
five committee members ra.ted each candidate in 1973, a perfect
score was 500; in 1974, six members rated each candidate, so
that a perfect score was 600. The full committee then
reviewed the file and scores of each applicant and made offers
of admission on a "rolling" basis. 8 The chairman was responsible for placing names on the waiting list. They were not
placed in strict numerical order; instead, the chairman had
discretion to include persons with "special skills." Ibid.
The special admissions program operated with a separate
committee, a majority of whom were members of minority
groups. !d., at 163, 194. On the 1973 application form,
candidates were asked to indicate whether they wished to be
considered as "economically and/or educationally disadvantaged" applicants; on the 1974 form the question was whether
they wished to be considered as members of a "minority
group," which the medical school apparently viewed as
"Blacks," "Chicanos," "Asians," and "American Indians." !d.,
at 65-66, 146, 197, 203-205, 216-218. If these questions were
3 That is, applications were considered and acted upon as they were
received, so that the process of filling the class went on over a period of
months, with later applications being considered against those still on file
from earlier in the year. Record 64.
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answered affirmatively, the application was forwarded to the
special admissions committee. No formal definition of "disadvantage" was ever produce<) 'IJ,., at 163-164, but the chairman
of the special committee screened each application to see
.whether it reflected economic deprivation.4 Having passed
.t his initial hurdle, the applications were then rated by the
special committee in a fashion similar to that used by the
general admissions committee, except that special candidates
did not have to meet the 2.5 grade point average cut-off applied
-to regular applicants. About one-fifth of the total number of
special applicants were invited for interviews in 1973 and
-1974. 5 Following each interview, the special committee assigned each special applicant a benchmark score. The special
committee then presented its top choices to the eneral
admissions committee. The latter did not rate t e special
candidates against the general applicants, id., at 388, but could
reject recommended special candidates for failure to meet
course requirements or other specific deficiencies. I d., at
171-172. The special committee continued to recommend
special applicants until a number prescribed by faculty vote
were admitted. While the overall class size was still 50, the
prescribed number was eight; in 1973 and 1974, when the class
size had doubled to 100, the prescribed number of special
admissions also doubled, to 16. !d., at 164, 168.
From the year of the increase in class size-1971-through
1974, the special program resulted in the admission of 2kblack
students, 30 Mexican-Americans, and 1l Asians, for a total of
6i.._ minority students. Over the same period, the regular ad4 The chairman normally checked to see if, among other things, the
applicant had been grunted a waiver of the school's application fee, which
required a means test; whether the applicant had worked during college or
interrupted his education to support himself or his family; and whether
the applicant was a member of a minority group. Record 65-66.
5 For the class entering in 1973, the total number of special applicants
was 297, of whom 73 were white. In 1974, 628 persons applied to the
speciat committee, of whom 172 were white. Record 133-134.

1
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missions program produced one black, six Mexican-Americans,
and 37 Asians, for a total of 44 minority students. 6 Although
disadvantaged whites applied to the special program in large
numbers, see n. ~~ supra, none received an offer of admission
'through that process. Indeed , in 1974, at least, the special
'Committee explicitly considered only "disadvantaged" special
'applicants whol\vere members of one of the designated minority
·groups. Record 171.
Allan Bakke is a white male who applied to the Davis
Medical School in both 1973 and 1974. In both years Bakke's
application was considered by the general admission program,
and he received an interview. His 1973 interview was with
Dr. Theodore H. West, who considered Bakke "a very desirable
applicant to [the] medical school." Id. , at 22.5. Despite a
strong benchmark score of 4o8 out of 500, Bakke was rejected.
His application had come late in the yea.r , and no applicants
!n the general admissions process with scores below 470 wer.e
accepted· after Bakke's application was completed. nz:, at 69.
There were four special adinissions slots unfilled at that time,
however, for which Bakke was not considered. !d., at 70.
After his 1973 rejection, Bakke wrote to Dr. George H. Lowrey,
Associate Dean and Chairman of the Admissions Committee,
protesting that the special admissions program operated as a
racial and ethnic quota. 1d., at "259.
The following table provides n. year-by-year comparison of minority
admissions at the Davis Medi cal School:
Special .Aamissions Program
General Admissions
Total
6

Blacks 'Chicanos Asian s Total Blacks Chicanos

~rief ft,{ Pe·h\i~V\e
J/ rv ..s;

Asians

Total

i970 .... .5
12
0
4
3
8
0
0
4
l971 .... 4
2
15
1
24
9
0
8
9
1972 .... "5
6
5
16
0
0
11
11
27
i973 .... 6
2
16
13
31
2
8
0
15
i974 .... 6
7
16
0
4
5
15
3
9
Record 216-218. Sixteen persons were admitted under the special program
in 1974, ibid., but one Asian withdrew before the start of classes, and th&
vacancy was fill ed by a candidate from the gencml admissions waiting Jist.
l&~ llo Bticf ef A•1 ci Cw·iae jg, OllPDsjti on be Oe: ti01u:i; st 5 • •"'-

J
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Bakke's 1974 application was completed early in the year.

!d., at 70. His student interviewer gave him an overall rating
of 94, finding him "friendly, well tempered, conscientious and
delightful to speak with." Id., at 229. His faculty interviewer was, by coincidence, the same Dr. Lowrey to whom he
had written in protest of the special admissions program. Dr.
Lowrey found Bakke "rather limited in his approach" to the
·problems of the medical profession and found disturbing
Bakke's "very definite opinions which were based more on his
personal viewpoints than upon a study of the total problem."
Id., at 229. Dr. Lowrey gave Bakke the lowest of his six
ratings, an 86; his total was 54'9 out of 600. I d., at 230.
Again, Bakke's :;~,pplication was rejected. In neither year did
the chairman of the admissions committee, Dr. Lo4ty, e:xercise his discretion to place Bakke on the waiting list. I d., at
64. In both years, applicants were admitted under the special
program with grade point averages, MCAT scores, and bench
mark scores significantly lower than Bakke's. 7
The following table compares Bakke's ~and MCAT Scores with
the average scores of regular admittees and of special admittees in both
1973 and 1974. Record 210, 223:
Class Entering in 1973
7

SGPA

OGPA

!IICAT (Percentiles)
Quanti·
tntlve
Science
Verbal

"Bakke .............. 3.45
3.51
96
Average of
81
Regular Admittees .. 3.51
3.49
.Average of
2.88
Special Adrriittees ... 2.62
46
Class Entering in 1974
SGPA

'Bakke
3.45
Average of
Regular Admittees .. 3.36
..:Average of
Special Admittees. . . 2.42
•

0

••••••••••••

OGPA

Gen.
lnfor.

94

97

72

76

83

69

24

35

33

111CAT (Percentiles)
Quanti·
Verbal
tntlve
Science

Gen.
lnfor.

3.51

96

94

97

92

3.29

69

67

82

72

2.62

34

30

37

18

.s c.ieV\

po iY\ l

~~~Je.
"'" ~I('~~'(!')
() 1/t:.\(J ll

j '("' de,' f b i V\ t
~"era. (.)
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After the second rejection. Bakke filed the instant suit in
the Superior Court of California. 8 He sought mandatory,
injunctive, and declaratory relief compelling his admission to
the Medical School. He alleged that the Medical School's
special admissions program operated to exclude him from the
school on the basis of his race, in violation of his rights under
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, 0
Art. I, § 21 of the California Constitution, 10 and § 601 of Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S. C. § 2000d. 1 ' The
University cross-complained for a declaration that its special
admissions program was lawful. The trial court found that
the special program operated as a racial quota, because minorApplicants admitted under the special program also had benchmark
scores significantly lower than many students, including Bakke, rejected
under the general admissions program, even though the special rating
system apparently gave credit for overcoming "disadvantage." Record
181, 388.
8 Prior to t.he actual filing of the Ruit, Bakke discussed his intentions with
Peter C. Storandt, Assistant. to the Dran of Admissions at the Davis Med. ical School. Record 259-269. Storandt expressed sympathy for Bakke's
position and offered advice on litigation strntegy. Several amici imply
that these discussions render Bakke'· suit "collusive." There is no indication, however, that Storandt's views were those of the medical school or
that anyone else at the school even wa~ aware of Storanclt's correspondence
and conversations with Bakke. Storm1dt is no longer with the University.
9 " • • . [N]or shall any State ... deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
10 "No special privileges or immunities shall ever be granted which ma.y
not be altered, revoked, or repealed by the Legislature; nor shall any
citizen, or class of citizens, be granted privileges, or immunities which, upon
· the same terms, shall not be granted to all citizens."
This section was recently repealed and its provisions added to Art. I, § 7
of the state constitution.
11 Section 601 of Title VI provides as follows:
~'No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance."

~
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ity applicants in the special program were rated only against
one another, Record 338, and 16 places in the class of 100
were reserved for them. I d., at 295- 296. Declaring that
Ilakke was entitled. to hay:c his a~plica.tjon co.nsider8d- ·
t~i'gaF41 tg .A:is Mee}hA trial court held t.he chalkngC'd program
violative of the Federal Constitution, the state constitution
iV\ M c::l lr t' Vl1
and Title VI. The court refused to order his admission,
a.. dM.rs•or~J dec•r,.,.,
however, holding that he had failed to carry his burden of
proving that he would have been admitted but for the existence
of the special program.
Bakke appealed from the portion of the trial court judgment
denying him admission, and the University appealed from the
decision that its special admissions program was unlawful and
i69.t Bltldtc was entitled i8 -ha.ve ffis.~t:*ie~iel~ @tH•si8.et>eEl
w~ -.fegaF<~ -te Pa.ee. The Supreme Court of Californi~
transferred the case directly from the trial court, "because of
the importance of the issue~ involved." 18 Cal. 3d 34, 39
~
(1976). The flie¥~pPet~urt acceptea the findi11"gs of the _-..
trial court with respect to the University's program. 12 Because
the special admissions program involved a racial classification,
~.
the fi!TPI e:me ~ourt held itself bound to apply the test of strict
-r;-~ __.scrutiny. 18' Cal. 3d, at 49J... It then turned to the goals - S"~.
the University presented as JUstifying the special program.
Although the court agreed that the goals of integrating the
medical profession and increasing the number of physicians
willing to serve members of minority groups were "compelling
1 1
~interest},'' id., ~ j( concluded that the special ji''Yc::'('~W~e~n~ ' [!
admissions program was not the least intrusive means of
achieving those goals. Without passing on the state constitutional or the federal statutoy grounds cited in the trial
~ _c_o_u_rt_'s_ju_dgment, theJ~l3Peftl€ r:ourt held that the ourteen

JJ

~

12 Indeed, the University did not challenge the finding that. applicants
who were not members of a minority group were excluded from consideration in the special admissions process. 18 Cal. 3d, at 44.
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Turning to Bakke's appeal, the court ruled that since Bakke
had established that the University had discriminated against
him on the basis of his race, the burden of proof shifted to
the University to demonstrate that he would not have been
admitted even in the absence of the special admissions program.t3 I d., at 63. The court analogized Bakke's situation
to that of a plaintiff under Title VII to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 42 U. S. C. §§ 2000e-2000e-17, see, e. g., Franks v.
Bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747, 772 (1976). Ibid.
On this basis. the court initially ordered a remand for the
purpose of determining whether, under the newly allocated
burden of proof, Bakke would have been admitted to either
the 1973 or the 1974 entering class in the absence of the special
~
admissions program. Appendix A to Application for Stay~t
48. In its petition for rehearing below, however, the Univer.
~
sity conceded its inability to carry that burden. (Appendix B _ ~
to Application for Stay at 19).14 The~·~Ml.rt"tTiereupon c 'f' ;'

ap-: _

Petitioner has not challenged this aspect of the derision. The issue of
the proper placement of the burden of· proof, then; is not before us.
14 Several amici suggest that Bakke lacks standing, arguing that he never
showed that his injury-exclusion from the medical school-will be
redressed by a favorable decision, and that the petitioner "fabricated"
· jurisdiction by conceding its inability to meet its burden of proof. Petitioner does not object to Bakke's Rtanding, but. inasmuch as this charge
concerns our jurisdiction under Art. III, we take note and reject it. First,
there appears to be no reason to question the petitioner's concession. Once
the burden of proof was shifted to petitioner, the fact that 20 applicants
were placed on the 1974 waiting list, while Bakke was not, lost much
significance. The petitioner would have had to show that at least 16 of
them had made no other arrangement and would have accepted admission
had the special admissions slots been thrown open. Such a showing well
might have been problematic. Petitioner's concession that it could not
make the required showing was not an attempt to stipulate to a conclusion
of law or to disguise actual facts of record. Compare Swift & Co. v.
Hocking Valley R. Co., 243 U.S. 281 (1917).
Second, even if Bakke had been unable to prove that he would have been
13
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amended its opinion to direct that the trial court enter judgment ordering Bakke's admission to the medical school. 18
Cal. 3d, at 64. That order was stayed pending review in this
Court. 429 U. S. 953 (1976). We granted certiorari to consider the important constitutional issue. 429 U. 8.1090 (1977).

L--~~~..__-.........., of

the special admissions program under t e qua
Clause. Because it was possible, however, that a decision on
t e
might obviate resort to constitutional interpretation, see Ashwander v. TVA, 297 U.S. 288,346-348 (1936), we
requested supplementary briefing on the ~pli~ilit~ .o£ Title , -

~·

~r

admitted in the absence of the special program, it would not follow that he
lacked standing. The constitutional element of standing is plaintiff's
demonstration of any injury to himself that is likely to be redressed by
favorable decision of his claim. Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490,498 (1975).
The trial court found such an injury, apart from failure to be admitted,
in the University's decision not to permit Bakke to compete for all 100
places in the class, simply because of his race. ~8-}jruyed for und receive~
M~ order tha.t-ft&-be ree6llsideted without rega1'd to ra . Record 323.
Hence the constitutional requirements of Art. III were met. The question
of respondent's admission vel non is merely one of relief.
Nor is it fatal to Bakke's standing that he was not a "disadvantaged"
applicant. Despite the program's purported emphasis on disadvantage, it
was a minority enrollment program with a secondary disadvantage element.
White disadvantaged students were never considered under the special
program, and the University acknowledges that its goal in devising the
program was to increase minority enrollment.
In 1973, there was 297 applicants in the special program, of whom 73
were white. In 1974, there was 628 special applications of whom 172 were
(
white. Record 133-134. Even assuming that half of the "minority"
applicants were not even minimally qualified-and no description of the
minimum acceptable qualifications for special applicants is provided-there
were sufficient numbers_ of ''minority" applicants to insure that whites for
\ all practical pu.rpoSes were excluded from competition for the 16 special
admissionS' seats.

~~1:" ~£<.-~~~
~~ ~ .-fk~·-·-c..-
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At the outset we face the question whether a right of action
for private parties exists under Title VI. Respondent argues
that there is a private right of action, invoking the test set
forth in Cort v. Ash, 422 U. S. 66, 78 (1975). He contends
that the statute creates a federal right in his favor, that
legislative history reveals an intent to permit private actions/ 5
that such actions would further the remedial purposes of the
statute, and that enforcement of federal rights under the Civil
Rights Act generally is not relegated to state enforcement. In
addition, he cites several lower court decisions which have
reco nized or assumed the existence of a private right of
existence o a p Iva e n t o
action. 16 Petitioner den
action, arguing that the sole function of § 601 was to establish
a predicate for administrative action under § 602, 42 U. S. C.
§ 2000d-1. 17 In ~Jview, administrative curtailment of
See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 5255 (1964) (remarks of Sen . Case).
E. g., Boissier Parish School Board v. Lemon, 370 F. 2d 847, 851-852
(CAS), cert. denied, 388 U.S. 911 (1967); Natonabah v. Board of Education, 355 F. Supp. 716, 724 (DC N. M. 1973); cf. Lloyd v. Regional
'Transportation Authority, 548 F . 2d 1277, 1284-1287 (CA7 1977) (Title
V); Piascik v. Cleveland Museum oj Art, 426 F. Supp. 779, 780 n. 1 (ND
'Ohio 1976) (Title IX).
1 7 § 602 reads as follows:
"Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend
Federal financial assistance to any program or activity, by way of grant,
loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty, is
authorized and directed to effectuate the provisions of section 2000d of this
title with respect to such program or activity by issuing rules, regulations,
or orders of general n.pplicability which shall be consistent with achievement
•of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial assistance in
connection with which the action is taken . No such rule, regulation, or
order shall become effective unless and until approved by the President.
Compliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this sect.ion may
be effected (1) by the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue
assistance under such program or activity to any recipient as to whom
there has been an express finding on the record, after opportunity for
15

16

~-

~ ~

~

. __
~
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federal funds under that section was the only sanction to be
~ impo~ed upon recipients that violated § 601. Petitionerr also
L / putfit]out that Title VI contains no explicit grant of a private
right of action, in contrast to Title II, III, IV, and VII, 42
U. S. C. §§ 2000a-3 (a), 2000b-2, 2000c-8, and 2000e-5 (f). 18
We find it unnecessary to resolve this question in the instant
case. The question of respondent's right to bring an action
under Title VI was neither argued nor decided in either of the
courts e ow ; t his Court has been hesitant to review questions not addressed below.
"[I t is ... the settled practice of this Court, in the
of its appellate jurisdiction, that it is only in
hearing, of a failure to comply with such requirement, but such termination
or refusal shall be limited to the particular political entity, or part thereof,
or other recipient as to whom such a finding has been made and, shall be
1imited in its effect to the particular program, or part thereof, in which
such noncompliance has been so found, or (2) by any other means
authorized by law: Provided, however, That no such action shall be taken
until the department or agency concerned has advised the appropriate
·J?erson or persons of the failure to comply with the requirement and has
·qetermined that compb:mce cannot be secured by voluntary means. In
~he case of any action terminating, or refusing to grant or continue,
assistance because of failure to comply with a requirement imposed pursuant to this section, the head of the Federal department or agency shall
file with the committees of the House and Senate having legislative
jurisdiction over the program or act.ivity involved a full written report of
the circumstances and the grounds for such action. No such action shall
become effective until thirty days have 'elapsed after the filing of such
report."
18 Several comments in the debates cast doubt on the existence of any
intent to create a private right of action. For example, Representative
Gill stated that no private right of action was contemplated:
"Nowhere in this section do you find a comparable right of legal action for
a person who feels he has been denied his rights to participate in the
benefits of federal funds. Nowhere. Only those who have been cut off can
go to court and present their claim." 110 Cong. Rec. 2467 (1964).
Accord, id., at 7065 (remarks of Sen. Keating); id., at 6562 (remarks of
Sen. Kuchel).
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· The language of § 601 , like that of the Equal Protection
,. Clause, is majestic in its sweep. -But this Court has cautioned
that " ' [ w] hen aid to construction .of the meaning of words, as
used in the statute, is available, there certainly can be no
"rule of law" which forbids its use, however clear the· words
·may appear on "superficial examination."'" Train v. Colorado Public Interest Research Group, 426 U.S. 1, 10 (1976),
quoting United States v. American Trucking Assns., 310 U.S.
534, 543- 544 (1940). Examination of the voluminous legislative history of Title VI reveals a congressional intent to halt
federal funding of entities that violate the constitutional
prohibition of racial discriminaton. Although isolated statements of various legislators, taken out of context, can be
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marshalled in support of the proposition that § 601 enacted a
purely color-blind scheme, 19 without regard to the reach of the
Equal Protection Clause, these comments must be read against
the background of both the problem that Congress was addressing and the broader view of the statute that emerges from
a full examination of the legislative debates.
The problem confronting Congress was discrimination
against Negro citizens at the hands of recipients of federal
~ Indeed, the color-blindness pronouncements cite ~
o
n. 19, ~ generally occur in the midst of extended remarks
~g with the evils of segregation in federally funded
programs. Over and over again, proponents of the bill detailed
the plight of Negroes seeking equal treatment in such programs.20 There simply was no reason for Congress to consider
the validity of hypothetical preferences that might be accorded
minority citizens; the legislators were dealing with the real
a~d pressing problem of how to guarantee those citizens equal
treatment.
In addressing that problem, supporters of Title VI repeatedly
declared that the bill enacted constitutional principles. For
example, Representative Celler, the Chairman of the House
For example, Senator Humphrey stated as follows:
"Racial discrimination or segregation in the administration of di&'lster
relief is particularly shocking; and offensive to our sense of justice and
f1;tir play. Human suffering draws no color lines, and the administrat.ion
of help to the sufferers should not." 110 Cong. Rec. 6547 (1964).
See also id., at 12675 (remarks of Sen. Allott); id., at 6561 (remarks of
Sen. Kuchel); id., at 6047 (remarks of Sen. Pastore); id., at 2494 (remarks
of. Sen. Pastore). But see id., at 15893 (remarks of Rep. MacGregor);
id., at 13821 (remarks of Sen. Saltonstall); id., at 10920 (remarks of
Sen. Javits); id., at 5266,5807 (remarks of Sen. Keating).
20 See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 7064-7065 (1964) (remarks of Sen. Ribicoff);
id., at 7054-7055 (remarks of Sen. Pastore); id., at 6543-6544 (remarks of
Sen. Humphrey); id., at 2595 (remarks of Rep. Donahue); id., at 24672468 (remarks of Rep. Celler); id., at 1643, 2481-2482 (remarks of Rep.
Ryan); H. Rep. No. 914, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., Part II, 24-25 (1964).
1 '9

~
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Judiciary Committee and floor manager of the legislation in
the House, emphasized this in introducing the bill:
"The bill would offer assurance that hospitals financed by
Federal money would not deny adequate care to Negroes.
It would prevent abuse of food distribution programs
whereby Negroes have been known to be denied food
surplus supplies when white persons were given such food.
It would assure Negroes the benefits now accorded only
white students in programs of higher education financed
by Federal funds. It would, in short, assure the existing
right to equal treatment in the enjoyment of Federal
funds. It would not destroy any rights of private property of freedom of association." 110 Cong. Rec. 1519
(1964) (emphasis added).
Other sponsors shared Representative Celler's view that Title
VI embodied constitutional principles. 21
In the Senate, Senator Humphrey declared that the purpose
. of Title VI was "to insure that Federal funds are spent in
accordance with the Constitution and the moral sense of the
Nation." Id., at 6544. Senator Ribicoff agreed that-Title VI
embraced the constitutional standard: "Basically, there is a
constitutional restriction against discrimination in the use of
federal funds; and title VI simply spells out the procedure to
be used in enforcing that restriction." Id., at 13333. Other
Senators expressed similar views. 22
Further evidence of the incorporation of a constitutional
standard into Title VI appears in the repeated refusals of the
legislation's supporters precisely to define the term "dis21

See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 2467 (remarks of Rep. Lindsay). See also

id., at 2766 (remarks of Rep. Matsunagn); id., at 2731-2732 (remarks of
Rep. Dawson); id., at 2595 (remarks of Rep. Donahue); id., at 1527-1528,

(remarks of Rep. Celler).
22 See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rcc. 12675, 12677 (1964) (remarks of Sen. Allott);
id., at 7064 (remarks of Sen. Pell); id., at 7057, 7062-7064 (remarks of
Sen. Pastore); id., at 5243 (remarks of Sen. Clark).

. .
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crimination." Opponents sharply criticized this failure,' 23 but
proponents of the bill merely replied that the meaning of
"discrimination" would be made clear by reference to the
Constitution or other existing law. For example, Senator
Humphrey noted the relevance of the Constitution:
"As I have said, the bill has a simple purpose. That
purpose is to give fellow citizens-Negroes-the same
rights and opportunities that white people take for
granted. This is no more than what was preached by the
prophets, and by Christ Himself. It is no more than what
our Constitution guarantees." Id., at 6553. 24
In view of what we perceive to be the clear legislative intent,
we hold that Title VI proscribes only those racial classifications that would violate the Equal Protection Clause or the
Fifth Amendment.
See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 6052 (remarks of Sen. Johnston); id., at
5863 (remarks of Sen. Eastland); id., at 5612 (remarks of Sen. Ervin);
id., at 5251 (remarks of Sen. Talmadge); id., at 1632 (remarks of Rep.
Dowdy) ; id., at 1619 (remarks of Rep. Abernethy).
24 See also 110 Cong. Rec. 7057, 13333 (remarks of Sen. Ribicoff);
id., at 7057 (remarks of Sen. Pa tore); id., at 5606-5607 (remarks of
:sen, Javits); id., at 5253, 5863-5864, 13442 (remarks of Sen. Humphrey).
23
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crimination." Opponents sharply criticized this failure, but
proponents of the bill merely replied that the meaning of
"discrimination" would be made clear by reference to the
Constitution or other existing law. For example, Senator
Humphrey noted the relevance of the Constitution:
"As I have said, the bill has a simple purpose. That
purpose is to give fellow citizens-Negroes-the same
rights and opportunities that white people take for
granted. This is no more than what was preached by the
prophets, and by Christ Himself. It is no more than what
our Constitution guarantees." !d., at 6553. 24
23

In view of what we perceive to be the clear legislative inteni;!;
we hold that Title VI proscribes only those racial classifications that would violate the Equal Protection Clause or the-'
Fifth Amendment.

III
Petitioner does not deny that decisions based on race or
ethnic origin by faculties and administrations of state universities are reviewable under the Fourteenth Amendment. See,
e. g., Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938);
Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U. S. 631 ( 1948); Sweatt v.
Painter, 339 U. S. 629 (1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State
Regents, 33!) U.S. 637 (1950). For his part, respondent does
not argue that all racial or ethnic classifications are per se
invalid. See, e. g., Hirabayashi v. Unitet! States, 320 U. S. 81
(1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U. S. 214 (1944);
Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333, 334 (1968) (Black, Harlan,
and STEWART, JJ., concurring); United Jewish Organizations
28
See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 6052 (remarks of Sen. Johnston); id., at
5863 (remarks of Sen. Eastland); id., at 5612 (remarks of Sen. Ervin);
id., at 52.51 (remarks of Sen. Talmadge); id., at 1632 (remarks of Rep.
Dowdy); id., at 1619 (remarks of Rep. Abernethy).
24 See also 110 Cong. Rec. 7057, 13333 (remarks of Sen. Ribicoff);
id., at 7057 (remarks of Sen. Pastore); id., a.t 5606-5607 (remarks of
Sen. Javits); id., at 5253, 5863-5864, 13442 (remarks of Sen. Hwnphrey).
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v. Carey, 430 U.S . 144 (1977). The parties do disagree as to
the level of judicial scrutiny to be applied to the special
admissions program. Petitioner argues that the court below
erred in applying strict scrutiny, as this inexact term has been
applied in our cases. That level of revie'_Y, petitioner asserts
should be reserved for classifications" 1sa vantag&g " 1screte
and insular minorities." See United States v. Carolene Products Co. , 304 U.S. 144, 152 n. 4 (1938). Respondent, on the
other hand, contends that the California court correctly rejected the notion that the degree of judicial scrutiny accorded
a particular racial or ethnic classification hinges upon membership in a discrete and insular minority and duly recognized
that the "rights established [by the Fourteenth Amendment]
are personal rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22
(1948).
En route to this crucial battle over the scope of judicial
review/ 5 the parties fight a sharp preliminary action over the
proper characterization of the special aamissions program.
Petitioner prefers to view it as estab1ishing a "goal" of minor25 That issue hns generated a considerable amount of scholarly controversy.
See, e. g., Ely, The Constitutionality of Reverse Racial Discrimination, 41
U. Chi. L. Rev. 723 (1974); Greenawalt, Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign"
Racial Preferences in Law School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559
(1975); Kaplan, Equal Justice in an Unequal World: Equality for the
Negro, 61 Nw. L. Rev. 363 (1966); Karst & Horowitz, Affirmative Action
and Equal Protection, 60 Va. L. Rev. 955 (1974); O'Neil, Racial Preference and Higher Education: The Larger Context, 60 Va. L. Rev. 925
(1974); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Racial Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1; Redish, Pref.
erential Law School Admissions and the Equal Protection Clause: An
Analysis of the Competing Arguments, 22 U. C. L.A. L. Rev. 343 (1974);
Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political Responsibility
_and the Judicial Role, 42 U. Chi. L. Rev. 653 (1975); Sedler, Racial Preference, Reality and the Constitution: Bakke v. Regents of the University
of California, 17 Santa Clara L. Rev. 329 (1977); Seeburger, A Heuristic
Argument Against Preferential Admissions, 39 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 285 (1977).

~
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ity representation in the medical school. Respondent, echoing
the courts below, labels it a ra.cial quota. 26
This semantic distinction is beside the point: the special
admissions program is undeniably a classification based on race
and ethnic background. To the extent that there existed a
pool of at least minimally qualified minority applicants to fill
the 16 special admissions seats, white applicants could compete
only for 84 seats in the entering class, rather than the 100 open
to minority applicants. Whether this limitation is described
as a quota or a goal, it is a line drawn on the basis of cice. 2 7

IV
A
The guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment extend to
persons. Its language is explicit: "No state shall ... deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the · laws." It is settled beyond question that the "rights
created by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment are,
by its terms, guaranteed to the individual. They are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948). The
Petitioner defines "quota" as a r('quiremcnt which must be met but can
·never be exceeded, regardless of the quality of the minority applicants.
Petitioner declares that there is no "floor" ; completely unqualified students
will not be admitted simply to meet a "quota." Neither is there a "ceiling"
on · the total number of minority students admitted, since an unlimited
nutnber could be admitted through the general admissions process. On
this basis, the special admissions program does not meet petitioner's
definition of a quota.
The court below found-and petitioner does not deny-that white
applicants could not compete for the 16 places reserved solely for the
special admissions program. 18 Cal. 3d, at 44. Both courts below
characterized this as a "quota" system.
27
Moreover, the University 's special admissions program involves a
purposeful , acknowledged use of racial criteria. This is not a situation in
which the classification on its face is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial impact. In that. situation, plaintiff muE<t establish an intent
to discriminate. Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan H o'l,l$i,ng
Devel. Corp ., 429 U. S. 252, 264-265 (1977) ; Washington v. Davis, 426
U.S. 229, 242 (1976) ; see Yick Wo v. Hop kins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886).
26
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ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people
whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at 100.
" ... [A] II legal restrictions which curtail the rights of a
single racial group are immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutional. It
is to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.
The Court has never questioned the validity of those pronouncements. Racial and ethnic distinctions of any sort are
inherently suspect and thus call for the most exacting judicial
examination.
B
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions is rooted in
pur Nation's constitutional and demographic history. The
Court's initial view of the Fourteenth Amendment was that
its "one pervading purpose" was "the freedom of the slave
race, the security and firm establishment of that freedom, and
~he protection of the newly-made freeman and citizen from
the oppressions of those who had formerly exercised dominion
over him." Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 71 (1873).
The Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[v]irtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial reactionism." 29 It was relegated to decades of relative desuetude
while the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
after a short germinal period, flourished as a cornerstone in
the Court's defense of property and liberty of contract. See,
e. g., Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v.
Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 45 (1905). In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's
"one pervading purpose" was displaced. See, e. g., Plessy v.
Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896). It was only as the era of sub29 Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L.
Rev. 341, 381 {1949).
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stantive due process came to a close, see, e. g., Nebbia v. New
York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934); West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300
U. S. 379 ( 1937), that the Equal Protection Clause began to
attain a genuine measure of vitality, see, e. g., Carolene Products, supra; Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
By that time it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority. During the dormancy of the Equal Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of minorities.30 Each had to struggle 31-and to some extent struggles still 32-to overcome the prejudices not of a monolithic
majority, but of a "majority11 composed of various minority
groups of whom it was said-perhaps unfairly in many casesthat a shared characteristic was a willingness to disadvantage
other groups. 33 As the Nation filled with the stock of many
lands, the reach of the Clause was gradually extended to all
ethnic groups seeking protection from official discrimination.
See Strauder, supra, at 308 (Celtic Irishmen) (dictum); Yick
Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886) (Chinese); Truax v.
Raich, 239 U. S. 33, 41 (1915) (Austrian resident aliens);
~o_rematsu, supra (Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S.
475 (1954) (Mexican-Americans). The guarantees of equal
protection, said the Court in Yick Wo, "are universal in their
application, to all persons within the territorial jurisdiction,
so M. Jones, American Immigration 177-246 (1960).
·s1 Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955) ; G. Abbott, The Immigrant
and the Community (1917); P . Roberts, The New Immigration 66-73,
86-91, 248-261 (1912); E. Fenton, Immigrants and Unions: A Case Study
561-56~ (1975).
32 " Members of various religious and ethnic groups, primarily but not
exclusively of eastern, and middle and southern European ancestry, such
as Jews, Catholics, Ita.!ians, Greeks and Slavic groups [continue] to be
excluded from executive, middle-management and other job levels because
'of discrimination based upon their religion andjor national origin." 41
CFR § 60-50.1 (b).
33 E. g., P. Roberts, The New Immigration 75 (1912); G. Abbott, The
immigrant and the Community 270-271 (1917). See also n. 7, supra.
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without regard to any differences of race, of color, or of
nationality; and the equal protection of the laws is a pledge
of the protection of equal laws." 118 U. S., at 369.
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment conceived of its primary function as one of bridging the
vast distance between members of the Negro race and
the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases, supra, the
Amendment itself was framed in universal terms, without reference to color, ethnic origin, or condition of prior servitude. As
this Court recently remarked, in interpreting the 1866 Civil
Rights Act to extend to claims of racial discrimination against
white persons, "the 39th Congress was intent upon establishing
in federal law a broader principle than would have been necessary to meet the particular and immediate plight of the newly
freed Negro slaves." McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp.
Co., 427 U. S. 273, 296 (1976). And that legislation was
specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all persons,"
not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights under the law .
. See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U. S. 160, 192- 202 (1976)
(WHITE, J., dissenting). Indeed, it is not unlikely that among
, the Framers were many who would have applauded a reading
of the Equal Protection Clause which states a principle of
.. universal application and is responsive to the racial, ethnic
. and cultural diversity of the Nation. See, e. g., Cong. Globe,
. 39th Cong., 1st Sess., 1056 (1866) (remarks of Rep. Niblack);
id., 2891-2892 (remarks of Sen. Corness); id., 40th Cong., 2d
Sess., 883 (1868) (remarks of Sen. Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment "protect[s] classes from class legislation"). See also
Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the past 30 years, this Court has embarked upon
the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal Protection Clause
with the view of assuring to all persons "the protection of
equal laws," Yick Wo, supra, at 369, in a Nation confronting
a legacy of slavery and racial discrimination. See, e. g.,
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Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1 (1948); Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954); Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364
U. S. 339 (1960); Hills v. Gautreaux, 425 U. S. 284 (1976).
The landmark decisions in this area, because they arose in
response to the continued exclusion of Negroes from the mainstream of American society, could be characterized as involving discrimination by the "majority" white race against the
Negro minority. But they need not be read as depending
upon that characterization for their results. It suffices to say
that "[o]ver the years, this Court consistently repudiated
' (d) istinctions between citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious to a free people whose institutions are'
founded upon the doctrine of equality.' " Loving v. Virginia,
388 U.S., at '1:-1 (1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U.S.,
at 100.
Petitioner ur.ges us to adopt for the first time a more
restrictive view of the Equal Protection Clause and hold that
discrimination .against members of the white "majority" cannot be suspect if its purpose can be viewed as "benign." . The
clock of our liberties, however, cannot be turned back to 1868.
Brown v. Board of Education, supra, at 492; accord, Loving v.
Virginia, supra, at 9. It is far too late to argue that the
guarantee of equal protection to all persons permits the recognition of special wards entitled to a degree of protection
greater than that accorded other. 34 "The Fourteenth AmendProfessor Bickel demonstrated the self-contradiction of that view:
"The lesson of the great decisions of the Supreme Court and the lesson
of contemporary history have been the same for at least a generation:
discrimination on the basis of race is illegal, immoral, unconstitutional,
inherently wrong, and destructive of democratic society. Now this is to
be unlearned and we are told that this is not a matter of fundamental
principle but only a matter of whose ox is gored. Those for whom racial
equality was demanded are to be more equal than others. Having found
support in the Constitution for equality, they now claim support for
inequality under the same Constitution." A. Bickel, The Morality of
Consent 133 (1975).
34
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ment is not directed solely against discrimination due to a
'two-class theory'-that is, based upon differences between
'white' and Negro." Hernande~, supra, at 478.

c
Once the artificial line of a "two-class theory" of the Four-teenth Amendment is put aside, the difficulties entailed in varying the level of judicial review according to a perceived "preferential" status of a particular racial or ethnic minority are likely
to be intractable. The concepts of "majority" and "minority"
necessarily reflect temporary arrangements and political judgments. As observed above, the white "majority" itself is
composed of various minority groups, most of which can lay
claim to a history of prior discrimination at the hands of the
state and private individuals. Not all of these groups can
receive favorable treatment, and corresponding judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and nationality, for
then the only "majority" left would be a new minority of
White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. There is no principled basis
for deciding which groups will merit "heightened judicial
solicitude" and which will not. Courts would be asked to
evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups. Those whose societal
injury is found to exceed some presumed level of tolerability
would then be entitled to preferential classifications a.t the
expense of individuals belonging to other groups. Those classifications would be free from exacting judicial scrutiny. As
these preferences began to have their desired effect, and the
consequences of past discrimination were undone, new judicial
rankings would be necessary. The kind of variable sociological
and political analysis necessary to produce such rankings
simply does not lie within the judicial competence-even if
they were politically feasible and socially desirable. 35
ss Mr. Justice Douglas has noted the problems associated with such
inquiries:
"The reservation of a proportion of the law school class for members
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There are serious problems of justice connected with the
idea of preference itself. First, it may not always be clear
that a so-called preference is in fa.ct benign. Courts may be
asked to validate burdens imposed upon individual members
of selected minority groups is fraught with . . . dangers, for one must
immediately determine which groups are to receive such favored treatment and which are to be excluded, the proportions of the class that are to
be allocated to each, and even the criteria by which to determine whether
an individual is a member of a favored group. There is no assurance ,
that a common agreement can be reached, and first the schools, and then
'the· courts, will be buffeted with the competing claims. ,The University ·of
!Washington included Filipinos, but excluded Chinese .and japanese;
another school may limit its program to blacks, or to bh~cks ·and Chicanos.
Once the Court sanctioned racial preferences such as these, it -could not
then wash its hands of the matter, leaving it entirely in the discretion of
the school, for then we would have effectively overruled Sweatt v. Painter,
339 B.-S. 629, and a'llowed imposition of a "zero" allocation. But what standard is· the Court to apply when a rejected 'applicant of Japanese ancestry
' brings suit to require the University of Washington to extend the same
privileges to his group? The Committoo might conclude that the population of Washington is now 2% Japanese, and 'that .Japanese also constitute
'2%,.."0f the Bar, but that had they not been" handicapped by a history
of discrimination, Japanese would now cons'titute 5% of the Bar, or 20%.
r Or; .alternatively, the Court could attempt to assess 'how •grievously each
group has suffered from discrimination, and allocate proportions accordingly; if that were the standard the current Uriiver8ity '(')f Washington
policy would almost surely fall, for there is no Western State which can
claim that it has always treated Japanese and Chinese in a fair and evenhanded manner. See, e. g., Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356; Terrace v.
Thompson, 263 U. S. 197; Oyama v. California, 332 U. S. 633. This
Court has not sustained a racial classification since the wartime cases of
Korematsu v. United States, 323 U. S. 214, and Hirabayashi v. United
States, 320 U. S. 81, involving curfews and relocations imposed upon
:· Japanese-Americans.
"Nor obviously will the problem be solved if next year the Law School
· included only Japanese and Chinese, for then Norwegians and Swedes,
"Poles and Italians, Puerto Ricans and Hungarians, and all other groups
which form this diverse Nation would have just complaints." DeFunis v.
1Jilegoord, 416 U. S. 312, 337-340 (1974) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (foot·notes omitted).
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of particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest. See United Jewish Organizations, 430 U.S., at 172173 (BRENN AN, J ., concurring in part) . Nothing in the
Constitution supports the notion that individuals may be
asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the greater
good of their ethnic groups. Second, preferential programs
may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that certain
groups are unable to achieve success without special protection
based on a factor having no relationship to individual worth.
See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312, 343 Cr>ouglas, J.,
dissenting). Third, there is a measure of inequity in 'forcitig
innocent persons in respondent's position to bear the burdens
of redressing grievances not of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal Protection
Clause to these transitory considerations, we would be holding,
as a constitutional principle, that judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on racial and ethnic background may vary
with the ebb and flow of political forces. Disparate constitutional tolerance of such classifications well may serve to
exacerbate racial and ethnic antagonisms rather than a.lleviate
them. United Jewish Organizations, supra, at 173-174
("BRENNAN , J., concurring). Also, the mutability of a constitutional principle, based upon shifting political and social
judgments, undermines the chantes for consistent application
of the Constitution from one generation to the next, a critical
feature of its coherent interpretation. Pollock v. Farmers
Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, 650- 651 (1895) (WHITE,
J., dissenting). In expounding the Constitution, the Court's
role is to discern "principles sufficiently absolute to give them
roots throughout the community and continuity over significant periods of time, and to lift them above the level of the
pragmatic political judgments of a particular time and place."
A. Cox, The Role of the Supreme Court in American Government 114 ( 1976).
If it is the individual who is entitled to judicial protection
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against classifications based upon his racial or ethnic back~
ground because such distinctions impinge upon personal rights,
rather than the individual only because of his membership in
a particula.r group, then constitutional standards may be applied consistently. Political judgments regarding the necessity
for the particular classification may be weighed in the constitutional balance, Korematsu, supra, but the standard of justification will remain constant. This is as it should be, since
those political judgments are the product of rough compromises struck by contending groups within the democratic
process. 36 When they touch upon an individual's race or
ethnic background, he is entitled to a judicial determination
that the burden he is asked to bear on that basis is precisely
tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest. The
Constitution guarantees that right to every person regardless
of his background. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 1J. S. 1, 22
(1948); Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canaaa, ·an5 U.S. 337, 351
(1938).
D
Petitioner contends that on several occasions th1s 'Court ·ha:s
approved preferential classifications based on race or ethnic
background, without applying stmt scrutiny. Most of tne
cases upon which petitioner relies are drawn from three areas~
school desegregation, employment discrimination, and sex discrimination. Each of the cases cited presented a situation
·materially different from the facts of this case.
The school desegregation cases are inapposite. In each, a
court had formulated or approved remedies for adjudicated
nndings of constitutional violation. E. g., Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 (1971); Green v.
sa R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (1956); Posner, The
beFunis Case and the Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 27; cf. Stewart, The Reformation of
American Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 1683-1685, and nn. 64-tl7
(1975) and sources cited therein.
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County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 {1968). Racial classifications were designed as remedies for the vindication of constitutional rights. 8 7 Moreover, the scope of the remedies was not
permitted to exceed the extent of the violations. E. g., Dayton
Board of Education v. Brinkman,- U.S.-, 97 S. Ct. 2766
{1977); Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717 (1974). Here, there
was no judicial determination of constitutional violation as
a predicate for the formulation of a remedial classification.
See Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U. S.
424 (1976). See also Austin lndep. School Dist. v. United
States, 429 U. S. 990, 991-995 (1976) (PowELL, J.,
concurring).
The employment discrimination cases also do not advance
petitioner's cause. For example, in Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1975), we approved a retroactive
award of seniority to a class of Negro truck drivers who had
been the victims of past discrimination. While this relief
imposed some burdens on other employees, it was held necessary "'to make ·[the victims] whole for injuries suffered on
account of unlawful employment discrimination.' " I d., at
171, quoting Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405,418
{1975). The courts of appeals have fashioned various types
87 Petitioner cites three lower court decisions allegedly deviating from
this general rule in school desegregation cases: Offermann v. Nitkowski,
378 F. 2d 22 (CA2 1967); Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F. 2d 452
(CA4 1966); Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale, 348 F . 2d 261
(CAl 1965). Of these, Wanner involved a school system held to have
been de jure segregated and placed under injunctive orders prohibiting further segregation; racial districting was deemed necessary. 357 F. 2d, at
454. Cf. United Jewish Organizations v. Carey, 430 U.S. 144 (1977). In
Barksdale and Offermann, courts did approve voluntary districting designed
to eliminate de facto segregation. In neither, however, was there any
showing that the school board planned extensive pupil transportation that
might threaten libert,y or privacy interests. See Keyes v. School District
No. 1, 413 U. S. 189, 240-250 (1973) (PowELL, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part). Nor were white students deprived of an equal opportunity for education.
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of racial preferences as remedies for constitutional or statutory
violations resulting in identified, race-based injuries to individuals held ent.itled to the preference. E. g., Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission, 482 F. 2d 1333 (CA2
1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F. 2d 315, modified on rehearing en bane, 452 F. 2d 327 (CAS 1972). Such preferences also
have been upheld where an impartial legislative or administrative body charged with the responsibility made determinations of past discrimination and fashioned remedies ·
deemed appropriate to rectify the discrimination. E. g., Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of
Labor, 442 F. 2d 159 (CA3). cert. denied, 404 U. S. 954
(1971); 38 Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts,
Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert. denied, 416
U. S. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U. S. 641
(1966). But we have never approved preferential classifications in the absence of proven constitutional or statutorY.
violations. g 9
Every decision upholding the requirement of preferential hiring under
the authority of Executive Order 11246 has emphasized the existence of
previous discrimination by the parties involved as a predicate for the
imposition of a preferential remedy. Contractors Association, supra,·
Southern Illinois Builders Assn. v. Ogilvie, 471 F. 2d 680 (CA7 1972);
Joyce v. McCrane, 320 F. Supp. 1284 (N.J. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College District, 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N. E. 2d 907, cert. denied,
396 U. S. 1004 (1970). See also Rosetti Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408
F. 2d 1039, 1041 (CA7 1975); Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert. denied, 416
U. S. 957 (1974); Northeast Canst. Co. v. Romney, 157 U. S. App. D. C.
·381, 485 F. 2d 752, 754, 761 (1973).
89 This case does not call into question congressionally authorized administrative actions, such as consent decrees under Title VII or approval of
reapportionment plans under§ 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S. C.
§ 1973c. In such cases, there has been detailed legislative consideration
of the various indicia of previous constitutional or statutory violations,
e. g., South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U. S. 301, 308-310 (1966) (§ 5),
and particular administrative bodies have been charged with monitoring
88
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Nor is a different view supported by the fact that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed to compensate
women for identified discrimination, are not subjected to this
level of scrutiny. E. g., Califano v. Webster, 430 U. S. 313,
316-317 (1977). Neither are classifications that disadvantage
women, see, e. g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 211 n.* (1976)
(PowELL, .J., concurring). We ha.v~:ootJviewed gender-based J
classification as inherently suspect or as comparable to racial
[ classifications for the purpose of equal protection analysis.
Apart rom oth.er arguments that have been advanced (e. g.,
women are the majority sex group), gender-based distinctions
are less likely to create the analytical a.nd practical problems
present in preferential programs premised on racial or ethnic
criteria. With respect to gender there are only two possible
classifications. The incidence of the burdens imposed by preferential classifications is clear. There are no rival groups who
can claim that they, too, are entitled to preferential treatment.
Classwide questions as to the group suffering previous injury
and groups which fairly can be burdened are relatively manageable for reviewing courts. See, e. g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U.S. 199,212- 217 (1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S.
636, 645 ( 1975). The resolution of these same questions
1n the context of racial and ethnic preferences presents far
more complex and intractable problems than gender-based
classifications. .J1')-v ~,. ~/..A l ~ . 1
I
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974),
various activities in order to detect such violations and oversee appropriate
remedies. See Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong , 426 U. S. 88, 103 (1976).
Furthermore, we are not here presented with an occasion to review
legislation by Congress pursuant to its powers under § 2 of the Thirteenth
Amendment and § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to remedy the effects
of prior discrimination. Katz enbach v. Morgan, 384 U. S. 641 (1966);
Jones v. Alfred H . Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968). We have previously
recognized the special competence of Congress to make findings with
respect to the effects of identified past discrimination and its discretionary
authority to take appropriate remedial measures.
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in support of the proposition that discrimination favoring
racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial approval without the exacting inquiry ordinarily accorded "suspect" classifications. In Lau, we held that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide remedial English instruction for some 1,800 students of oriental ancestry who spoke no
English amounted to a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C. § 2000d, and the regulations promulgated thereunder. Those regulations required remedial
·instruction where inability to understand English excluded
childre·n of foreign ancestry from participation in educational
programs. !d., at 568. Because we found that the students
in Lau ·were denied a meaningful opportunity to participate in
the educational program," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning
of a remedial order.
Lau provides little support for petitioner's argument. -··The
decision rested solely on the statute, which had been construed
by the responsible administrative agency to reach educa;.
tional practices "which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination ," 414 U. S., at 568. We stated:
"Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of
treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers and curriculum; for students who do
not understand ~nglish are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education." /d., at 566. Moreover, the "preference" approved did not result in the denial of the relevant
ben.e fit-"mean!ngful participation in the educational program"-to anyone else. No other student was deprived by
that preference of the ability to participate in San Francisco's
school system.
In a simiiar vein/ 0 petitioner contends that our recent
Petitioner aiso cites our decision in Mo1'ton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535
(1974), for the proposition that the State may prefer members of traditionally c!"isadvantaged groups. In Mancari, we approved a hiring pref~rence for qualified Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Depart40
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decision in United Jewish Organizations v. Carey, 430 U.S. 144
( 1977), indicates a willingness to approve racial classifications
designed to benefit certain minorities, without denominating
the classifications as "suspect." The State of New York had
redrawn its reapportionment plan to meet objections of the
Department of Justice under § 5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42 U.S. C. § 1973c. Specifically, voting districts were
redrawn to enhance the electoral power of certain "nonwhite"
voters found to have been the victim of unlawful "dilution"
under the original reapportionment plan. Although the
revised reapportionment plan to some extent was drawn along
ethnic lines, there was no showing that the plan resulted in
the unlawful dilution of any individual's vote or in the under.
representation of any racial or ethnic group in the legislature
as a whole. 430 U.S. , at 162-165; id., at 179-180 (STEWART, J.,
concurring). United Jewish Organizations, like Lau, is viewed
properly as a case in which the remedy for an administrative
finding of discrimination -encompassed measures to improve the
previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate, without excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful participation in the electoral process.
In this case, unlike Lau and United Jewish Organizations,
there has been no determination by the legislature or a
responsible administrative agency that the University maintained a discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of petitioner's special admissions
program is quite different from the remedial measures ap·
proved in those cases. It prefers the designated minority
ment of the Interior (BIA). We observed in that case, however, that the
legal status of BIA is sui generis. /d., at 554. Indeed, we found that
the preference was not racial at all, but "an employment criterion reasonably designed to further the cause of Indian self-government and to make
the BIA more responsive to groups [,] ... whose lives are governed by
the BIA In a unique fashion." Ibid.
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groups at the expense of other individuals who are totally
foreclosed from competition for the 16 special admissions seats
in every medical school class. Because of that foreclosure,
some individuals are excluded from enjoyment of a stateprovided benefit-admission to the medical school-they
would otherwise receive. When a classification denies an
·individual opportunities or benefits enjoyed by others solely
because of his race or ethnic background, it must be regarded
as suspect. E. g., McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339
u.s. 637, 641-642 (1950).

v

'· we have held that in "order to justify the use of a suspect
:•Massification, a State must show that its purpose or interest is
both constitutionally permissible and substantial, and that its
':use of the classification is 'necessary ... to the accomplish. ment' of its purpose or the safeguarding of its interest." 'In
.re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722-723 ( 1973) (footnotes omitted);
Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v.
~Florida, 379 U. S. 184, 196 (1964). The special admissions
: program purports to serve the purposes of: (i) "reducing the
· historic deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medical
, schools and the medical profession," Brief for Petitioner, at
32; (ii) countering the effects of societal discrimination; 41
A number of distinct sub-goals have been advanced as falling with the
,.rubric of "compensation for past discrimination~" F<>r example, it is said
that preferences for Negro applicants may compensate for harm done them
' personally, or serve to place them at economic levels they might have
· 'attained but for discrimination agaiiJBt their forebears. Greenawalt, supra,
n. 1, at 581-586. Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it
·'i serves as a form of reparation by the "majority" to a victimized group
, as a whole. B. Bittker, The Case for Black Reparations (1973). That
·· justification for ethnic preference has been subjected to much criticism .
. E. g., Greenawalt, supra, at 581; Posner, supra, n. 1, at 16-17, and n. 33.
1 Finally, it has been argued that ethnic preferences "compensate" the
·· group by providing examples of success whom other members of the group
' will- emulate, thereby advancing the group's interest and society's interest
, 41
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tance of this state goal and the commitment of the judiciary
to affirm all lawful means towards its attainment. In the
school cases, the States were required by court order to redress
the wrongs worked by specific instances of racial discrimination. That goal was far more focused than the remedying of
the effects of "societal discrimination," a concept of injury that
may be ageless in its reach into the past.
We have never approved a classification that aids persons
perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at the
expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of adjudicated, legislative, or administrative findings of constitutional
or statutory violations. See, e. g., United Jewish Organiza-1
tions, supra, at 155-156; South Carolina· v. KitA:zenbach, 383
U. S. 308 (1966). After such findings have been made, the
governmental interest in preferring members of the injured
groups at the expense of others is substantial, since the legal
rights of the victims must be vindicated:· In such a case, the
extent of the injury and the consequent remeay will have been
j'udicially or legislatively defined. Also, the remedial action
usually remains subject to continuing oversight to assure that
it will work the least harm possible to other innocent persons
competing for the benefit. Without such findings of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot be said that the government has any greater interest in helping one individual
than in refraining from harming another.
A public university is not in a position to make such findings.
Its mission is education , not the formulation of legislative
policy or the adjudication of particular claims of illegality.
For.. reasons similar to those stated in Part III of this opinion,
isolated segments of our vast governmental structures are not
competent to make such decisions, at least in the absence of
legislative mandates and legislatively determined criteria. 42 Cf.
4 2 :For example, the University is unable to explain its selection of only
ihe three favored groups-Negroes, Mexican-Americans, and Asians-for
preferential treatment. The inclusion of the last group is especially
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Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976). Compare
n. 39, supra. Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons
whom the faculty of the Davis Medical School perceived as
victims of "societal discrimination" does not justify a classification that casts burdens upon persons like respondent, who
bear no responsibility for whatever harm the beneficiaries of
the special admissions program are thought to have suffered.
To hold otherwise would be to convert a remedy heretofore
reserved for violations of legal rights into a privilege that
all institutions throughout the Nation can grant at their pleasure. That is a step we have never approved. Cf. Pasadena
City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U. S. 424 (1976).

c
Petitioner identifies, as another purpose of its program,
improving the delivery of health care services to communities currently underserved. 43 ~may 8.88\,Un~ that in some situa- l J f ~ ~~
tions a State's interest in facilitating the health care of its
citizens is sufficiently compelling to support the use of a suspect
classification. But there is virtually no evidence in the record
indicating that petitioner's special admissions program is
either needed or geared to promote that goal. The court
below addressed this failure of proof:
"The University concedes it cannot assure that minority
doctors who entered under the program, all of whom
express an "interest" in participating in a disadvantaged
community, will actually do so. It may be correct to
assume that some of them will carry out this intention,
and that it is more likely they will practice in minority
communities than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political
curious in light of the substantial numbers of Asians admitted through the
regular admissions process.
4 8 The only evidence in the record with respect to such underservice is a
newspaper article. R. 473.
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Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 653, 688). Nevertheless, there are more precise and
reliable ways to identify applicants who are genuinely
interested in the medical problems of minorities than by
race. An applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a community
is his primary professional goal would be more likely to
contribute to alleviation of the medical shortage than one
who is chosen entirely on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short, there is [sic] no empirical data to
demonstrate that any one race is more selflessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more selfishly
acquisitive." 18 Cal. 3d, at 56.
Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of demonstrating
that it must prefer members ;:J.j particular ethnic grouJ\\ over
all other individuals in order to promote better health care
delivery to deprived citizens. Indeed, petitioner has not
shown that its preferential classification i'S likely to have any
significant effect on the problem.44
D
The fourth goal asserted by petitioner is the attainment of
a diverse student body. This clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher education. Academic
It is not clear that petitioner's two-track syst em, even if adopted
throughout the country, would f't ubstant ially increase representation of
blacks in the medi cal profe ·sion. That is the finding of a recent study by
Sleeth & Mishell , Black Under-R rpresent ation in Uni ted Sta t e~ Mcdi caJ
Schools, New England J. of Med. 114G (Nov . 24, 1977). Those authors
maintain that the cause of black under-representation lies in the small size
of t he national pool of qualified black appli cants. In their view, this
problem is traceable to the poor premedical experiences of bla ck undPrgraduates, and can be rrmedied eiTcctively only by developing remedial
programs for bl ack students before they ente r college. Nothing in the
record demonst:l'ttteS""otherwise.
44

J
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freedom, though not a specifically enumerated constitutional
right, long has been viewed as a special concern of the First
Amendment. The freedom of a university to· make its own
judgments as to education includes the selection of its student
body. Mr. Justice Frankfurter summarized the "four essential freedoms" that comprise academic freedom:
" ' .... It is the business of a university to provide that
atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation, experiment and creation. It is an atmosphere in which there
prevail 'the four essential freedoms' of a university-to
determine for itself on academic grounds who may teach,
what may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study.' " Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354
U. S. 234, 263 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of these
freedoms within university communities was emphasized in
Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):
"Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom which is of transcendent value to all of us
and not merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom
is therefore a special concern of the First Amendment....
The Nation's future depends upon leaders trained through
wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues, rather
than through any kind of authoritative selection.'
United States v. Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372.''
The atmosphere of "speculation, experiment and creation"-so
essential to the quality of higher education-is widely believed
to be promoted by a student body diverse in many respects. 45
45 The president of Princeton University has described some of the
benefits derived from a diverse student body:
" . . . [A] great deal of learning occurs informally. It occurs through
interactions among students of both sexes; of different races, religions, and
backgrounds; who come from cities and rural areas, from various states
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As we noted in Keyish;lan, it is not too much to say that the
"nation's future dep fids upon leaders trained through wide
exposure" to the ide and mores of students as diverse as this
Nation of many peo es.
Thus, in arguing t at its universities must be accorded the
right to select those s udents who will contribute the most to
the "robust exchange " petitioner invokes a countervailing
constitutional interest, that of the First Amendment. In this
light, petitioner must be viewed as seeking to achieve a goal
that is of paramount importance in the fulfillment of its
mission.
It may be argued that there is greater force to these views
at the undergraduate level than in a medical school where t1w
training is centered primarily on professional competency.
But even at the graduate level, our tradition and experience
lend support to the view that the contribution of diversity is
substantial. Physicians serve a heterogenous population.
An otherwise qualified medical student with a particular
background-whether it be ethnic, geographic, culturally advantaged or disadvantaged-may bring to a professional school
and countries; who have a wide variety of interests and perspectives; and
who are able, directly or indirectly, to learn from their differences and to
stimulate one another to reexamine even their most .deeply held assumptions about themselves and their world. As a wise graduate of ours once
observed in commenting on this aspect of the educational process, 'People do not learn very much when they are surrounded only by the likes
of themselves.'
"In the nature of things, it is hard to know how, and when, and even if,
this informal 'learning through diversity' actually occurs. It does not
occur for everyone. For many, however, the unplanned, casual encounters
with roommates, fellow sufferers in an organic chemistry class, student
workers in the library, teammates on a basketball squad, or other participants in class affairs or student government can be subtle and yet
powerful sources of improved understanding and personal growth.''
Bowen, Admissions and the Relevance of Race, Princeton Alumni Weekly
7, 9 (Sept. 26, 1977).
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of medicine experiences, outlooks and ideas that enrich the
training of its student body and better equip its graduates to
render with understanding their vital service to humanity. 40
E
Ethnic diversity, however, is only one element in a range of
factors a university properly may consider in attaining the goal
of a heterogeneous student body. Although a university must
have wide discretion in making the sensitive judgments as to
who should be admitted, constitutional limitations protecting
individual rights may not be disregarded. Specifically, respondent urges-and the courts below have held-that petitioner's
dual admissions program is a racial classification that impermissibly infringes his rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.
As the interest of diversity is compelling in the context of a
university's admissions program, the question remains whether
the program's racial classification is necessary to promote this
....{
interest. In re Griffiths, supra, 413 U. S., at 721-722. ~
turn now to that question.

VI
A
We may assume that the reservation of a specified number
of seats in each class for individuals from the preferred ethnic
groups would contribute to the attainment of considerable
ethnic diversity in the student body. But petitioner's argument that this is the only effective means of serving the interest of diversity is seriously flawed. In a most fundamental
sense the argument misconceives the nature of the state inter46 Graduate admissions decisions, like those at the tmdergraduate level,
are concerned with "assessing the potential contributions to the society
of each individual candidate following his or her graduation-contributions defined in the broadest way to include the doctor and the poet, the
most active participant in business or government affairs and the keenest
critic of all things organized, the solitary scholar and the concerned parent."
Bowen, supra, n. 45, at 10.

J
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est. It is not an interest in simple ethnic diversity, in which
a specified percentage of the student body is in effect guaranteed to be members of selected ethnic groups, with the remaining percentage an undifferentiated aggregation of students.
The diversity that furthers the state interest encompasses
a far broader array of qualifications and characteristics of
which racial or ethnic origin is but a single though important
element. Petitioner's special admissions program, focused
solely on ethnic diversity, would hinder rather than further
attainment of genuine diversity.47
Nor would the state interest in genuine diversity be served
by expanding petitioner's two-track system into a multitrack
program with a prescribed number of seats set aside for each
identifiable category of applicants. Indeed, it is inconceivable
that a university would thus pursue the logic of petitioner's
two-track program to the illogical end of insulating each
category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from
competition with all other applicants.
B
The experience of other university admissions programs,
which take race into account in achieving the educational
diversity valued by the First Amendment, demonstrates that
the assignment of a fixed number of places to a minority group
~is not a necessary~ eans toward that end. An illuminating
• d"f- ~
example is found in the Harvard College program:
~ ~"In recent years Harvard College has expanded the concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic, racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also
blacks and Chicanos and other minority students.
47 See Manning, The Pursuit of Fairness in Admissions to Higher
Education, in Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education,
Selective Admissions in Higher Education 19, 57-59 (1977).
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"In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in some admission decisions.
When the Committee on Admissions reviews the large
middle group of applicants who are 'admissible' and
deemed capable of doing good work in their courses, the
race of an applica.nt may tip the balance in his favor just
as geographic origin or a life spent on a farm may tip the
balance in other candidates' cases. A farm boy from
Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a
Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a black student can
usually bring something that a white person cannot offer."
See Appendix hereto.
"In Harvard college admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians,
football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted
in a given years. . . . But that awareness'[ of the necessity of including more than a token number of black
students] does not mean that the Committee sets the
minimum number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It means only that
in choosing among thousands of applicants who are not
only 'admissible' academically but have other strong
qualities, the Committee, with a number of criteria in
mind, pays some attention to distribution among many
types and categories of students." Brief for Columbia
University, et al., as Amicus Curiae, App. 2, 3.
In such an admissions program, 4 8 race or ethnic background

~-

The admissions program at Princeton has been described in similar
terms:
"While race is not in and of itself a consideration in determining basic
qualifications, and while there are obviously significant differences in background and experience among applicants of every race, in some situations
race can be helpful information in enabling the admissions office to under4B
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may be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, yet it
does not insulate the individual from comparison with all
other candidates for the available seats. The file of a particular black applicant may be examined for his potential
contribution to diversity without the factor of race being
decisive when compared, for example, with that of an applicant
identified as an Italian-American if the latter is thought to
exhibit qualities more likely to promote beneficial educational
pluralism. Such qualities could include exceptional personal
talents, unique work or service experience, leadership potential,
maturity, demonstrated compassion, a history of overcoming
disadvantage, ability to communicate with the poor, or other
qualifications deemed at the time to be relevant. In short,
an admissions program operated in this way is flexible enough
to consider all pertinent elements of diversity in light of the'
particular qualifications of each applicant, and to piace
them on the same footing for consideration, although not necessarily according them the same weight. Indeed, the weight
attributed to a particular quality may vary from year to year
depending upon the "mix" both of the student body and the
applicants for the incoming class.
This kind of program trea,t s each applicant as an individual
in the admissions process. The applicant who loses out on
the last availahlc seat to an applicant receiving a "plus" on
the basis of ethnic background,~i11 not have oeen foreclosed from consideration simply Because he was not the right
color or had the wrong surname. It would mean only that
his combined qualifications, which may have included similar
st8Jid more fully what a particular candidate has accomplished-8Jid against
what odds. Similarly, such factors as family circumstances and previous
educat.ional opportunities may be relevant, either in conjunction with race
or ethnic background (with which they may be associated) or on their
own." Bowen, supra, n. 20, at 8-9.
For an illuminating discussion of such flexible admissions systems, see
Manning, supra, n. 22, at 57-59.
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nonobjective factors, did not outweigh those of the other applicant. His qualifications would have been weighed fairly and
competitively, and he would have no legitimate basis to complain of unequal treatment under the Fourteenth Amendment.

c
It has been suggested that an admissions program which
considers race only as one element is simply a subtle and more
sophisticated-but no less effective-means of according racial
preference than the Davis program. A facial intent to discrimina.tc, however, is evident in petitioner's preference program and not denied in this case. No such facial infirmity
exists in a.n admissions program where race or ethnic background is simply one clement-to be weighed fairly against
other elements-in the selection process. A court would not
assume tha.t a universit.y, professing to employ a facially nondiscriminatory admissions policy, would operate it as a cover
for the functional equivalent of a quota system. In short,
good faith would be presumed in the absence of a showing to
the contrary in the manner permitted by our cases. See,
e. g., Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development
Corp., 429 U. S. 252 (1977); Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S.
229 (1976); Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202 (1965). 49
49 Universities, like the prosecutor in Swain, may make individualized
decisions, in which ethnic background plays a part, under a presumption of
iegality and legitimate educational purpose. So long as the university
proceeds on an individualized , case-by-case basis, there is no warrant for
judicial interference in thr acadrmic process. If an applicant can establish
that the institution docs not adhere to a policy of individual comparisons,
anti can show that a systematic exclusion of crrtain groups results, the
poosumption of legality might be overcome, creating the nece · ity of proving
legitimate educational purpose.
Even if one assumed that the competitive systrm dcscribrd above would
result in some instances in a sub rosa program like that of petitioner, there
are strong policy reasons for recognizing a constitutional distinction. Fairness in individual competition for opportunities is now a widely accepted
American ethic. Petitioner's program is facially unfair.
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D
In summary, it is evident that the Davis special admissiom_
program involves the use of an explicit racial classificatiom
never before countenanced by this Court. It tells applicants
who .are not Negro, Asian, or "Chicano" that they are totally
excluded from a specific percentage of the seats in an entering
class. No matter how strong their qualifications, quantitative·
and e~tracurricular, including their own potential for contribu.:
tion t0 educational diversity, they are never afforded the chance
to compete with applicants from the preferred groups for
special admission seats. At the same time, the preferred
applicants have the 0pportunity to compete for every seat in
the class.
The fatal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its
disregard of individual rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948).
Such rights are not absolute. But when a State's distribution
of benefits or imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a
person's skin or ancestry, that individual is entitled to a demonstration that the challenged classification is necessary to
promote a substantial state interest. Petitioner has failed to
carry this burden. For this reason, that portion of the California court's judgment holding the special program invalid
under the Fourteenth Amendment must be affirmed.
E

In enJOmmg petitioner from ever considering the race of
any applicant, however, the courts below failed to recognize
the substantial state interest that legitimately may be served
by a properly devised admissions program involving the competitive consideration of race a.nd ethnic origin. For this
reason, so much of the California court's judgment as enjoins
petitioner from considering the race of any applicant must be
reversed~
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they have the academic ability to do adequate work at
Harvard, and perhaps to do it with distinction. Faced with
the dilemma of choosing among a large number of "qualified"
eandidates, the Committee on Admissions could use the single
criterion of scholarly excellence and attempt to determine who
among the candidates were likely to perform best academically.
··But for the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has
never adopted this approach. The belief has been that if
scholarly excellence were the sole or even predominant criterion, Harvard College would lose a great deal of its vitality
and intellectual excellence and that the quality of the educational experience offered to all students would suffer. Final
Report of W. •J .. :Ben.der, ·Chairman of ;.the Admission and
Scholarship Committee and Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid, pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge, 1960). Consequently, after
selecting those students whose intellectual potential will seem
extraordinary to the faculty-perhaps 150 or so out of an
,, entering class of over 1,100-the Committee seeksvariety in making its choices. This has seemed important ... in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
'the effectiveness of the educational experience [in Harvard
, College] ... The effectiveness of our students' educational experience has seemed to the Committee to be
affected as importantly by a wide variety of interests,
· talents, backgrounds and career goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and housing arrangements. (Dean of Admissions Fred L. Glimp, Final Report
to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 65 Official Register
of Harvard University No. 25, 93, 104-105 (1968)
(emphasis supplied).
The belief that diversity adds an essential ingredient to the
educational process has long been a tenet of Harvard College
admissions. Fifteen or twenty years ago, however, diversity
meant students from California, New York, and Massachusetts; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists, painters and
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football players; biologists, historians and classicists; potential stockbrokers, academics and politicians. The result was
that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended Harvard
College. In recent years Harvard College has expanded the
concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic, racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
re'Cruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also blacks
and Chicanos and other minority students. Contemporary
conditions in the United States mean that if Harvard College
is to continue to offer a first-rate education to its students,
~inority representation in the undergraduate body cannot be
ignored by the Committee on Admissions.
In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant that
race has been a factor in some admission decisions. When
the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle group
o{ applicants who are "admissible" and deemed capable of
~oing good work in their courses, the race of an applicant may
tip the balance in his favor just as geographic origin or a life
spent on a farm may tip the balance in other candidates' cases.
A farm boy from Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a black student
c;tn usually bring something that a white person cannot offer.
The quality of the educational experience of all the students
in Harvard College depends in part on these differences in the
background and outlook that students bring with them.
In Harvard College admissions the Committee has not set
~arget-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians, football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted in a
given year. At the same time the Committee is aware that if
Harvard College is to provide a truly heterogenous environment that reflects the rich diversity of the United States, it
cannot be provided without some attention to numbers. It
would not make sense, for example, to have 10 or 20 students
out of 1,100 whose homes are west of the Mississippi. Comparably, 10 or 20 black students could not begin to bring to
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their classmates and to each other the variety of points of
view, backgrounds and experiences of blacks in the United
States. Their small numbers might also create a sense of
isolation among the black students themselves and thus make
it more difficult for them to develop and achieve their potential. Consequently, when making its decisions, the Committee
on Admissions is aware that there is some relationship between
numbers and achieving the benefits to be derived from a
diverse student body, and between numbers and providing a
reasonable environment for those students admitted. But
that awareness does not mean that the Committee sets a
minimum number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It means only that in
choosing among thousands of applicants who are not only
11
admissible" academically but have other strong qualities, the
Committee, with a number of criteria in mind, pays some
attention to distribution among many types and categories of
students.
The further refinements sometimes required help to illustrate
the kind of significance attached to race. The Admissions
Committee, with only a few places left to fill, might find itself
forced to choose between A, the child of a successful black
physician in an academic community with promise of superior
academic performance, and B, a black who grew up in an
inner-city ghetto of semi-literate parents whose academic
achievement was lower but who had demonstrated energy and
leadership as well as an apparently-abiding interest in black
power. If a good number of black students much like A but
few like B had already been admitted, the Committee might
prefer B; and vice versa. If C, a white student with extraordinary artistic talent, were also seeking one of the remaining
places, his unique quality might give him an edge over both
A and B. Thus, the critical criteria are often individual qualities or experience not dependent upon race but sometimes
associated with it.
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Memorandum to the Conference from MR. JusTICE PowELL.
The memoranda to the Conference dealing with Title VI,
and research in my own Chambers, convince me that there is
no easy or satisfactory alternative to resolution of the constitutional issue. In view of the suggestion that we share our
thinking on the problems in this case, I also am circulating
a memorandum expressing my views on standing and my
tentative views on the constitutional issue.

I
\

~~lim.inarily, several amici have suggested that Bakke lacks
st%1{lin$J They argue that he never showed that his injuryexclusion from the medical school-will be redressed by a
favorable decision, and that petitioner "fabricated" jurisdiction by conceding inability to meet its burden of proof. Petitioner does not challenge Bakke's standing, but as this charge
concerns our jurisdiction under Art. III, we may have to take
note of it.
First, there appears to be no reason to question the petitioner's concession. Once the burden of proof was shifted to
petitioner. the fact that 20 applicants were placed on the 1974
waiting list, while Bakke was not, lost much of its significance.
The petitioner would have had to show that at least 16 of
them had made no other arrangements and would have
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accepted admission if th0 snrria 1 Rdmissions f'lots hAd bPell
thrown open. P0tition0r's ronrpssion that it roulrl not make
this showing must he Rrr0pt0d At f11r0 val110. R0n Swift &
Co. v. Horln'nq TTrrllP71 R. ro .. 24~ TT. R. 2R1 (1917).
Serond. rven if BAl··kf' hRrl h00n 1mnhle to nrovf' that he
would have hPen nrlmitkd in th0 ahs0nr0 of the sn0ri::1l program . it would not follow thnt lw larkrrl f'tanrling. Tlw constitutionRl E'km0nt of stanrling is the M;"Prtion of nn iniury
that may br rrdrrRsrd hv a favorahlr decision. Warth v.
Seldin. 422 TT. R. 490. 49R (197!5). Thr trial ro11rt found
such an in.imv. auite apart from f11ilnrr to admittf'rl. in the
Univrrsitv's df'riRion to rxrlnrl<' 'R::d<kr from romnetition for
all 100 nlares simply bf'rause of hiR rare. He nra.ved for and
rereivecl a .imlgmrnt orderinl!' that he br r0ronsider0d without
regard to his race.
(R. 828). H 0nrr the constitutional
requiremrnts of Art. TTT rlrarlv were met. The auestion of
respondent's admission vPl non is mrrelv 0110 of relief. See
also Uzzell v. Ji'rhlau . .147 F. 2d 801 (C'A4 1977).
Nor is it fRtal to Br1kk0'" str1nding that he was not a "disadv::Jnta!!rd" annlirant. Desnitf' the nrogram'" nnrnorted
emphasis on disnrlvRnta!!.e . it was a minoritv <'11rol1mPnt nrog-ram with eronomic rlisadvanta!!e as a f'erondarv element.
'Whitr disRdvnntarrrd studPnts "'f'f(l nrver consirler0d. Moreover. thr Universitv arknowl0d!!'es thRt its goal in rkvising
the program was to inrrf'M<' minority enrollment, not to enroll
more disadvantaged students per se.

II
Petitioner does not deny that race-relR ted dPcisions by
farulties and administrations of state univrrsities are judicially reviewable. Sre. e. g. , Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada,
305 U. S. 337 (19~8); Si7mel v. BMrd of Rrqents. 332 U. S.
631 (1948): S'weatt v. Pai11ter, 3~9 U. R. 629 (1950);
MrLmtrin v. Oklahoma State Re(!ents. :-339 TT. R. 687 (1950).
For his part. respondent does not argue that all racial class
classifications are per se invalid. That, too , would appear to
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be an untenable position. See, e. g., Hiraba,yashi v. United
States, 320 U. S. 81 (1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323
U. S. 214 ( 1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U. S. 333, 334
(1968) (Black, Harlan , and STEWART, JJ., concurring);
United Jewish Orgs. v. Carey, U. S. --, 97 S. Ct. 996
(1977).
The parties do disagree as to the level of scrutiny to be
applied to the special admissions program. This raises a
threshold question tha.t may be central to a resolution of the
equal protection challenge asserted by respondent. Petitioner argues that the court below erred in applying strict
scrutiny as this inexact term has been applied in our cases.
That level of review, petitioner asserts, should be reserved for
classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular minorities." See Um:ted States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U. S.
144, 152 n. 4 (1938). Respondent, on the other hand. insists
that strict scrutiny was properly applied by court below. He
contends that the California court correctly rejected the notion
that the degree of judicial scrutiny accorded a particular racial
classification hinges upon plaintiff's membership in a discrete
and insular minority a.nd duly recognized that the "rights
established Tby the Fourteenth Amendment l are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948).
En route to this crucial battle over the proper scope of
judicial review, the parties fight a sharp preliminary action
over the proper characterization of the special admissions
program. Petitioner prefers to see it as establishing a "goal"
of minority representation in the medical school. Respondent,
echoing the courts below, labels it a racial quota. 1
1 Petitioner defines "q11ota" ::tR n requirement which must be met but. can
never be exceeded , regardl ess of the qu::tli1-y of the minority nnplicants.
Petitioner declnres thnt. there is no "floor"; rompletelv unqurdified Rtudents
will not b0 ndmittrd simply to meet n "qno1n." Neither is there a "ceiling"
on the total numbN of minority E<t udcnts ad mitted, since :m unlimited
number could be admitted through the genernl a dmissions process. On
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This semantic distinction is beside the point: the special
admissions program is undeniably a racial classification. To
the extent tha.t there existed a pool of at least minimally
qualified minority applicants to fill the 16 special admissions
seats. white applicants could compete only for 84 seats in the
entering class. rather than the 100 open to minority applicants.
Whether this limitation is described as a quota or a goal, it is
a line drawn on the basis of race. 2

III
The guarantees of the Fourteenth Amenclment extend to
all persons. regardless of color. It is settled beyond question
that the "rights created by the first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment are. by its terms. guaranteed to the individual.
They are personal rights." Shelley v. Kraem er, 334 U.S. 1. 22
(1948). The guarantee of equal protection cannot mean one
thing when a.pplicd to one individual and something else when
applied to a person of another color. If both are not entitled
to the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless. petitioner argues that the court below erred
in applying strict scrutiny to the special admissions programs
because white males, such as respondent, are not a "discrete
i.hiR hn Ris. thr sprrinl admi~Rions prop;rnm dorR not mcrt petitioner's
definition of n quota .
Thr rour1 hrlow found-and petitioner dorR not drnY- thn1 whitP
n.pplirnntR rould not rompr1r for thr lfi plnrrR rrRrrvrd Rolrlv for the
spcri nl ndmiRRions progrnm . lR Cnl. 3d, nt 44. Both courts brlow
chnrnrtrrized thi s flf< n "qtwtn" ~~·s trm.
2 Morrovrr, thr Univrrsit~•'s f<prrinl
ndmisRions progrnm involv•rR a
pnrposrful usr of rnr inl rri1rrin. This if< not n Ri1untion in whirh the
clnssifirntion on its fnrr iR rnri nlh· nrutrnl. but hns n clisproportionntr rnrial
imnnrt . In th nt si1un1ion . plnin1iff muRt rstnhlish nn in1rn1 to disrriminnte.
Vi/lag r of Adin(fton IT rights Y. M rtmpolitrm Hov"~ing D r?•r/ Corp .. 429
U. 8. 252, 2fi4-2n5 (1977): Wa.•hin gton ' '· Davis. 42() U. 8. 220, 242
(1076): scr Yic~ Wo v. T!opkins. llR U. R. 35n (1&(\n). Hrrr. the
rlnssifirntion is not. nru1 rnl on it s farr ; 1he intention to rrst rlr1 rompctltlon
by whites is evident and no denial.
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and insular minority" requiring extraordinary protection from
the majoritarian political process. United States v. Carolene
Products Co., 304 U. S. 144, 152-153, n. 4 (1938). This
rationale, however, has never governed our decisions invalidating racial distinctions. See, e. g., Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954). Nor has this Court held
that discreteness and insularity constitute necessary preconditions to strict scrutiny of otherwise sensitive classifications. 3
See, e. g., Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535. 541 ( 1942);
Carrington v. Rash, 380 U. S. 89, 94-97 (1965). Indeed,
classifications based on gender elicit a form of heightened
scrutiny, e. g., Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677. 691-692
(1965) (PowELL, J., concurring), yet there can be no contention that women are a "minority" group. These chara.cteristics may be among the proper criteria in deciding whether
or not to add new sorts of classifications to the list of "suspect"
categories. See, e. g., San Antonio Indep. School D1:st. v.
Rodriguez, 411 U. S. 1, 28 (1973) (wealth); Graham v.
Richardson, 403 U. S. 365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v.
Mitchell, 400 U. S. 112, 295 n. 14 (1970) (STEWART, J.. concurring in part and dissenting in part) (persons between ages
18 and 21). But racial classifications are odious without
regard to these additional characteristics. We declared as
much in the first cases to recognize racial distinctions as
suspect:
"Distinctions between citizens solely because of their
ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people
3 Until 1970, there is no reference in our decisions to the olement of
"discreteness and insularity." Oregon v. M1:tchell, 400 U. S. 112, 295 n. 14
(1970) (STE>VART, J., concurring in part. and dissenting in part). It has
been relied upon in a holding of the Court only in one class of cases, those
involving aliens. E. g .. Graham v. Richardson. 403 U . S. 365, 372 (1971).
Prior citations to n. 4 generally concerned the "pr·e ferred" position of First
Amendment freedoms. See, e. g., Everson v. Board of Education, 330
U. S. 1, 62 11. 61 (1947) (Rutledge, J., dissenting). But see Kovacs v.
Coope1·, 336 U. S. 77, 90-91 (1949) (Frankfmter, J., concurring).
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whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at 100.
" . . . [A 111 legal restrictions which curtail the rights of a
single racial group are immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions arc unconstitutional. It
is to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.
The Court have never questioned the validity of those pronouncements. Racial and ethnic distinctions of any sort arc
inherently suspect and thus call for the most critical judicial
examination.
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions is rooted in
our Nation's constitutional and drmographic history. This
Court1 s initial view of the Fourteenth Amrnclment was that
its "one pervading purpose" was "thr frerdom of the slave
race, the security and firm estahlishmC'nt of that frC'eclom. and
the protection of the newly-made freeman and citizen from
the oppressions of thosC' who had formerly exercised dominion
over him." Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36. 71 (1873).
The Equal Protection Clause, however, was "rvlirtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial reactionism." 4 It was rclegatecl to decades of relative cksuetude
while the Due ProcC'ss Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
after a short gNminal period. flourished as a cornerstone in
the Court's dC'fense of property and liberty of contract. See.
e. g., Mugler v. Kansas. 123 U.S. 623. 661 (1R87); Allgeyer v.
Louisiana, 165 U. S. 578 (1807); Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 4.5 (1905). In that cause. the Fourteenth Amendment's
"one pervading purpose," Slaughter-House Cases, S'l.lpra, at 71.
was displaced. Sec. e. g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537
(1896). It was only as the era of substantive clue process
came to a close, see, e. g., Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502
4 'Tu~sman & ten Broek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L.
Rev. 341,381 (1949).
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(1934); West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300 U. S. 379 (1937),
that the Equal Protection Clause began to attain some measure of vitality, see, e. g., Carolene Products, supra; Skinner v.

Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
By this time it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority. During the dormancy of the Equal Protection Clause. the United States had become a nation of
minorities. 5 Each had to struggle c-and to some extent struggles still 7 -to overcome the prejudices not of a monolithic
m::tjority, but of a "majority" composed of various minority
groups of whom it was said'--perhaps unfairly in many casesthat a shared characteristic was a willingness to disadvantage
other groups. 8 As the Nation filled with the stock of many
lands, the reach of the Equal Protection C'lause was gradually
extended to all groups seeking protection from official discrimination. See Strauder, supra, at 308 (exclusion of "all
naturalized Celtic Irishmen" from juries would violate equal
protection); Yick Wo v. Hoplcins, 118 U. IS. 056 (1886)
(Chinese); Trua.rr v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33. 41 (1915) (Austrian
resident alien); Korematsu, supra (Japanese); Hernandez v.
Texas, 347 U. S. 475 (1954) (Mexican-Americans). The
guarantees of the Equal Protection Clause, said the Court in
Yiclc Wo, "are universal in their application , to all persons
M . .TonE's, AmPric:m Tmmigrntion 177-24fl (1960).
Str:ml,);er~ in the Land (1055); G. Abbott, Thr Immigrant
and ilw Communitv (Hl17): P. Robrrt~, ThP NPw Immigration f\0--73,
86-91, 24R-2o1 (1912); E. Fenton , Immigrant s and Union;;: A Case Study
561-5fl2 (1975).
7 "Mrmbrr~ of vnriou~ religi011 ~ and ethnic groupr;:, primnril~, but not
cxelusivel~r of rastern, and middlE' and south('rn Europran ancrst rv, Ruch
as .Jew~, Catholics, Itnlinns, GreekR and Slnvic group~ continurcl to be
excluded from rxrcutive, middle-mnnagrment and othrr job levels because
of diRcrimin:1tion bnsrd upon their rpligion ::mdjor nntional origin." 41
CFR § 60-50.1 (b).
8 E. g., P . Roberts, The Nrw Immigrntion 75 (1912) ; G. Abbott, The
Immigrant and the Community 270-271 (1917) . Sec also n. 7, supra.
5

6

.J. Higham,
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within the territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences of race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of equal
laws." 118 U.S. , at 369.
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment conceived of its primary function as one of bridging the
vast distance between members of the former slave race and
the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases, suptra, the
Amendment itself was framed in universal terms, without
reference to color or condition of prior servitude. As this
Court recently remarked, in interpreting the 1866 Civil Rights
Act to extend to claims of racial discrimination against white
persons, "the 39th Congress was intent upon establishing 'in
federal law a broader principle than would have been necessary
to meet the particular and immediate plight of the newly
freed Negro slaves." McDonald v. Santa F'e Trail Transp.
Co., 427 U. S. 273, 296 (1976). And that legisla.tion was
specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all persons,"
not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights under the law.
See Runyon v. McCrary , 427 U. S. 160, 192- 202 (1976)
(WHITE. J., dissenting). Indeed, it is not unlikely that among
the Framers were many who would have applauded a reading
of the Equal Protection Clause which states a principle of
universal application and is responsive to the racial, ethnic
and cultural diversity of the Nation. See. e. g., Cong. Globe,
39th Cong .. 1st Sess., 1056 ( 1866) (remarks of Rep. Niblack);
id., 2891-2892 (remarks of Sen. Corness); id. , 40th Cong., 2d
Sess. , 883 (1868) (remarks of Sen. Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment "protect[s] classes from class legislation"). See also
Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision , 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the past 30 years, this Court has been embarked upon
the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal Protection Clause
so as to guarantee "the protection of equal laws," Yick Wo,
supra, at 369, in a Nation confronting a legacy of slavery and
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racial discrimination. See, e. g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S.
1 (1948); Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954);
Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. S. 339 ( 1960); Hills v.
Gautreaux, 425 U. S. 284 (1976.). The milestone decisions in
this area, because they arose in response to the continued
exclusion of Negroes from the workings of American society,
could be characterized as involving discrimination by the
"majority" white race against the Negro minority. But they
need not be read as depending upon that characterization for
their results. It suffices to say that " [ o] ver the years, this
Court consistently repudiated (d) istinctions between citizens
so-lely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious to a free
people whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality.'" Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S., at 11 (1967),
quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U.S., at 100.
Petitioner urges us to adopt for the first time a more
restrictive view of the Equal Protection Clause and hold that
discrimination against members of the white "majority" can
never be suspect. The clock of our liberties, however, cannot
be turned back to 1868. Brown v. Board of Education, supra,
at 492; accord, Loving v. Virginia, supra, at 9. It is far too
late to argue that the Equal Protection Clause recognizes
special wards in our society and that others are not entitled
to the same degree of protection. "The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed solely against discrimina.tion due to a
'two-class theory'-that is, based upon differences between
'white' and Negro." Hernandez, supra, at 478.
Once the artificial line of a "two-class theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment is put aside, the difficulties entailed in
varying the level of judicial review according to a perceived
"preferential" status of a particular racial or ethnic are likely
to be intractable. The concepts of "majority" and "minority"
necessarily reflect temporary judgments and political arrangements. As observed above, the white "majority" itself is
composed of various minority groups, each of which can lay
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claim to a history of prior discriminatory at the hands of the
state and private individuals. Not all of these groups can
receive favorable treatment, and corresponding judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and nationality, for
then the only "majority" left would be a new minority of
White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. There is no principled basis
for deciding which groups will merit "heightened judicial
solicitude" and which will not. Courts would be asked to
evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups. Those whose societal
'injury is found to exceed some presumed level of tolerability
would then he entitled to preferential classifications at the
expense of individuals belonging to other groups. Those classifications would be free from exacting judicial scrutiny. As
these preferences began to have their desired effect. and the
consequences of past discrimination were undone, new judicial
rankings would'be necessary. The kind of variable sociological
and political analysis necessary to produce such rankings
simply docs not lie within the judicial competence-even if ·it
were socially desirable. DeF'unis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312,
337-340 (1974) (Douglas. J .. dissenting).
There are serious problems of justice connected with the
idea of preference itself. First, it may not always be clear
that a so-called preference is in fact benign. Courts may be
asked to validate burdens imposed upon individual members
of particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest. Scr United Jewish Organizations, supra, at 10131014 (BRENNAN, J., concurring in part). Nothing in the
Constitution supports the notion that individuals may be
asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the greater
good of their ethnic groups. Second, prefrrcntial programs
may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that certain
groups arc unable to achieve success without special protection
based on a factor having no relationship to actual individual
worth. See DeF'unis v. Odegaard, 416 U.S., at 343 (Douglas,
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J .. dissenting). Third, there is no warrant in the Constitution
for forcing innocent persons in respondent's position to bear
the burdens of redressing grievances not of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal Protection
Clause to these transitory considerations, we would be holding,
as a constitutional principle, that judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on racial and ethnic backgrounds may vary
with the ebb and flow of political forces. Disparate constitutional treatment of such classifications well may serve to
exacerbate racial and ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviate
them. United Jewish Org. v. Carey,- U. S. - , 97 S. Ct.
996, 1014 (1977) (BRENNAN, J., concurring). Also, the mutability of a constitutional principle based upon shifting political
and social j'udgments undermines the chances for consistent
application of the Constitution from one generation to the
next, a critical feature of its coherent interpretation. Pollock
v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, 650-651 (1895)
(WHITE. J., dissenting). In expounding the Constitution, the
Court's role is to discern "principles sufficiently absolute to
give them roots throughout the community and continuity
over significant periods of time, and the pragmatic political
judgments of a particular time and place." A. Cox, The Role
of the Supreme Court in American Government 114 ( 1976).
If it is the individual who is entitled to judicial protection
against classifications touching upon his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions impinge upon personal rights,
rather than the individual only because of his membership in
a particular group. then constitutional standards may be applied consistently. Political .iuclgmen ts regarding the necessity
for the particular classification may be weighed in the constitutional balance. Korematsu, supra, but the standard of justification will remain constant. This is as it should be. since
those political judgments are the product of rough compromises struck by contending groups within the majoritarian
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process.~ When they touch upon an individual's ethnic background, he is entitled to judicial determination that the burden
he is asked to bear on that basis is precisely tailored to serve a
substantial governmental interest. The Constitution guarantees that right to every person regardless of ethnic background.
Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1. 22 (1948); Missouri ex rel.
Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337, 351 (1938).

B
Petitioner contends that on several occasions this Court has
approvrd preferrntial classifications based on race and ethnic
background, without applying strict scrutiny. Most of the
cases upon which prtitioner relics arc drawn from three areas:
school desegregation, employment discrimination, and sex discrimination. Each of the cases cited, presented a situation
radically different from the facts of this case.
The school desegregation cases are simply inapposite. In
each of these a court had formulated or approved remedies for
adjudicated findings of const1tutional violation. e. g., Stoann
v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Educat?'on, 402 U. S. 1
(1971); Green v. County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968).
Racial classifications were drsigned as remedies for the vindication of constitutional rights. 10 Here, there was no judicial
~ R. Dahl. A Prrfnrc to Drmorrntir Thror~' (195o): Posnrr, The
DeFunis Cnsr nnd ihr C'onRtitutionnlity of Prefrrentinl Trcnlment of
Minorilir~. 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 27: rf. Stewnrt, Thr Reformntion of
Amrrirnn Adminio;trntivr Lmv, R8 Harv. L. Rev. 1o83-1685, and nn. 64-67
(1975) nnd , ourrr!> ritrcl therein.
10 Prtitioner ritrR threr Conrt of Apprn!R raReR nllrgeclly drvinting from
this genrrnl rulr in Rrhool de~egrrgntion rnsrs: Of!rrmawn v. Nitkowsl.:i,
378 F. 2d 22 (CA? 1907): Wanner v. County School Board. 357 F. 2d 4.')2
(CA4 I96o): Springfield Srhool Committee v. Barksdale, 34R F. 2cl 261
(CAl 19o.'i). Of theRr, Wanner involvrd a srhool s~rstrm hrlcl to have
bern de ju1·e srgregnted nnd nnclrr injunctive orders prohibiting further
segrrgntion: rarinl distrirting was dermrd nerrssary. 357 F. 2d, nt 454.
Cf. United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. Carey, U. S.
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determination of constitutional violation as a predicate for the
formulation of a remedial classification. Hence, to analogize
petitioner's special admission program to a remedy in a
desegregation case and suggest that it should therefore be
.Judicially "approved" is to transform a remrdy, fashioned to
correct a wrong, into a right in and of itself. See Pasadena
City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976).
The employment discrimination cases also arc inapposite.
For example, in Franks v. Bowma.n Transportat?'on Co., 424
U. S. 747 (1975), we approved a retroactive award of seniority
to a class of Negro truck drivers who had been the victims of
past discrimination. While this relief imposed some burdens
on other employees, it was held necessary "'to make [the
victims 1 whole for injuries suffered on account of unlawful
employment discrimination.'" !d. , at 771, quoting Albemarle
Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405.418 (1975). The courts of
appeal have fashioned quotas and other racial preferences as
remedies for constitutional or statutory violations resulting in
specifically identified, race-based injuries to members of the
classes held entitled to the preference. E. g., Bridgeport
Guardians, h1c. v. Civil Service Comm,ission, 482 F. 2d 1333
(CA2 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F. 2d 315, modified on
rehearing en bane, 452 F. 2d 327 (CA8 1972). Such pref~
erences also have been upheld where an impartial legislative
or administrative body charged with the responsibility made
determinations of past discrimination and needed remedies.
E. g., Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v.
Secretary of Labor, 442 F. 2d 159 (CA3) , cert. denied, 404
- , 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). In Barksdale :mel Offermann, courts did
approve voluntary eli. tricting de~igned to eliminate de facto segregation.
In neither , however, was there any showing that the Hrhool board planned
mdensive pupil transportation that might threatrn librrty or privacy
interests. See Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 U. S. 189, 240-250
(1973) (PowELL, J., concurring in part. :md dis~cntinp; in part). Nor
were whit'C students deprived of an equal opportunity for education.
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Assodated Gene1·al Contractors of Mas~
sachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (C'A1 1973), cert.
denied, 416 U. R. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384
U. S. 641 (1966). Where the preferential classification is not
tailored as a remedy for a proven constitutional or statutory
violation, proper analysis requires the application of strict
scrutiny. 12
Nor is a different view supported by the fact that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed to compensate
'women for identified discrimination, are not subjected to this

U. S. 854 (1971);

11

Every drri~·ion upholding thr requirrment of prefrrrntinl hiring nndrr
the anthorit~' of Executive Ordrr 11246 hns emphn8ir.rd thr rxi~trncr of
previou ~ disr riminntion b~r the pnrtirs involvrd n~ n preclirntr for the
imposition of n 11rrfrrrntin 1 remrd~r. Contmrtors Assoriation. supra;
Southern lllinois Builders Assn. v. Ooih•ie. 471 F. 2cl oRO (CA7 Hl72);
Joyce v. MrCrane . 320 F . Snpp. 121\4 (N . .T. 1970): Wl'iner v. Cuyaiwga
Community College District. Hl Ohio 2d 35. 24!-l N. E. 2d 907. rrrt. drnird,
39fi U. S. 1004 (1970) . f3rr nl~o Rosetti Contr. C"o. v. B1'1'1man. 408
F. 2d 1039. 1041 (C A7 1975) : Associatl'd Ge·nl'ml Contmclors of Massachusetts. Inr. v. Altschull'r. 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973) , cert. drnird. 416
U.S. 957 (1974): Nortlmzst C"onst. Co. v. Romney.- U. R. App. D. C.
- . 41\5 F.~~~ 752 , 754, 7fi1 (1973) .
12 This view would not nfl'ert dul~· nuthorizrd ndministmtive nrtionR,
such ns ron~ent clerrer~ under Title VII, c. g .. EEOC' v. ATce·T. 55() F. 2cl
167, lRO (CA3 1977), or npproYnl of rrnpportionmrnf plnns tmder § 5 of
ihe Voting Tiight ~ Art of 19fi5, 42 U.S. C. § 1973r. Tn ~urh rnses. there
hns bern cletnilrd lrgi~lntivr ronsicler:1t ion of thr vn riou;.; indirin of previmtR
constitntionnl or stntntor~· Yiolntion:-:, e. g .. South Cam/inn'"· Krztzenbaclt,
383 U.S. 301. 301\-310 (19()6) (§ 5), nnd pnrtirnh11· ndrnini~trntivr bodies
hnvc bern rhnrged with rnonif oring vnr'iouR activities in order to detect
such violni ionR nnd owr~re npproprintr rrrnrclies .
Furilwrmorr, we nrr not hrrr prrsrntecl with nn orcn:-:ion io review
legislation b~· CongreRs pur~unnt to it !< powrr!< under§ 2 of flw Thirtcrnth
Amendment nnd § 5 of i he Fourteenth Amcndmrnt to remrd~r tile r!Tert s
of prior societal discrimination. Katzl'nbarh v. Mo1'grm. 31\4 U. S. 641
(19()6); Jones v. Alf1'ed II . Mayc1' Co .. 392 U. 8. 409 (1968). Wr hnve
previously recognir.ed the sprcinl competence of thr lrgi~lature to mnke
findings with respect to t hr rffects of sprcifically identified pn st discrimination and its discretionary authority to take appropriate remedial meal'ures.
. 11
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level of scrutiny. E. g., Califano v. Webster, U. S. - ,
97 S. Ct. 1192, 1194 (1977). Neither are classifications that
disadvantage women, see, e. g., Craig v. BoTen, 427 U. S. 190,
211 n.* (1976) (PowELL, J. , concurring); Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677. 6!H-692 (HJ7::3) (POWET"L, .J.. concmring).
Apart from other arguments that have been advanced (e. g.,
women are the ma.jority sex group). gender-basrd distinctions
are less likely to create the analytical and practical problems
present in preferential programs premised on racial or ethnic
criteria. With respect to gender there are only two possible
classifications. The incidence of the burdens imposed by pref~
erential classifications is clear. There arc no rival groups who
can claim that they, too , arc entitled to preferential treatment.
Classwidc questions as to the group suffering previous injury
and groups which fairly can be burdened are relatively simple
for reviewing courts. See. e. g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U.S. 199.212- 217 (1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S.
636, 645 (1975). The resolution of these same questions in
the context of racial and ethnic prrferences, supra, presents
far more complex and intractable problems than gender-based
classifications. In any even we have consistently declined to
view gender-based classification as suspect or as comparable
to racial classifications for the purpose of equal protection
analysis.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974),
in support of the proposition that discrimination favoring
racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial approval without the exacting inquiry ordinarily accorded "suspect" classifications. In La.u, we held that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide remedial English instruction for some 1,800 students of oriPntal ancestry who spoke no
English ammmtecl to a violation of Title VI of thr Civil Rights
Act of 1964. 42 U. S. C'. ~ 2000cl, and the regulations promulgated thereunder. Those regulations required remedial
instruction where inability to understand English excludes
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children of foreign ancestry from participation in educational
programs. !d., at 568. Because we found that the students
in Lau were denied a meaningful opportunity to participate in
the educational program," ibid, we remanded for the fashioning
of a remedial order.
Lau provides little support to petitioner argument. The
decision rested solely on the statute. which had been construed
by the responsible administrative agency to reach methods of
school administration "which have the effect of subjecting
individuals to discrimination," 414 U.S., at 568. We stated:
"Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of
treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks. teachers and curriculum; for students who do
not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education." ld., at 566. Moreover, the "preference" approved did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit-"meaningful participation in the educational program"-to anyone else. No other student was deprived by
that preference of the ability to participate in San Francisco's
school system.
In this case. there has been no determination by the legislature or a responsible administrative agency that the University
maintained a discriminatory condition requiring remedial
efforts. Moreover. the operation of petitioner's special admissions program is quite different from the program in Lau.
It prefers the designated minority groups only at the expense
of other individuals who are totally foreclosed from competition for the 16 special admissions scats in every medical school
class. Because of that foreclosure, some individuals are
excluded from enjoyment of a state provided benefit-admission to the medical school-they would otherwise receive.
When a classification denies an individual opportunities or
benefits enjoyed by others solely because of his race or ethnic
background. it must be regarded as suspect. E. g., McLaurin
v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637, 641-642 (1950).
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Finally/ 3 petitioner contends that our recent decision in
United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. Carey, - U. S. - , 97 S. Ct. 996 ( 1977), indicates a willingness to
approve racial classifications designed to benefit certain minorities, without denominating the classifications as "suspect."
The State of New York had redrawn its reapportionment plan
to meet objections of the Department of Justice under ~ 5 of
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U. S. C. ~ 1973c. Specifically, voting districts were redrawn to enhance the electoral
power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have been the
victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original reapportionment plan. Although the revised reapportionment plan to
some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was no showing
that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution of any individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of any racial or
e1hnic group in the legislature as a whole. 97 S. Ct., at
1008-1009; id., at 1016-1017 (STEWART, J., concurring).
United Jewish Orga.nizations, like Lau, is viewed properly as
a case in which the remedy for an administrative finding of
discrimination encompassed measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate without
excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful participation in the electoral process.

1 3 Petitioner cites our decision in Morton v. Mancari. 417 U. S. 535
(1974), for thr proposition that. the Statr mny prefer mrmbers of traditionally disndvnnt::tlJ;rd groups. In Mancari, wr approved a hiring preference for qualifird Indians in the Bnrrau of Indian Affair~. We observed
in that ca.~e, howevrr, that the lrgal status of the Bmeau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) of the Department of the Interior is sui generis. /d., at 554.
Indeed, we found that the preference was not racial at all, but "an
employment criterion reasonably def!ignrd to further the causr of Indian
self-government and to make the BIA more responsive to lJ:roups [,]
whose lives are governed by tho BIA in a unique fashion." Ibid.

L
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approve racial classifications designed to benefit certain minorities, without denominating the classifications as "suspect."
'The State of New York had redrawn its reapportionment plan
to meet objections of the Department of Justice under ~ 5 of
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U. S. C. ~ 1973c. Specifically, voting districts were redrawn to enhance the electora,l
power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have been the
victim of unlawful "dilution" ~nder the original reapportionment plan. Although the revised reapportionment plan t<;>
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that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution of any individual's vote or in the unclerrepresentation of any racial or
ethnic group in the legislature as a whole. 97 S. Ct., at
1008-1009; id., at 1016-1017 (STEWART, J., concurring).
United Jewish Orga.nizations, like Lau, is viewed properly as
a ca e in which the remedy for an administrative finding of
discrimination encompassed measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate without
excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful participation in the electoral process.
Petitioner's special admiss1ons program is a r.acial classification. It earmarks a certain number of seats in each medical
13 Petitioner cites our decision in Morton v. Mancari, 417 U. S. 535
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school class for persons of designated racial and ethnic characteristics and excludes others. For this reason it is suspect and
must be judged by the standard of analysis uniformly applied
to racial classifications.

IV
We have held that in "order to justify the use of a suspect
classification , a State must show that its purpose or interest is
both constitutionally permissible and substantial, and that its
use of the classification is 'necessary ... to the accomplishment' of its purpose or the safeguarding of its interest." In
re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722- 723 (1973) (footnotes omitted);
Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v.
Florida, 379 U. S. 184, 196 (1964). The special admissions
program purports to serve the purposes of: (i) "reducing the
historic deficit of traclitional1y disfavored minorities in medical
schools and the medical profession," Brief for Petitioner, at
32; (ii) countering the effects of societal discrimination; 14
A number of distinct sub-goal s have be0n advanced as falling with the
mbric of "comp<'n~ation for pn ~t cli ~c rimination." For exnmple, it is sa id
that preferences for Negro applicants mny compensnte for harm done them
personnlly, or serve to plnre them at economic levels they might hnve
attnined but for discriminntion ngninst their forebenrs. Greenwnlt , Judicial
Senti iny of "B<'nign" Rnrinl Preference in Lnw School AdmiRsions, 75
Colum. L. R ev. 559, 581-586 (1975). Another vi<'w of the "compensation"
goal is that it serves as a form of reparation by the "mnjority" to a
victimized group as a whole. B. Bittkrr, The Caile for Blark Reparations
(1973). That justification for ethnic preference has been subjrcted to
much critirism. E. g., Greenwalt, supm, at 581; Posner, The DeFunis
Case and The Const itutionality Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct.
Rev. 1, 16-17, and n . 33. Finally, it hns been nrgued that ethnic preferences "compensnte" the group by providing examples of success whom
other members of the group will emulate, thereby ndvnncing the group's
interest nnd society's interest in cncomnging new gen<'rntions to overcome
the barriers and frustrntions of the past. Redish, Preferentinl Lnw School
Admissions and the Equnl Protection Clnuse: An Ann lysis of the Competing Arguments, 22 U. C. L.A. Law Rev. 343,391 (1974). For purposes
of analysis, the sub-goals need not be conside11ed separately.
J. 4
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(iii) obtaining the educational benefits that flow from an
ethnically diverse student body; and (iv) increasing the number of physicians who win decide to practice in communities
currently underserved. 15 We must decide which, if any, of
these purposes is substantial enough to support the use of a
suspect classification.
If petitioner's purpose is to assure within its student body
some specified percentage of a particular group merely because
of its race or ethnic origin, such a preferential purpose must be
rejected not as insubstantial but as constitutionally impermissible. Preferring members of any one group for no reason
other than race or ethnic origin is discrimination for its own
sake. This the Constitution forbids. E. g., McLaughlin v.
Florida, 397 U. S. 184 (1964); Brown v. Board of Education,
SU'JYI'a, 483, 495 (1954).
B
The State certainly has a legitimate and substantial interest
in ameliorating. or eliminating where feasible , the disabling
effects of past discrimination. The line of school desegregation cases, commencing with Brown, attests to the importance
of this state goal and the commitment of the judiciary to
affirm aU lawful means towards its attainment. In the school
cases, the States were required by court order to redress the
wrongs worked by specific and identifiable racial discrimination. But the goal was far more focused than the remedying
of the effects of some generalized concept of "societal discrimination" that may be ageless in its reach into the past.
We have never approved a classification that aids persons
perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at the
expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of adjudi1 " The only evidence in the record with respect to such underservice is a
newspaper article. R. 473.
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cated, legislative, or administrative findings of constitutional
or statutory violations. See, e. g., United Jewish OrganizaU. S. - , 97 St. Cl., at 1005; South Carolina v.
tions, Katzenbach, 383 U. S. 308 (1966). After such findings have
been made, the governmental interest in preferring members
of the injured groups at the expense of others is substantial,
since the legal rights of the victims must be vindicated. In
such a case, the extent of the injury and the consequent
remedy will have been judicially or legislatively defined. Also,
the remedial action usually remains subject to continuing
oversight to assure that it will work the least harm possible to
other innocent persons competing for the benefit. Without
such findings of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot
be said that the government has any greater interest in helping
one individual than in refraining from harming another.
A public university is not in a position to make such findings.
Its mission is education, not the formulation of legislative
policy or the adjudication of particular claims of illegality.
For the reasons stated in Part III of this opinion, isolated
segments of our vast governmental structures are ill equipped
to make such decisions, at least in the absence of legislative
mandates and legislatively determined criteria. Cf. Hampton
v. Mow Sun Wong , 426 U.S. 88 (1976). Compare n. 12, supra.
Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons whom the faculty
of the Davis Medical School perceived as victims of "societal
discrimination" does not support the consequent casting of
burdens upon persons like respondent, who bear no responsibility for whatever harm tho beneficiaries of the special
admissions program arc presumed to have suffered. To 10
otherwise would be to convert a remedy or violations of legal
rights into a privilege that institutions throughout the Nation
can grant at their pleasure. That is a step we have never
approved. Cf. Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler,
427 u.s. 424 (1976).
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c
Petitioner identifies, as another purpose of its program,
improving the delivery of health care services to communities
currently underserved. Even assuming that a State's interest
in facilitating the health care of its citizens is sufficiently
compelling to support the use of a suspect classification , there
is virtually no evidence in the record indicating that petitioner's special admissions program is either needed or geared
to promote that goal. The court below addressed this failure
of proof:
"The University concedes it cannot assure that minority
doctors who entered under the program, all of whom
express an "interest" in participating in a disadvantaged
community, will actually do so. It may be correct to
assume that some of them will carry out this intention,
and that it is more likely they wi1l practice in minority
communities than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Po·litical
Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 653, 688). Nevertheless, there are more precise and
reliable ways to identify applicants who are genuinely
interested in the medical problems of minorities than by
race. An applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a community
is his primary professional goal would be more likely to
contribute to alleviation of the medical shortage than one
who is chosen entirely on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short, there is [sic] no empirical data to
demonstrate that any one race is more selflessly socially
oriented or by contrast that a.nother is more selflishly
acquisitive." 18 Cal. 3d, at 56.
Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of demonstrating
that it must prefer members of a particular ethnic group over
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other individuals in order to promote better health care
delivery to deprived citizens. Tndeed, petitioner has not
shown that its preferential classification is likely to have any
significant effect on the problem.

D
The fourth goal asserted by petitioner is the attainment of
a diverse student body. This clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher education. Academic
freedom. though not a constitutional right in itself. long has
been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.
The freedom of a university to make its own judgments as to
education includes the selection of its student body. Mr.
Justice Frankfurter eloquently summari:>.ed the "four essential
freedoms" that comprise academic freedom:
" ... It is the business of a university to provide that
atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation, experiment and creation. It is an atmosphere in which there
prevail 'the four essential freedoms' of a university-to
determine for itself on acaclem1c grounds who may teach,
what may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study. The Open Universities in South
Africa." Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354 U. S. 234, 263
(1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of these
freedoms within university communities was emphasized in
Keyshian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):
"Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom which is of transcendent value to all of us
and not merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom
is therefore a special concern of the First Amendment....
The Nation's future clepnds upon leaders trained through
wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues, rather
than through any kind of authoritative selection.'
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United States v. Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372."
Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967).
The atmosphere of "speculation, experiment and creation"-so
essential to the quality of higher education-is widely believed.
to be promoted by a student body diverse in many respects.
As we noted in Keyshian, it is not too much to say that the ·
"nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure" to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this
Nation of many peoples.
It may be argued that there is greater force to these views
at the undergraduate level than in a medical school where the
training is centered primarily on professional competency.
But even at the graduate level, our tradition and experience
lend support to the view that the contribution of diversity is
substantial. Physicians serve our heterogenous population.
An otherwise qualified medical student with a particular
background-whether it be ethnic, geographic. cultural advantage or disadvantage-may bring to a. professional school of
medicine experiences, outlooks and ideas that enrich the training of its student body and better equip its graduates to render
with understanding their vital service to humanity.
Ethnic diversity, however, is only one element in a range of
factors a university properly may consider in attaining the goal
of a heterogenous student body. Although a university must
have wide discretion in making the sensitive judgments as to
who should be admitted, constitutional limitations protecting
individual rights may not be disregarded. Specifically. in this
case, respondent urges-and the courts below have held-that
petitioner's dual admissions program is a. racial classification
that impermissibly infringes his rights under the Fourteenth
Amendment. As the interest of diversity served by the
program is substantial, the question remains whether the
program's racial classification is necessary to promote this
interest. In re Griffiths, supra, 413 U. S., at 721- 722. We
turn now to that question.
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We may assume that the reservation of a specified number
of seats in each class for individuals from the preferred ethnic
groups would contribute to the attainment of ethnic diversity
in the student body. But petitioner's argument that this is
the only effective means of serving the interest of diversity is
seriously flawed. In a most fundamental sense the argument
misconceives the nature of the state interest. It is not an
interest in simple ethnic diversity, in which a specified percentage of the student body is in effect guaranteed to be
members of selected ethnic groups, with the remaining percentage an undifferentiated aggregation of students. The
diversity that furthers a substantial state interest encompasses
a far broader base of qualifications and characteristics of
which racial or ethnic origin is only a single element. Petitioner's special admissions program, focused solely on ethnic
diversity, would hinder rather than further attainment of
genuine diversity.
Nor would the state·interest in genuine diversity be served
by expanding petitioner's two-track system into a multitrack
program with a prescribed number of seats set aside for each
identifiable category of applicants. Indeed, it is inconceivable
that a university would thus pursue the logic of petitioner's
two-track program to the illogical end of insulating each
category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from
competition with all other applicants.
Other universities have not found it necessary to adopt any
such system, whether two or multitracked. An illuminating
example of an admissions system designed to achieve meaningful diversity in the broad sense of this term is found in the
Harvard College program:
"In recent years Harvard College has expanded the concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic, racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
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recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also
blacks and Chicanos and other minority students.
"In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in some admission decisions.
When the Committee on Admissions reviews the large
middle group of applicants who are 'admissible' and
deemed capable of doing good work in their courses, the
race of an applicant may tip the balance in his favor just
as geographic origin or a life spent on a farm may tip the
balance in other candidates' cases. A farm boy from
Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a
Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a black student can
usually bring something that a white person cannot offer."
(Appendix, Amicus Brief filed on behalf of Harvard,
Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Stanford). See Appendix
hereto.
But the Harvard College program specifically eschews quotas:
"In Harvard college admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks. or of musicians,
football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted
in a given years. . . . But that awareness {of the necessity of including more than a token number of black
students l does not means that the Committee sets the
minimum number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who arc to be admitted. It means only that
in choosing among thousands of applicants who are not
only 'admissible' academically but have other strong
qualities. the Committee, with a number of criteria in
mind, pays some attention to distribution among many
types and categories of students." (Appendix Harvard,
et al. , Amicus Brief).
In an admissions program like that described above, race or
ethnic background may be deemed a "plus" in a particular
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applicant's file, but it does not insulate him or her from a fair
comparison with all other candidates for the available seats.
The file of a particular black applicant may be examined for
its potential contribution to diversity without the factor of
race being decisive when compared. for example. with that of
an applicant identified as an Italian-American if the latter is
thought to exhibit qualities more likely to promote beneficial
educational pluralism. Such qualities could include unique
personal talents or service experience, leadership potential,
maturity. demonstrated compassion, a. history of overcoming
disadvantage, ability to communicate with the poor or other
qualifications deemed at the time to be relevant. In short. an
admissions program operated in this way is flexible enough to
consider all pertinent elements of diversity and to place them
on the same footing for consideration. although not necessarily
receiving the same weight.w Indeed. the weight attributed
to a par~ular quality may vary from year to year depending
upon the "mix" both of the student body and the applicants
for the incoming class. The applicant who loses out on the
last available seat to an applicant receiving a "plus" on the
basis of an ethnic background will not have been foreclosed
from consideration simply because he was not the right color
or had the wrong surname. It would mean only that his
combined qualifications, which may have included similar nonobjective factors, did not outweigh those of the other applicant.
His qualifications would have been weighed fairly and competitively and he would have no legitimate basis to complain
of unequal treatment.
It has been suggested that the Harvard-type program is
simply a subtle and more sophisticated-but no less effectivemeans of according racial preference than the Davis program,
1o Manning, The Pursuit of Fairnrss in Admission~ to Higher Eclurntion,
in Cnrnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, Selective
Admissions in Higl1er Education 19, 57-59 (1977),
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The latter, however, is claimed to be a more candid means of
attaining a desired goal. Whatever may be said as to the
soiJhistication levels of the programs of these two great universities, this would be irrelevant to the present inquiry. A
facial intent to discriminate is evident in petitioner's preference program, ancl not cleniE'cl in this case. No such facial
infirmity exists in an admissions program where race or ethnic
background is simply one element-to be weighC'cl fairly
against other elements-in the s0lcction process. A court
would not assume that a university. professing to employ a
facially noncliscriminatory aclmissions policy, would operate it
as a cover for the functional equivalent of a quota system. In
short, good faith would be presumccl in the absence of a
showing to the contrary in the manner permitt0d by our cases.
See, e. g., Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing D evelopment Corp., 429 U. S. 252 (1977); Washington v. Davis, 426
U.S. 229 (1976); Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202 (1965).

VI
In summary, it is evident that the Davis special admission
program goes we11 beyond any state action involving a racial
classification ever countenanced by this Court. It tells applicants who are not Negro, Asian, or "Chicano" that they are
totally excluded from a specific percentage of the seats in an
entering class. No matter how strong their qualifications.
quantitative and extracurricular, including their own potential
for contribution to educational diversity, they arc never
afforded the chance to compete with applicants from the
preferred groups for special admission seats. At the same
time, the preferred applicants have the opportunity to compete
for every seat in the class.
The fatal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its
disregard of individual rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948).
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Such rights aee not absolute. But when a State's distribution
of benefits or imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a
person's skin or on his ancestry, he is entitled to a clear
showing that the challenged classification is necessary to
promote a substantial state interest. Petitioner has failed to
carry this burden.
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APPENDIX
Harvard College Admissions Program
For the past 30 years Harvard College has received each
year applications for admission that greatly exceed the number
of places in the freshman class. The number of applica.nts
who are deemed to be not "qualified" is comparatively small.
The vast majority of applicants demonstrate through test
scores, high school records and teachers' recommendations that
they have the academic ability to do adequate work at
Harvard , and perhaps to do it with distinction. Faced with
the dilemma of choosing among a large number of "qualified"
candidates, the Committee on Admissions could usc the single
criterion of scholarly excellence and attempt to determine who
among the candidates were likely to perform best academically.
But for the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has
never adopted this approach. The belief has been that if
scholarly excellence were the sole or even predominant criterion , Harvard College would lose a great deal of its vitality
and intellectual excellence and that the quality of the educational experience offered to all students would suffer. Final
Report of W. J. Bender, Chairman of the Admission and
Scholarship Committee and Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid, pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge, 1960). Consequently, after
selecting those students whose intellectual potential will seem
extraordinary to the faculty-perhaps 150 or so out of an
entering class of over 1,100-thc Committee seeksvariety in making its choices. This has seemed important ... in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
the effectiveness of the educational experience [in Harvard
College] ... The effectiveness of our students' educational experience has seemed to the Committee to be
affected as imp01·tantly by a wide variety o,f interests,
talents, backgrounds and ca,reer goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our libraries, laborat01·ies and horusing arrangements. (Dean of Admissions Freel L. Glimp, Final Report
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to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 65 Official Register
of Harvard University No. 25, 93, 104-105 (1968)
(emphasis supplied).
The belief that diversity adds an essential ingredient to the
educational process has long been a tenet of Harvard College
admissions. Fifteen or twenty years ago. however. diversity
meant students from California, New York, and Massachusetts; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists, painters and
football players; biologists, historians and Classicists; potential stockbrokers, academics and politicians. The result was
that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended Harvard
College. In recent years Harvard College has expanded the
concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic, racial and ethnic groups. Ha.r vard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also blacks
and Chicanos and other niinority students. Contemporary
conditions in the United States mean that if Harvard College
·is to continue to offer a first-rate education to its students,
minority representation in the undergraduate body cannot be
'ignored by the Committee on Admissions.
In practice, this new dt'finition of diversity has meant that
race has been a factor in some admission decisions. When
the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle group
of applicants who are "admissible" and deomecl capable of
doing good work in their courses, the race of an applicant may
tip the balance in his favor just as geographic origin or a life
spent on a farm may tip the balance in other candidates' cases.
A farm boy from Idaho can bring sorncthing to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly. a black student
can usually bring something that a white person cannot offt'r.
'The quality of the educational experience of all the students
in Harvard College depends in part on these differences in the
background and outlook that students bring with them.
In Harvard College admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians, foot-
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ball players, physicists or Californians to be admitted in a
given year. At the same time the Committee is aware that if
Harvard College is to provide a truly heterogenous environment that reflects the rich diversity of the United States, it
cannot be provided without some attention to numbers. It
would not make sense, for example, to have 10 or 20 students
out of 1,100 whose homes are west of the Mississippi. Comparably, 10 or 20 black students could not begin to bring to
their classmates and to each other the variety of points of
view, backgrounds and experiences of blacks in the United
States. Their small numbers might also create a sense of
isolation among the black students themselves and thus make
it more difficult for them to develop and achieve their potential. Consequently, when making its decisions, the Committee
on Admissions is aware that there is some relationship between
numbers and achieving the benefits to be derived from a
diverse student body, and between numbers and providing a
reasonable environment for those students admitted. But
that awareness does not mean that the Committee sets a
minimum number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It rneans only that in
choosing among thousands of applicants who arc not only
"admissible" academically but have other strong qualities, the
Committee, with a number of criteria in mind, pays some
attention to distribution among many types and categories of
students.
The further refinements sometimes required help to illustrate
the kind of significance attached to race. The Admissions
Committee. with only a few places left to fill, might find itself
forced to choose between A, the child of a successful black
physician in an academic community with promise of superior
academic performance, and B. a black who grew up in an
inner-city ghetto of semi-literate parents whose academic
achievement was lower but who had demonstrated energy and
leadership as well as an apparently-abiding interest in black
•I
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power. If a good number of black students much like A but
few like B had already been admitted , the Committee might
prefer B; and vice versa. If C, a white student with extraordinary artistic talent. were also seeking one of the remaining
places, his unique quality might give him an edge over both
A and B. Thus, the critical criteria are often individual qualities or experience not dependent upon race but sometimes
associated with it.
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I
Petitioner does not di'Jny that decisions based on race or
ethnic origin by faculties and administrations of state universities are judicially reviewable. Se~ , e. g. , Misaouri f3X rel.
Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337 (1938); Sipuel v. BlXU'd of
Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v, Painter, 339 U.S. 6~9
(1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U. S. 6;37
(1950). For his pa.r t, respondent (:ioes pot f\rgue th~t all racial
or ethnic classifica.t ions are per se invalid. Th11t, too, ~quid
appear to be an untenable position. See, e. g. , Hirabayashi v.
United States, 32Q U. S. 81 (1Q43); Korematsu v. Ufl,ited
States, 323 U. S. 214 (1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333,
334 (1968) (Black, Hl\rlan, and STEWART, JJ. , concurring);
United Jewish Orgs. v. Carey, U. S. - , 97 S. Ct. 996
( 1977).
The parties do di~gree as to ~he level of scrutiny to be
applied to the special admission's program. This raises a
thr~shold question t~at may be central to a resolution of the
equal protection challenge asserted py respondent. Petitioner argues that the court below erre(:i in &pplying strict
!Orutiny, as this inexf¥lt term has been applieq in oqr cases.

Z.'f
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That level of review. petitioner asserts. should be reserved for
classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular minorities. " See United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U. S.
144. 152 n. 4 (1938). ftespondent, on the other hand. contends that the Ca.lifornia court corr!')ctly rejected the notion
that the degree of judicial scrutiny accorded a particular racial
or ethnic classifica.tion hinges upon membership in a discrete
and insular minority and duly recognized that the "rights
establisheq [by the Fourteenth Amendment l are personal
rights. " Shelley v. Kraemer , 334 U. S. 1. 22 (1948).
~n route to this crucial battle over the proper scope of
judicial review, 1 the parties Iigh t a sharp preliminary action
over the proper characterization of the special admissions
program. Petitioner prefers to see it as establishing a "goal"
of minority representation in the medical school. :Respondent.
echoing the courts below, labels it a racial quota. 2
·1 That issue has generated a ronsirlernble amount of scholarly rontroversy .
See, e. g., Ely, Thr Con stitutionality of R everse Racial Discrimination, 41
U. phi. L. Rrv . 723 (1974): Greenawalt , Judicial Scrutin~' of " Benign"
Racial Prrferences in Law School Admissions. 75 Colum. L. Rev . 559
(1975) ; Kaplan , Equnl Justice in nn Unequal World: Equnlity for the
Negro, 61 Nw. L. R ev. 363 (1966) ; K:u st & Horowitz. Affirmative Action
nnd Equal Protection , 60 Vn . L. Rev. 955 (1974) ; O' Neil, R acial Preference and Higher Education: The Larger Cont ext, 60 Va. L. Rev. 925
(1974) ; Posner , Thr DeFunis Case nnd the Constitutionality of Preferential Treatmrnt of R noial Minoritirs, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev . 1 ; Redish, Preferentinl Law School Admissions and t11e Equal Protection Clause : An
Analysis of the Com))('ting Arguments. 22 U. C. L. A. L. R ev. 343 (1974) ;
Sa.ndalow, Racial Preference~ in Highrr Educntion: Political Responsibility
and the Judicial Role, 42 U. Chi. L. RPv. 653 (1975) ; Sedler, R acial Preference, Reality and the Constitution : Bakke v. Regents of the U niversity
of California , 17 Santa Clara L. R ev. 329 (1977) .
2 Petitioner drfines "quot a" as a requirrment whi ch must be met but can
never be exceeded, regardles:s of the quality of the minority applicants.
Pctitionrr declare~; that there i:s no " floor" ; completely unqualified students
will not. be admitted ~;imply to mert a "quota ." Neither io there a " ceiling"
on the total number of minority Rtudenh; admitted, since an unlimited
ll\\mpc.r rO\l,ld. ~l,e adi{J,itteq through the ~e neral ildJ.p issioi).S process. 01\
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This semantic distinction is beside the point: the special
admissions program is undeniably a classification based on race
and ethnic background. To the extent that there existed a
pool of at least minimally qualified minority a.pplicants to fill
the 16 special admissions seats, white applicants could compete
only for 84 seats in the entering class, ra.t her than the 100 open
to minority applicants. Whether this limitation is described
as a quota or a goal, it is a line drawn on tpe basis of race. 3
II
The guarantees of th~ Fourteenth Amendment extend to
persons. Its language is explicit: "No sta.t e shall ... deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the la.ws." It is thus settled beyond question tha.t the "rights
created by the first section of the fourteenth Am~ndment are,
by its terms. guaranteed to the individual. They are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948). It also
is clear that the gua.ra.ntee of equal protection c&nnot mean
one thing when applied to one individual and sometqing else
when applied to a person of another color. If both are not
entitled to the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless, petitioner argues that the court' below erred
this basis, the specinl admissions program does not meet petitioner's
definition of n quota..
The court below found-and petitioner does not deny-that white
applicnnts could not compete for the 16 plnces reserved solely for the
specinl ndmissions program. 18 Cal. 3d, at 44. Both courts below
characterized this ns n. "quota" system.
3 Moreover, the University's speci:-11 admissions program involves a
purposeful use of racial criteria. This is not a situation in which the
clnssificat.ion on its fnce is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact. In thnt. situntion, plaintiff must establish an intent to discriminate.
Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housi'YIJ{l Devel Corp., 429
U. S. 252, 264-265 (1977); Washington v. Davis. 426 U. S. 229, 242
(1976); see Yid· Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886) . Here , the
classification is not. neutrnl on its face; the intention to restrict competition
by whites is evident nnd not denied.
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in applying strict scrutiny to the special admissio11s programs
because white males, such as respondent, are not a "discrete
and insula-r minority" requiring extraordinary protection from
the majoritarian political process, United States v. Carolene
Products Co., 304 U. S., at 152-153, n. 4. This rationale,
however, has never governed our decisions invalidating racial
or ethnic distinctions. See, e. g., Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954). ~or has this Court held that
discreteness and insul~rity constitute necessa.r y preconditions
to strict scrutiny of otherwise sensitive classifications. 4 See,
e. g., Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535, 541 (1942); Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89, 94- 97 (1965). Indeed , classifications
baaed on gender elicit a form of heightened scrutiny, e. g.,
Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677, 691-692 (1965)
'(PowELL, J., concurring), yet th~re can be no contention that
women are a "minority" group. These characteristics may be
among the relevant criteria in deciding whether or not to add
new types of classifications to the list of "suspect" categories.
·See, e. g., .San Antonio lndep. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411
U.S. 1, 28 (1973) (wealth); Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S.
365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U. S. 112,
295 n. 14 (1970) {STEWART, 1., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (persons 'between l\ges 18 and 21). Racia.J and
ethnic class-ifications, hpwever, are odious without regard to
these additionafcharacteristics. We declared as much in the
· first cases to recognize racial distinctions as suspect:
"Pistinctions between citizens solely because of their
4

.,_

Until 1970, there is no reference in our decisions to the element of
"discreteness and insulnrit y." Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U . S. 112, 295 n. 14
(1970) (STEWART, J., roncurring in part nnd dissenting in part) . It. has
been relied upon in a holding of the Court only in onr class of cases, those·
involving aliens. E. g.. Graham v. Richardson, 403 U . S. 365, 372 (1971) .
Prior citations to " footnote 4" generally con cerned the "preferred" posi~
tion of First Amendment freedom f:. Compa re Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U. S. 1, 62 n . 6l (1947) (Rutledge, .T., dissenting) , with Kovam·
v, Cpoper, 336, lJ. S. 7.1,. 9~91 (1949) (frankfurter, J ., concurring) .
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ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people
whos~ institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at 100.
" ... [A]ll legal restrictions which curtail the rights of 11single racial group a.re immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutioqal. It
is to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Koremr:tsu, supra, at 2l6.
I

The pourt has never' questioned the validity of those pronouncements. Racial and ethnic distinctions of any sort are
inherently S4spect and thus call for the most critical judicial
examination.
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions is rooted in
our Nation's constitutional and demographic history. This
CoQrt's initial vij:'lw of the Fourteenth Amenqment was that
its "one pervading purpose" was "the freedom of the slave
race, th~ security and firm establishment of that freedoJ11, and
the protection of the pewly-made freeman and citizen from
the oppressions of those who had for111erly exercised dominion
over him." Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 71 (1873).
The Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[ v ]irtually
strangled in its inf'a.ncy by post-civil-war judicial relictionism."" It was releg11ted to decades of relative desuetude
while the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
after a short germinal period. flourished as a cornerstone in
the Court's defense of property and liberty of contract. See,
.e. g., Mugler v. Kansas. 123 U. S. 623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v.
Louisiana, 165 U. S. 578 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198'
U. S. 45 (1905). In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's
"one pervading purpose" was displaced. See. e. g., Plessy v.
Fergwwn, 163 U. S. 537 ( 1896). It was only as the era of substantive que process came to a close, see, e. g., Nebbia v. New·
» Tussman & Ten Broek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L.
Rev. 341 , 381 (1949).
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York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934); Tf'est Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300
U. S. 379 ( 1937). that the Equal Protection Clause began to
attain a genuine measure of. vitality, see, fl. g., Carolene Products, supra; Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
By this time it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one raci~l minority. During the dormancy of the Equal Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
minorities. 0 Each had to struggle 7-and to some e~tent struggles still 8-to overcome the prejudices not of a monolithic
majority. but of ft "majority" composed of various minority
groups of whom it was said-perhaps unfairly in many casesthat a sha.red characteristic was ·a willingness to disadvantage
other groups.[) As the Nation filled with the stock of many
lands, the reach of the Clause w~s gradually extended to ftll
groups seeking protection from officia.l discrimination. See
Strauder, supra, at 308 (Ce1tic Irishmen) (dictum); Yick
Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886) (Chinese); Truax v.
Raich, 239 U. 'S. 33, 41 (1915) (Austrian resident alien);
Korematsu, supra (Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U.S.
475 (1954) (Mexican-Americans). The guarantees of equal
protection, said the Court in Tick Wo, "&re universal in their
application, to a.ll persons within the territorial jurisdiction,
M. Jones, American Immigration 177-246 (1960).
.T. Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955); G. Abbot.t, The Immigrant
and the Community (1917); 'P. Roberts, The New Immigration 6&-73,
8&-91, 24R-261 (1912); E. "Fenton, Immigrants and Unions: A Case Study
561-562 (1975).
s "Members of various religious and ethnic groups, primarily but not
exclusively of eastern, and middle and southern European ancestry, such
as Jews, ·catholics, Italians, Greeks and Slavic groups [continue] to be
excluded from executive, middle-management. and other job levels because
of discrimination based upon their religion andj or national origin." 41
CFR § 60-50.1 (b).
9 E. g., P. Roberts, The New Immigration 75 (1912); G. Abbott, The
Immigrant and the Community 270-271 (1917). See also n. 7, supra.
G
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without regard to any differences of race. of color, or of
nationality; and the equa.l protection of the laws is a pledge
of the protection of equal laws." 118 U. S., at 369.
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment conceived of its primary function as one of bridging the
vast distance between members of the former slave race and
the white "majority," Slaughter House CMes, supra, the
Amendment itself was framed in universal terms, without reference to color. ethnic origin, or condition of prior servitude. As
this Court recently remarked , in interpreting the 1866 Civil
Rights Act to extend to claims of racial discrimination against
white persons, "the 39th Congress was intent upon establishing
in federal law a broader principle than would have been necessary to meet the particular and immediate plight of the newly
freed Negro slaves." McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp.
Co., 427 U. S. 273, 296 (1976). And that legislation was
specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "aU persons,"
not merely "citizens." would enjoy equal rights under the law.
See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U. S. 160, 192- 202 (1976)
(WHITE. J .. dissenting). Indeed. it is not unlikely that among
the Framers were many who would have applauded a reading
of the Equal Protection Clause which states a principle of
universal application and is responsive to the racial. ethnic
and cultural diversity of the Nation . See, e. g., Cong. Globe,
3!)th Cong., 1st Sess .. 1056 (1866) (rema.rks of Rep. Niblack) ;
id., 2891-2892 (remarks of Sen. Corness); id., 40th Cong., 2d
Sess .. 883 (1868) (remarks of Sen. Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment "protect [s] classes from class legislation " ). See also
Bickel. The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision. 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1. 60-63 (1955).
Over the past 30 years. this Court has been embarked upon
the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal Protection Clause
so as to guarantee "the protection of equal laws." Yick Wo ,
supra, at 369, in a Nation confronting a legacy of slavery and
racial discritnination. See, e. g. , Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S.
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1 (1948); Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. 8. 483 (1954) ';
Vomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. 8. 339 (1960); Hills v.
Gautreaux, 425 U. 8. 284 (1976). The landmark decisions in
exclusion of Negroes from much of the mainstream of American society. could be characterized as involving discrimination
by the "majority" white race against the Negro minority.
But they need not be read as dep~nding upon that characterization for their results. It suffices to say that " [o] ver the
yea,rs, this Court consistently repudiated ' (d) istinctions
between citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being
'odious to a free people whose institutions are founded upon
the doctrine of equality.' " Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. 8., at
11 ( 1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U. 8., at 100.
6/
1 Petitioner urges us to adopt for the first time a more
j "-' ~ ~ ' restrictive view of the Equal Protection Clause and hold that
~
~
discrimination aga-inst members of the white "majority'~ can
~~-never be suspect. The clock of our liberties. however, cannot
c~·-II - h
be turned back to 1868. Brown v. Board of Education, supra,
f'f"'" ..
at 492; accord. Loving v. Virginia, supra, at 9. It is far too
w·~
late to argue that the guarantee of equal protection to all
persons permits the recognition of special wards entitled to
some degree of protection greater than that accorded others.
"The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed solely agfl,inst
discrimination due to a 'two-class theory'-that is, based upon
differences between 'white' ana Negro." Hernandez, supra,
at 478.
Once the artificial line of a "two-class theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment is put asiqe. the difficulties entailed in varying the level of judicial review aecording to a perceived "preferential" status of a particular racial or ethnic minority are likely
to be intractable. The concepts of "majority" and "minority•~ ·
necessarily reflect temporary judgments and political arrangements. As observed above. the white "majority" itself is
composed of various minority groups, each of which can lay
Claim to a history of prior discriminatory at the hands of the ·
~.ta.te &.ud Qrivfl.t~ individuals. . Not all of these groups can1
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receive favorable treatment. and corresponding judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and nationality, for
then the only "majority" left would be a new minority of
White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. There is no principled basis
for deciding which groups will merit "heightened judicial
solicitude" and which will not. Courts would be asked to
evaluate the extent of the prej'udice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups. Those whose societal
injury is found to exceed some presumed level of tolerability
would then be entitled to preferential classifications at the
expense of individ.uals belonging to other groups. Those classifi'ca.tions would. be free from exacting judicial scrutiny. As
these preferences began to have their desired effect. and the
consequences of past discrimination were undone, new judicial
rankings would be necessary. The kind of v~riable sociological
and political analysis necessary to produce such rankings
simply does not lie witliin the judicial competence-even if it
were socially desirable. DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312~
3~7-340 (1974) (Douglas. J., dissenting).
There are serious problems of justice connected with the
idea of preference itself. First. it may not always be clear
that a so-called preference is in fa.ct benign. Courts ma.y be
asked to validate burdens imposed upon individual members ·
of particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest. See United Jewish Organizations, supra, at 10131014 (BRENNAN, J.. concurring in part) . . Nothing in the
Constitution supports the notion that individua.Is may be
asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the greater
good of their ethnic groups. Second, preferential programs
may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that certain
groups are unable to achieve success without special protection
based on a factor having no relationship to actual individual ·
worth. See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S., at 343 (Douglas,
J., dissenting). Third, there is no warrant in the Constitution
for forcing innocent persons in respondent's position to bear ·
the burdens of redressing ~rievances not of their making.

r
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Moreover. by hitching the meaning of the Equal Protecti(}n
Clause to these transitory considerations. we would be holding,
as a constitutional principle. that judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on racial and ethnic background may vary
with the ebb and flow of political forces. Disparate constitu. tional treatment of such classifications well ma.y serve to
exacerbate racial and ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviate
them. United Jewish Org. v. Carey , U. S. - , 97 S. Ct.
996, 1014 (1977) (BRE!'fNAN, J .. concurring). Also, the mutability of a constitutional principle based upon shifting political
and social judgments undermines the chances for consistent
application of the Constitution from one generation to the
next. a critical feature of its coherent interpretation. Pollock
v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, 650--651 (1895)
(WHITE, J.. dissenting). In expounding the Constitution , the
Court's role is to discern "principles sufficiently absolute to
give them roots throughout the community and continuity
over significant periods of time, and the pragmatic political
judgments of a particul11r time and place." A. Cox; The Role
of the Supreme Court in American Government 114 (1976).
If it is the individual who is entitled to judicial protection
against classifications touching upon his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions impinge upon personal rights,
ra.ther than the individual only because of his membership in
a particular group. then constitutional standards may be applied consistently. Political judgments regarding the necessity
for the particular classification ma.y be weighed in the constitutionaJ balance. Korematsu, supra, but the standard of justification will remain constant. ·This is as it should be. since
those political judgments are the product of rough compromises struck by contending groups within the democratic
_ __
process. 10 When they touch upon an individual's race oY""
10 R
Dahl , A Prcfa cr 1o Democrati c Theory (1956) : Posner, The
DeFunis Cnsc and thf' Com;titutionalit.y of Preferentinl Trea tment of
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct . Tlcv. 1, 27 ; cf. Stewart, The Reformation of
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ethnic background, he is entitled to judicial determination that
the burden he is asked to bear on that basis is precisely
tailored to serve a substantial governmental interest. The
Constitution guarantees that right to every person regardless
of his background. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22
(1948); Missouri ex rei. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337, 351
(1938).
B
Petitioner contends that on several occasions this Court has
approved preferential classificat.ions based on race or ethnic
background. without applying strict scrutiny. Most of the
cases upon which j)etltioner relies are drawn from three areas:
school desegregation. employment discrimination, and sex discrimination. Each of the cases cited presented a situation
radically different from the facts of this case.
The school desegregation cases are simply inapposite. In
each. a court had formulated or approved remedies for
adjudicated findings of constitutional viola.tion. E. (} .. Swann
v. Charlotte-Mecklenb~rg Board of Education, 402 U. S. 1
(1971); Green v. County School Board, 391 U. S. 430 ( 1968).
RRcial classifications were designed as remedies for the vindication of constitutional rights. 11 Here, there was no judicial
American Administrative Lnw, R8 Harv. L. Rev. 1683-1685, and nn. 64-67
(1975) and ;;ources cited therein.
11 Petitiorwr rite;.: three lower court deci,:ions alleged!~· deviating from
this g('neral rule in :;chool de:segregation cases: Offermann v. Nitkowski.
378 F. 2d 22 (CA2 1967): Wanner v. County School Board. 357 F. 2d 4!'i2
(CA4 1966); Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale. 348 F. 2d 261
(CAl 1965). Of th<':se, Wanner involved a school system held to have
bem de jure segregated and under injunctive orders prohibiting further
segregation; racial districting wa:s deemed nece:st:ar~·. 357 F. 2d, at 454.
Cr. United Jeu-ish Organizations of Williomsburgh v. Carey. U. S.
- , 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). Tn Barksdale and Offermann. courts did
approvf' voluntary districting de:signed to Pliminnt~ de facto segregation.
In neithf'r. however, was there any ,;bowing that the school board planned
·extensivf' pupil transportation that might threaten libPrty or privncy
interest~. Sec Keyes, v, &hoof District No. 1. 413 U. S. 189, 240-256
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determination of constitutional violation as a predicate for the
formulation of aremedial classification. Hence. to analogize
petitioner's special admission program to a remedy in a
desegregation case and suggest that it should therefore be
Judicially "approved" is to transform a remedy, fashioned to
. correct a wrong, into a· right in and of itself. See Pasadena
City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U. S. 424 (1976).
The employment discrimination cases also do not advance
petitioner's cause. For example, in Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1975). we approved a retroa{ltive
award of seniority to a class of Negro truck drivers who had
been the victims of past discrimination. While this relief
imposed some' burdens un other employees, it was held necessary "'to make ·[the victims] whole for injuries suffered on
account of unlawful employment discrimination.'" ld., at
771. quoting Albemarle 'Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 418
(1975). The courts of appeals ha.ve fashioned various types
of racial preferences as remedies fqr constitutional or sta.tutory
violations resulting in specifically identified, race-based injuries
to members of the classes held entitled to the preference.
E. g., Bridgeport "Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission,
482 F. 2d 1333 (CA2 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F. 2d 315,
modified on rehearing en bane, 452 F. 2d 327 (CA8 1972).
Such preferences also hflve been upheld where an impartial
legislative or a(lministrative body charged with the responsibility made-determinations of past discrimina.tion and fashioned
remedies deemed appropria.te to rectify the discrimination.
E. g., Contmctors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v.
Secretary of Labor, 442 F. 2d 159 (CA3) , cert. denied, 404
U. S. 954 (1971); 1 2 Associated General Contractors of Mas(1973) (PowELL, .T., concurring in part. and dissenting in part) . Nor
were white shidents ·deprived of nn cqunl opportunity for educntion.
12 Every decision upholding the reqnirrment of preferentirtl hiring t1nderthe nuthorit~· of Executive Order 11246 hn s emphasized the existence of
previous cliscrimin:ttion by the pnrties involved as a predicat e for the
imposition ~f a. preferentinl remedy . Contractors .{lssociation, supra ,~
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sa.chusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert.
denied, 416 U.S. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384
U. S. 641 (1966). Wpere the preferential classification is not
tailored as a remedy for a proven constitutional or statutory
violation. proper analysis requires the application of strict
scrutiny .13
Nor is a different view supported by the fact that classifications touching Ul?On sex,~~d toJnpensate
women for identified discriminilwn, are not subjected to this
level of scrutiny. E. g., Califano v. Webster,- U. S. - ,
97 S. Ct. 1192. 1194 (197'7). Neither are classifications that
disadvantage women. see, e. g., Craig v. Boren, 427 U. S. 190,
211 n.* (1976) (PowELL, J.. concurring).
Apart from other arguments that have been advanced (e. g.,
Southern llli1wis Builders Assn. v. Ogilvie, 471 F. 2d 680 (CA7 1972);
Joyce v. McCmne. 320 F. Supp. 1284 (N . .T. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College District. 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N. E. 2d 907, cert. denied,
396 U. S. 1004 (1970). See also Rosetti Conti·. Co. v. 8rennan, 408
F. 2d 10q9, i04i (CA7 1975): Associated General Contractors of Mas.:.
sachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert. denied, 416
U.S. 957 (1974): Northeast Const. Co. v. Romney, 157 U.S. App. D. C.
381,485 F. 2ci 752,754, 76i (I9n).
13 This vif'w would not nffect duly authorized administrative actions,
such as consent decrees under TitlP VII or approval of reapportionment
plans under § 5 of tlw Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U. S. C. § 1973c.
In such cases, there has bl'l'n detailed legislative eousideration of the
various indicia of previous constitutional or statutor~· violations, e. g.,
South Carolina v. Katzenbach. 383 U.S. 301, 308-310 (1966) (§ 5), and
particular administmtive bodies have been charged with monitoring various
activities in order to detect such violations and oversee appropriate
remedies.
Furthermore, we are not. here presented with an occasion to review
legislation b~· Congress pursuant to it:s powers under § 2 of the Thirteenth
Amendment and § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to remedy the etfectoi
of prior discriminntiou. Katzenbach v. Morgan, :384 U. S. 641 (1966);
Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968). We have previously
recognized the special competence of the legislature to make findings with
respect to the effects of identified past discrimination 11nd its discretionary
(i.\tthority to take appropriate remedial mefiSUfeS.

1
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women are the m,a,j ority sex group). gender-based distinctions
are less likely to create the analytical and practical problems
· present in preferential programs premised on racial or ethnic
criteria. With respect to gender there are only two possible
classifications. The incidence of the burdens imposed by preferential classifications is clear. There are no rival groups who
can claim that they, too. are entitled t() preferential treatment.
Classwide questions as to the group suffering previous injury
and groups which fairly can be burdened are rela.tively simple
for reviewing courts. See. e. g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U.S, 199. 212-217 (1977); Weinberger v. Wei.senfeld, 420 U.S.
636, 645 (1975). The resolution of these same questions in
the context of racial and ethnic preferences presents far more
complex and intractable problems than gender-based classifications. In any event, we have consistently declined to view
gender-based classifica.tion as suspect or as compa.rable to racial
classifications for the purpose of equal protection a.nalysis.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974),
in support of the proposition that discrimination favoring
racial or ethnic ~ninorities has received judicial approval without the exacting inquiry ordinarily accorded "suspect" classifications. In · La.u , we heli:l that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide remedial English instruction for some 1.800 students of oriental ancestry who spoke no
English amounted to a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act pf 1964. 42 U. S. C. § 2000d, and the regula.tions promulgated · therellnder. Those r~gulations required remedial
instruction where inability to understand English excludes
children of foreign ancestry from participa.tion in educational
programs. ld., a.t 568. Because we found th9;t the students
in Lau were denied a meaningful opportunity to participate in
the educational program," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning
of a remedial order.
Lau provides little support for petitioner's argument. The
decision rested solely on the statute, which had been construed
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by the responsible administrative agency to reaeh methods of
school administration "which have the effect of subjecting
individuals to discrimination," 414 U. S., at 568. We stated:
"Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of
treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks. teachers and curriculum; for students who do
not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education." ld., at 566. Moreover. the "preference" approved did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit--"meaningful participation in the educational program"-to anyone else. No other student was deprived by
that preference of the ability to participate in San Francisco's
school system.
In a similar vein, 14 petitioner contends that our recent
decision in United Jewish Organizations of Willia.msburgh v.
Carey,- U. S . - , 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977), indicates a willingness to approve racial classifica.tions designed to benefit
certain minorities. without denomina.ting the classifications as
"suspect." The State of New York had redrawn its reapportionment plan to m~et objections of the Department of Justice
under§ 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S. C.§ 1973c.
Specifically, voting districts were redrawn to enhance the
electoral power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have
been the victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original
reapportionment plan. Although the revised reapportionment
plan to some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was no
Petitioner also cites our decision in Mol'ton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535
(1974), for tlw proposition that tlw State rna~· prefer member;; of traditionally disadvnnta~red groups. In Mancal'i, we approved a. hiring preference for qualified Indians in the Burenu of Indian Affnirs of the Department of tJ1e Interior (BIA). We observed in that case. however, that the
legal status of BIA is sui genel'is. /d ., at 554. Indeed. we found that
the preference was not racial at all, hut "a n employment criterion reason-.
abl~· designed to further the cause of Indian self-government and to make
the BIA more rc,.:ponsive to groups I,] .. . whose lives are ~verned by
the BIA, 11, ~ nniquo fashion," Ibid:,
14
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showing that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution of any
individual's vote or in the underrepresenta.tion of any racial or
ethnic group in the legislature as a whole. 97 S. Ct., at
1008-1009; id., at 1016- 1017 (STEWAR1'. J .. concurring).
United Jewish ~ nrga,nizations, like Lau, is viewed properly as
a case in which the remedy for an administrative finding of
discrimination encompassed measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate, without
excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful partici·pation in the electoral process.
In this case, unlike Lau and United Jewish Organizations,
there has been no determination by the legislature or a
responsible administrative agency that the University maintained a. ·discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of petitioner's special admissions
program is quite different from the program in those cases. It
prefers the designated minority groups at the expense of other
individua.Is who are totally foreclosed from competition for the
16 special admissions seats in every medical school class.
Because of that foreclosure, some individuals are excluded from
enjoyment of a state provided benefit-admission to the
medical school-th13y would otherwise receive. When a classification denies an individual opportunities or benefits enjoyed
by others solely because of his race or ethnic background, -it
must be r'egarded as suspect. E. g., McLa1,trin v. Oklahoma
State Regents, 339 U.S: 637, 641-642 ( 1950).

III
We have held that in "order to justify the use of a suspect
classification, a State must show that its purpose or interest is
both constitutionally permissible and substantial, and that its
use of the Classification is 'necessary . . . to the accomplishment' of its purpose or the safeguarding of its interest." In
re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717,722-723 (1973) (footnotes omitted);
- Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1," 11 (1967); McLauglUin v.
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Florida, 379 U. S. 184, 196 (1964). The special admissions
program purports to serve the purposes of: (i) "reducing the
historic deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medical
schools and the medical profession," Brief for Petitioner, at
32; (ii) countering the effects of societal discrimination; 15
(iii) obtaining the educational benefits tha.t flow from an
ethpically diverse student body; and (iv) increasing the
number of physicians who will practice in communities currently underserved. We must decide which, if any, of these
purposes is substantial enough to support the use of a suspect
classification.
A
If petitioner's purpose is to assure within its student body
8ome specified percenta.ge of a particular group merely because
of its race or ethnic origin. such a preferential purpose must be
rejected not as insuhstantial but as constitutionaUy impermissible. Preferring members of any one group for no reason
other than race or ethnic origin is discrifnination for its own
~ke. This the __Constitution forpids. E. g., McLaughlin v~
Florida., mpra; Brown v. Board of Education, supra, 483, 495
(1954).
15

A nwnber of distinct sub-goals have been advanced as falling with the
rubric of "compensation for past discrimination." For example, it is said
fhat preferences for Negro applicants may compensate for harm done them
personally, or serve to piace them at economic levels they might have
attained. but for discrimination agnino:t their forebenrs. Greenwalt, supra,
n. 1, at 581-586. Another view of the "compensntion" goal is that it
serves as 11 form of reparntion by t hi? "majority" to a victimized group
as a whole. B . Bittker, The CRF<E' for Black R eparntions (1973) . Thaf
justificntion for ethnic preference hn~ been subjected to much criticism.
E. g.. Greenwalt. supra. at 581; Posner, supra, n. 1, a t 16-17, and n. 33.
Finall~·. it has been argued that ethnic preferences "compensa te" the
group by providing example;;; of success whom other members of the group
will emulate, thereby ndvancing the group's interest nnd society 's int erest
1n encouraging new getwrations to ov"rcome the barriers and frustratiomi
of the past. Redish . supra, n. 1, at 391. For purposf'S of nnalysi~:;, the
S,tb-gonls need not be considered separately.
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B
The State certainly has a legitimate and substantial interest
in ameliorating. or eliminating where feasible. the disabling
effects of past discrimination. The line of school desegregation cases, commencing with Brown, attests to the importance
of this state goal and the commitment of the judiciary to·
affirm all l.awful means towards its attainment. In the school
cases, the States were required by court order to redress the
wrongs worked by specific and identifiable racial discrimination. That goal was far more focused than the remedying of
the effects of "societal discrimination," a concept of injury that
may be ageless in its reach into the past.
We have never approved a classification that aids persons
perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at the
·expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of adjudicated, legislative, or administrative findings of constitutional
or statutory violations. See, e. g., United Jewish OrganizaU. S. - , 97 St. Ct., at 1005; South Carolina v.
tions, Katzenbach, 383 U. S. 308 ( 1966). After such findings have
been made. the governmental interest in preferring members
of the injured groups at the expense of others is substantial,
since the legal rights of the victims must be vindicated. In
such a c~e. the extent of the injury and the consequent
remedy will have been judicially or legislatively defined. Also,
the remedial action usually remains subject to continuing
oversight to assure that it will work the least harm possible to
other innocent persons competing for the benefit. Without
such findings of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot
be sa.id that the government has any greater interest in helping
one individual than in refraining from harming another.
A public university is not in a position to make such findings.
Its mission is education , not the formulation pf legislative
policy or the adjudication of particular claims of illegality.
For the reasons stated in Part III of this opinion , isolated
~gments Qj our vnst go,vernmental struct1:1res are ill iqui~~
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to make such decisions, at least in the absence of legislative
mandates and legislatively determined criteria. Cf. Hampton
v. Mow Su·r~ Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976). Compare n. 13, supra.
Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons whom the faculty
of the Davis Medical School perceived as victims of "societal
discrimination" does n~t SY~fjQ&:t the COPiQ'-ft!lert oastiag ef, . ~>Urdens upon persons like respondent~
bear no responsibility for whatever harm the bene ciaries of the special
admissions program are thought to have suffered. To hold
otherwise would be to convert a remedy heretofore reserved
for violations of legal rights into a privilege that institutions
throughout the Nation can grant at their pleasure. That is a
step we have never f\<pproved. Cf. Pasadena City Board of
Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976).

wpo

c
Petitioner identifies. as another purpose of its program,
improving the delivery of health care services to communities
currently underserved. 1 « lfvep 11ifiu.m ~th a£ a State's mt:erest
in facilitating the health care of its citizens is sufficiently
compelling to support the use of a suspect classification. there
is virtually no evidence in the record indicating that petitioner's special admissions program is either needed or geared
to promote that goal. The court below addressed this failure
of proof:
"The University concedes it cannot assure that minority
doctors who entered under the program. aU of whom
express an "interest" in participating in a disadva-ntaged
community. will actually do so. lt may be correct to
assume that some of them will carry out this intention ,
and that it is more likely they will practice in minority
communities than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Politica'T
"~

w The only evidence in the rerord wit.& respect to such underservice is
newspaper a.rticla. R . 473.
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Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 653, 688). Nevertheless. there are more precise and
reliable . ways ~o identify applicants who are genuinely
interested in the medical problems of minorities than by
race. An applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a community
is his }lrimary professional goal would be more likely to
contribute. to allevifition of the medical shortage than one
who is chosen entirely on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short, there is fsic] no empirical data to
demonstrate that any one race is more selflessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more selflishly
acquisitive." 18 Cftl. 3d, at 56.
Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of demonstrating
that it must prefer members of a particular ethnic group over
other individuals in order to promote better he11lth care
delivery to deprived citizens. Indeed, petitioner has not
shown that its preferential classification is likely to have m1y
significant effect on the problem.
·

D
The fourth goal asserted by petitioner is the attainment of
a diverse student body. ·· This clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher education. Academic
freedom. though not a constitutional right in itself. long has
been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.
The freedqm of a university to make its own judgments as to
education includes the selection of its student body. Mr.
Justice Frankfurter eloquently summarized the "four essential
freedoms" that comprise academic freedom:
" ... It is the business of a university to provide that
atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation, exper. iment .and creation. _ It is an ~tno.sphe_re in which there-
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prevail 'the four essential freedoms' of a university-to
determine for itself on academic grounds who may teach,
what may be taught, how it shaH be taught, and who may
be admitted to study. The Open Universities in South
Africa." Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354 U. S. 234, 263
(1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of these
freedoms within university communities was emphasized in
Keyishian v. Board of Re~ents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):
"Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom which is of transcendent value to aU of us
and not merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom
is therefore ft special concern of the First Amendment....
The Nation's future depnds upon leaders tra.ined through
wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues, rather
than through any kind of authoritative selection.'
United States v. Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372."
The atmosphere of "speculation, experiment and creation"-so
essential to the quality of higher education-is widely believed
to be promoted by a student body diverse in ma.ny respects.
As we noted in Keyishian, it is not too much to say that the
"nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure" to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this
Nation of many peoples.
It n1ay be argued that there is greater force to these views
at the undergraduate level than in a medical school where the
training is centered primarily on professional competency.
But even at the graduate level, our tradition and ~xperience
lend support to the view that the contribution of diversity is
eubst~ntial. Physicians serve our heterogenous popula.t ion.
background-whether it be ethnic, geographic, culturally advanta.ged Qr disadvantaged-may bring to&- professional school
l;>{ medi~ine experiences, Qutlooks and ideas that enrich the
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training of its student body ami better equip its graduates to
render with understanding their vitaJ service to humanity.
Ethnic diversity. however. is only one element in a range of
factors a university properly may consider in attaining the goal
of a heterogenous student body. Although a university must
have wide discretion in making the sensitive judgments as to
who should be admitted. constitutional limitations protecting
individua.l rights may not be disregarded. Specifically. respondent urges-and the courts below have held-that petitioner's
dual admissions program is a racial classification that impermissibly infringes his rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.
As the interest of diversity served by the program is substantial,
the question remains whether the program's racial classification
is necessa,r y to promote this interest. In re Griffiths, supm,
413 U.S., at 721-722. We turn now to that question.

IV
We may assume that the reservation of a specified number
of seats in each class for individuals from the preferred ethnic
groups would contribute to the attainment of ethnic diversity
in the student body. But petitioner's argument that this is
the only effective means of serving the interest of diversity is
seriously flawed. In a most fundamental sense the argument
bhe state interest. It is not an
ersity. in which a specified perV is in effect guaranteed to be
g;roups, with the remaining peraggregation of students. The
bantial state interest encompasses
ifications and characteristics of
1 is but a single element.
Petirogram. focused solely on ethnic
1er than further attainrnent of
:st in genuine diversity be served
o-track sys.tem into a multitrack
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program with a prescribed number of seats set aside for each
identifiable category of applicants. Indeed. it is inconceivable
that a university would thus pursue the logic of petitioner's
two-track program to the illogical end of insulating each
category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from
-competition with all other applicants.
Other universities have not found it necessary to adopt any
<Such system, w11ether two or multitracked. An illumina.t ing
example of an admissions system designed to achieve mean"ingful diversity in the broad sense of this term is found in the
Harvard College program:
"In recent years Harvard College has expanded the concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic. racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also
blacks and Chicanos 11nd other minority students.
"In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in so~ne admission decisions.
When the Committee on Admissions reviews the large
middle group of applica.nts who are 'admissible' a.nd
deemed capable of doing good work in their courses. the
race of an applicant may tip the balance in his favor just
as geographic origin or a life spent on a fa.rtn may tip the
balance in other candidates' cases. A farm boy from
Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a
Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly. a black student can
usually bri11g something that a white person cannot offer.''
(Appendix. Amicus Brief filed on behalf of Harvard.
Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Stanford). See Appendix
hereto.
But the Harvard College program specifically eschews quotas:
"In Harvard college admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians.
football pl11yers, physicists or Californians to be admitted
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in a given years. . . . But that awareness'[ of the necessity of including more fhan a to~en number of black
students] does not means that the Committee sets the
minimum numb!'lr of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who ftre to be admitted. It means only that
in choosing among thousands of apt)licants who are not
only 'admissible' academically but haye other strong
qualities. the Committee, with a number of criteria in
mind. pays some a.ttentjon to distribution among many
types and categor~es of students." (Appendix Harvard,
et al., Amicus Brief).
In such an admissions program. race or ethnic background
may be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, but it
does not insulate the individual from fair comparison with all
other candidates for the Ji.vailable seats. The file of a particular bl(l.ck applicant may be examined for its potential
contribution to diversity without the factor of race being ·
decisive when compa.red, for example, with that of a11 fl.pplicant
identifiecl a.s a.n Italiap-America.n if the latter is thought to
exhibi~ qualities more. '}kely to ?romote b~nefi~l ~ducational ..£
·-:.___
1
plurahsm. Such quaht1es could Include NRHif~personal talentsJ
~~
or service experience, leadership potential, maturity. demon_
Astrated pompassion, a history of overcomiJlg disa.dva11tage,
ability to communicate with the poor, or otper qualifications
deemed at the time to be relevfl,pt. In short. an admissions
program operat
-! .J - - '\ll '
Je .
pertinent eleme
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footing for cor
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incoming class. The applicant who loses out on the las~
. avaihtble seat to an applicant receivjng a "plq.s" on the basis of
ethnic background will not have been foreclosed from consideration simply because he was not the right color or pad th~
wrong surname . . It would mea.n only that his combined
gualificatio.ns. which m~y have included similar nqnobjective
factors. did not outweigh those of the othrr applica.nt. His
quali~c~ti<?ns waul~. have been weighed fairly and competi-:
tively, ~nd he would have no legitima.t e basis to complain of
uneq11al treatment .
. lt has b~en suggested that the Harvard-type program is
simply a subtle 11nd more sophisticated-but no less effectivemeat1S of according racial preference than the Davis program.
A facial h1tent to d~8criminate, however, is evident in p~ti
tioner's preference program and not denied in this case. No
such facial infir~1ity exists in an ~dmissions progrflJU where
race or ethnic bac)cgro.und is simply one element-to be
weighed f~irly a.gainst other elements-in th~ selectio11 process.
A court would not ~ssume that ~ university, professing to
employ a facially non~iscriminjLtory admissions policy, would
operate it as a cover for the fq.nctional equivalent of a quota
system. In short, good faith would be presumed in the abse~1C~
~f a showing to the contr ary it) the manner permitted by our
cas~s. Se~, e. g., Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing
bevelopmep,t Corp., 429 U. S. 252 (1977); Washington v.,
Davis, 426 U. S. 229 (1976); S1»ain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202
1

0~65).

v

In summary, it is evident that the :Pavis special admission
program involves the use of an explicit racial classification
never befqr~ countena.nced by this Co,urt. It tells a.pplicants
who are npt Negro, .t\sia.q. or "Chic~no" that they are totally
excluded from a specific percentage of the seats in an entering
class. No matter how strong their qul\lifications, quantitativ~·
and extracurricq.lar, including their own potential for contripu-
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tion to educational diversity, ~hey are never afforded the chance
to compete with applipants from the preferred groups for
special fl.dmission seats. At the same time, the preferred
applicants have th~ opportunity to compete for every seat in
the class.
The fa.tal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its
disrega.rd of i11dividtJal rights as gt.Jarjl.nteed by the Fourteentp
Amendment. Shelley v. KrMmer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (19~8).
Su~h rights fl,re qot absolute. But whe11 a State's distribution
'
of~n~fits or imposition of purdElns hinges 011 the color of ~
~ skin or on his ancestry, ~ IS en 1 e
o fl. c efl,r
showing that the chf~.llenged clAssification is necessfl,ry to
promote a substfl.ntifl.l state interest. Petitioner hfl.S failed to
Cft.TJ:Y this burd~n.
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APPENDIX
Harvard College Admissions Program
For the past 30 years Harvarcl College has receivecl each
yea-r applications for admission th11.t gr13atly exceed the number
of places in the freshman class, The number of applicants
who are deemecl to be not "qualified" is comparatively small.
Th13 vast majority of applica.nts demonstrate through test
scores, high school records a11d teachers' recommendations that
they have the academic ability to do adequj:\.t e work a.t
Harvard, and perhaps to do lt w~th distinction. Faced with
the dilemma of choosing among a large number of "qu~tlified "
candidatf:ls. the Committee on Admissions could use the single
criterion of schol~trly excellence aqd attempt to determine who
amo11g the candidates were likely to perform best academicall:y.
But for the past 30 yea.rs the Committee on Admissions has
never adopted this approach. 'fhe belief has been that if
~hol~trly excellence were the sol13 or even predomin&nt criterion, llarvard College would lose a grejl.t deal of its vitality
and intellectual ~xcellence and that the quality of the educational experience offered to all students would s4ffer. Final
Report pf W. J. Bender, Chairman of the Admission ~tnd
Scholarship Committee anp Dean of Admissions a.n d Financial
Aid. pp. 20 et seq. (Cambriqge, 1960). Consequently, after
selecting those students whose intellectual potenti11l will seem
extraordinary to tl1e f~culty-perhaps 150 or so out of an
entering cl11ss of over 1.100--the Committee seeksvariety in making its choices, This has seemed hnportant . . . in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
the rffectivellfSS Of the educati01111l experience fin flarvard'
College] . . . The effectiveness of our students' educational experience has seemed to the Committee to be
affected as importantly by a wide variety of interests,
talents, backgrpunds qnd ca.reer gnals as it is by a fine·
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and housing arrange·me.n!ls;.. (Dea.n of 4di11issions Fr13d L..Glimp, Final Report.
1
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to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. 65 Official Hegister
of Harvard l'"niversity No. 25, 93, 104-105 (1968)
(emphasis supplied).
The belief that diversity adds an essential ingredient to the
educational process has long been a tenet of Harvard College
admissions. Fifteen or twenty years ago. however, di't·ersity
meant students from California. New York. and Massachusetts; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists. painters and
football players; biologists, historians and classicists; potential stockbrokers. academics and politicians. The result was
that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended Harva~;d
College. In recent years Harvard College has expanded the
concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic. racial and ethnic groups. Ha.rvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also blacks
and Chicanos and other minority students. Contemporary
conditions in the United States mea.n that if Harvard College
is to continue to offer a first-rate equcation to its students,
minol'ity representation in the undergraduate body cannot be
ignored by the Committee on Admissions.
In practice. this new definition of diversity has rneant that
race has been a factor in some admission deci&ions. When
the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle group
of applicants who are "admissible" a.nd deemed capable of
doing good work in their courses. the race of an applicant may
tip the balance in his favor just as geographic origin or a life
spent on It farm may tip the balance in other candidates' cases.
A farm boy from Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a black student
can usually bring something that a white person cannot offer.
·The quality of the educational experience of all the students
in Harvard College depends in part on these differences in the
background and outlook that students bring with them.
In Harvard College ~tdmissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians. foot-
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ball players, physicists or Californians to be admitted in a
given year. At the same time the Committee is aw11re that if
Harvarq Co1lege is to provide a truly heterogenous environment tha.t reflects the rich diversity of the United States, it
cannot be provided without some attention to numbers. It
would not mak~ sense, for example. to have 10 or 20 students
out of 1.100 whose homes are west of the Missisaippi. Comparably, 10 or 20 black students could not begin to bring to
their classmates and' to eac-h other the v~riety of points of
view. hllckgrounds a11d experiences of blacks in the Uniteq
States. Their small nup1bers might also create a sense of
isolation among the black students t~emselves and thus m&ke
it more difficult for then1 to develop and achieve their potential. Consequently. when making its decisions, the Committee
on Admissions is aware thflt there is some relationsh~p between
numbers and achieving the benefits to be derived from a
diverse student body, lllld between numbers a11d providing a
reasonable envirpnme11t for those students admitted . But
that awareness does not mean that th~ ~ommittee sets a
minimum number ol plflcks . or of peopJe from west of the
Miss~ssippi who are to be admitted. It rqea.ns only that in
choosing am011g thousands of applicants who are 110t only
"admissible" academically but h~tve other strong qua~ities, the
Committee. with a number of criteria in 1nind, pa,ys some
atte11tion to distrib4tiop among many types and cft,tegories of
students.
·
'
The further refineJ:nents sonwtimes requirfld help to illustrft,te
the kind of significance attached to race. The Admissions.
Committee, with only a few places left to fill, might find itself
forced to choo~ between J\, the child of It successful bl~ck
physician in an acaqemic community with promise of superior
academic perfopnaqoe, ' and B. a black who grew up in f\.11
inner-city ghetto of• semi-literate parents whose aoadefnic.
achievement was lower but who had demoqstn~teq energy and
feadership ItS well f\.8 ~n ltPPilrently-abiding iqterest i11 bl~ck
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power. If a good number of black students much like A but
few like B had already bee11 admitted, the Committee might
prefrr B; and vice versa. lf C, a white student with extraordi11&ry artistic talent, were also seeking one of the remaining
plttces, his unique quahyY might give him an edge over both
A and B. ThtJs, the critical criteria 11re often individual qujtlities or experience . not dependent upon race but sometimes
associatpd with it.
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I
Petitioner does not deny that decisions based on race or
ethnic origin by faculties and administrations of state universities are judicially reviewable. See, e. g. , Missouri ex rel.
Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337 (1938); Sipuel v. Board of
Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629
(1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U. S. 637
(1950). For his part, respondent does not argue that all racial
or ethnic classifications are per se invalid. That, too, would
appea.r to be an untenable position. See, e. g., Hira.ba.ya.shi v.
United States, 320 U. S. 81 (1943); Korematsu v. United
States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333,
334 (1968) (Black. Harlan, and STEWART, JJ., concurring);
United Jewish Orgs. v. Carey, U. S. - , 97 S. Ct. 996
( 1977).
The parties do disagree as to the level of scrutiny to be
applied to the special admissions program. This raises a
threshold question that may be central to a resolution of the
equal protection challenge asserted by respondent. Petitioner argues that the court below erred in applying strict
scrutiny, as this inexact term has been applied in our cases.
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'That level of review. petitioner asserts. should be reserved for
classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular minorities." See United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U. S.
144. 152 n. 4 (1938). Respondent. on the other ha.nd, contends that the California court correctly rejected the notion
that the degree of judicial scrutiny accorded a particular racial
or ethnic classification hinges upon membership in a discrete
and insular minority and duly recognized that the "rights
established rby the Fourteenth Amendment l are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 "G. S. 1. 22 (1948).
En route to this crucial battle over the proper scope of
judicial review.' the parties fight a sharp preliminary action
over the proper characterization of the special admissions
program. Petitioner prefers to see it as establishing a "goal"
of minority representation in the medical school. Respondent,
echoing the courts below, labels it a racial quota. 2
1

Tha.t issue has generated a considerable amount of scholarly controversy.
See, e. g., Ely, The Constitutionality of Reverse Racial Discrimination, 41
U. Chi. L. Rev. 723 (1974): Greenawalt, Judicial Scrut,iny of "Benign"
Racial Preferences in Law School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559
(1975); Kaplnn, Equal Justice in an Unequal World: Equality for the
Negro, 61 Nw. L. Rev. 363 (1966); Kar~t & Horowitz. Affirmative Action
and Equal Protection, 60 Va. L. Rev. 955 (1974); O'Neil, Racial Preference and Higher Education: The Lnrger Context, 60 Va. L. Rev. 925
(1974); Posner, The DeFunis Ca:s(' nnd the Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Racial Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1; Redish, Preferential Lnw School Admissions nnd the Equal Protection Clause: An
Analy&1s of the Competing Arguments, 22 U. C. L.A. L. Rev. 343 (1974);
Sanda low, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political Rosponsibility
and the .Judicial Role, 42 U. Chi. L. Hev. 653 (1975); Sedler, Racial Preference, Heality and the Constitution: Bakke v. Regents of the University
of California, 17 Santa Clara L. Rev. 329 (1977) .
2
Petitioner defines "quota" a;,; n requirement which must be met but can
never be exceeded, regardle~~ of the qunlity of the minority applicants.
Petitioner deelare.s that there i~ no '·floor"; complete]~· unqualified ~tudents
will not be admitted :simply to mef't a ''quotn." Neither i:s there a "ceiling"·
on the total number of minority students admitted, since an unlimited"
n\tmber could be admitted through the general admis:sions process. On·

•I
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This semantic distinction is beside the point: the special
admissions program is undeniably a classification based on race
and ethnic background. To the extent that there existed a
pool of at least minimaUy qualified minority applicants to fill
the 16 special admissions seats. white applicants could compete
only for 84 seats in the entering class, ra.ther than the 100 open
to minority applicants. Whether this limitation is described
f:LS a. quota or a goal, it is a line drawn on the basis of race. 3

II
The guara.ntees of the Fourteenth Amendment extend to
persons. Its language is explicit: "No state shall ... deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws." It is thus settled beyond question tha.t the "rights
created by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment are,
by its terms. guaranteed to the individual They are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 22 (1948). It also
is clear that the guara.ntee of equal protection cannot mean
one thing when applied to one individual and something else
when applied to a person of another color. If both are not
entitled to the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless, petitioner argues that the court below erred
this basis, the special admi~sions program does not meet petitioner's
definition of a quota.
The court below found-and petitioner does not deny-that white
n.pplicants could not compete for the 16 places reserved solely for the
special admissions program. 18 Cal. 3d, at 44. Both courts below
characterized thi~ as a "quota" system.
3 Moreover, the Univero:ity's special admis ions program involves a
purposeful use of racial criteria. This is not a situation in which the
classification on its face is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact. In that situation, plaintiff must establish an intent to discriminate.
Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Devel Corp., 429
U. S. 252, 264-265 ( 1977); Washington v. Davis. 426 U. S. 229, 242.
(1976); see Yid· Wo v. Hopkins. 118 U. S. 356 (1 6). Here, the
classification is not neutral on its face; the intention to restrict competition
by white& is evident and not denied.
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in applying strict scrutiny to the special admissions programs
because white males. such as respondent. are not a "discrete
and insular minority" requiring extraordinary protection from
the majoritarian political process. United States v. Carolene
Products Co., 304 U. S., at 152-153, n. 4. This rationale,
however, has never governed our decisions invalidating racial
or ethnic distinctions. See, e. g., Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954). Nor has this Court held that
discreteness and insularity constitute necessary preconditions
to strict scrutiny of otherwise sensitive classifications. 4 See,
e. g., Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535, 541 (1942); Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89,94-97 (1965). Indeed, classifications
based on gender elicit a form of heightened scrutiny, e. g.,
Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U. S. 677, 691-692 (1965)
(PowELL, J., concurring), yet there can be no contention that
women are a "minority" group. These characteristics may be
·among the relevant criteria in deciding whether or not to add
new types of classifications to the list of "suspect" categories.
'See, e. g., San Antonio lndep. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411
U.S. 1, 28 (1973) (wealth); Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S.
365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U. S. 112,
295 n. 14 (1970) (STEWART, J., concurring in pa.rt and dissenting in pa.rt) (persons between ages l8 and 21). Racial and
ethnic classifications. however. are odious without regard to
these additional characteristics. We declared as much in the
first cases to recognize racial distinctions as suspect:
"Distinctions between citizens solely because of their
4

Until 1970. there is no reference in our decisions to the element of
and inHularity." Or-egon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 295 n. 14
{1970) (STEWART, .J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). It has
been relied upon in It holding of thr Court only in one clasH of cases, those
involving aliens. E. g .. Graham v. Richar-dson. 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971).
Prior citations to "footnote 4" generally concerned the "preferred" position of FirHt Amendment freedoms. Compare Everson v. Boar-d of Education, 330 U.S. 1. 62 n. 61 (1947) (Rutledge, .T., dissenting), with Kovac~
v. Coope1·, 336 U. S. 77, 9Q.-91 (1949) (Fran'kfurter, ,l., concurring).
"diHcretenes~
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ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people
whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at 100.
". . . [A] ll legal restrictions which curtail the rights of a
single racial group are immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutional. It
is to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.
The Court has never questioned the validity of those pronouncements. Racial and ethnic distinctions of any sort are
inherently suspect and thus call for the most critical judicial
examination.
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions is rooted in
our Nation's constitutional and demographic history. This
Court's initial view of the Fourteenth Amendment was that
its "one pervading purpose" was "the freedom of the slave
race, the security and firm establishment of that freedom, and
the protection of the newly-made freeman a.nd citizen from
the oppressions of those who had formerly exercised dominion
over him." Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 71 (1873).
The Equal Protection Clause, however, was " [ v] irtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial reactionism." 5 It was relegated to decades of relative desuetude
while the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
after a short germinal period. flourished as a cornerstone in
the Court's defense of property and liberty of contract. See,
.e. g., Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v.
Louisiana, 165 U. S. 578 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 45 (1905). In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's
"one pervading purpose" was displaced. See, e. g., Plessy v.
Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537 ( 1896). It was only as the era of substantive due process came to a close, see, e. g., Nebbia v. New
Tussman & Ten Broek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L.
Rev. 341,381 (1949).
5
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York, 291 U. S. 502 ( 1934); Tif'est Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300
U. S. 379 ( 1937) , that the Equal Protection Clause began to
attain a genuine measure of vitality, see, e. g., Carolene Products, supra; Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
By this time it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority. During the dormancy of the Equal Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
minorities. 6 Each had to struggle 7-and to some extent struggles still 8 - to overcome the prejudices not of a monolithic
majority, but of a "majority" composed of various minority
groups of whom it was said-perhaps unfairly in many casesthat a sha.red characteristic was a willingness to disadvantage
other groups.n As the Nation filled with the stock of many
lands, the reach of the Clause was gradually extended to all
groups seeking protection from official discrimination. See
Strauder, supra, at 308 (Celtic Irishmen) (dictum); Yick
ff!.o v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886) (Chinese); Truax v.
Raich, 239 U. S. 33. 41 (1915) (Austrian resident aliens);
Kprematsu, supra (Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U.S.
475 (1954) (Mexica.n-Americans). The guarantees of equal
protection. said the Court in Yick Wo, "are universal in their
application, to all persons within the territorial jurisdiction,
M. Jones. American Immigration 177-246 (1960).
.J. Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955); G. Abbot,!, The Immigrant
and the Community (1917); P. RobertH, The New Immigration 66--73,
86-91, 24R-2fl1 (1912) ; E. Fenton. Immigrants and Unions: A Case Study
561-562 (1975).
s "Members of various religious and ethnic groups, primarily but not
exclusively of eastern, and middle and southern European ancestry, such
as .Jews, Catholics. Italians, Greeks :md Slavic groups [continue] to be
excluded from executive. middle-management and other job levels because
of discrimination bai:ied upon their religion and j or national origin. " 41
CF'R. § 60-50.1 (b) .
9 E. g., P. Roberts, The New Immigration 75 (1912) ; G. Abbott, The-·
lmmigrant and the Community 270-271 (1917). See also n. 7, supra.
1l
1
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without regard to any difi"erences of race. of color, or of
nationality; and the equal protection of the laws is a pledge
of the protection of equal laws." II8 U. S., at 369.
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment conceived of its primary function as one of bridging the
vast distance between members of the former slave race and
the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases, supra, the
Amendment itself was framed in universal terms. without reference to color, ethnic origin. or condition of prior servitude. As
this Court recently remarked , in interpreting the 1866 Civil
Rights Act to extend to claims of racial discrimination against
white persons. "the 39th Congress was intent upon establishing
in federal law a broader principle than would have been necessary to meet the particular and immediate plight of the newly
freed Negro slaves." McDonald v. Santa Fe 'l'rail Transp.
Co., 42'7 U. S. 273, 296 (1976). And that legislation was
specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all persons,"
not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights under the law.
See Runyon v. McCrary , 427 U. S. 160. 192- 202 (1976)
(WHITE. J.. dissenting). Indeed. it is not unlikely that among
the Framers were many who would have applauded a reading
of the Equal Protection Clause which states a. principle of
universal application and is responsive to the racial. ethnic
and cultural diversity of the Nation. See, e. g., Cong. Globe,
3flth Cong., 1st Sess .. 1056 (1866) (remarks of Rep. Niblack);
id., 2891-2892 (remarks of Sen. Corness); id., 40th Cong., 2d
Sess .. 883 (1868) (remarks of Sen. Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment "protect [ s] classes from class legislation ") . See also
Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision , 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the past 30 years, this Court has been embarked upon
the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal Protection Clause
so as to guarantee "the protection of equal laws." Yick Wo ,
supra, at 369, in a Nation confronting a legacy of slavery and
racial discri1nination. See, e. g. , Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S.
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1 (1948); Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954);
Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. S. 339 (1960); Hills v.
Gautreaux, 425 U. S. 284 (1976). The landmark decisions in
this area, because they arose in respo11se to the continued
·exclusion of Negroes from the mainstream of American society,
Mtllhtl'liU 8£ N88f28S from mpqh gf thg 'Y?iJ?Shillll~ 8f *f~l'lFi
1!1\P aeeioty could be characterized as involving discrimination
by the "majority" white race against the Negro minority.
But they need not be read as depending upon that characterization for their results. It suffices to say that " [o] ver the
years, this Court consistently repudiated '(d)istinctions
between citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being
'odious to a free people whose institutions are founded upon
the doctrine of equality.'" Loving v. lfirginia, 388 U. S.. at
11 (1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U. S.. at 100.
Petitioner urges us to adopt for the first time a more
restrictive view of the Equal Protection Clause and hold that
discrimination against members of the white "majority" can
never be suspect. The clock of our liberties. however, can not
be turned back to 1868. Brown v. Board of Education, supra,
at 492; accord. Loving v. Virginia, supra, at 9. It is far too
late to argue that the guarantee of equal protection to all
persons permits the recognition of special wards entitled to
some degree of protection greater than that accorded others.
"The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed solely against
discrimination duP to a 'two-class theory'-that is. based upon
differences between 'white' and Negro." Hernandez, supra,
at 478.
Once the artificial line of a "two-class theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment is put aside. the difficulties entailed in varying the level of judicial review according to a perceived "preferential" status of a particular racial or ethnic minority are likely
to be intractable. The concepts of "majority" and "minority"
necessarily reflect temporary judgments and political arrangements. As observed above. the white "majority" itself is
composed of various minority groups, each of which can lay
dttim to a history of prior discrimination at the hands of the·
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state and private individuals. Not all of these groups can
receive favorable treatment. and corresponding judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and nationality. for
then the only "majority" left would be a new minority of
White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. There is no principled basis
for deciding which groups will merit "heightened judicial
solicitude" and which will not. Courts would be asked to
evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups. Those whose societal
injury is found to exceed some presumed level of tolerability
would then be entitled to preferential classifications at the
e~pense of individua.ls belonging to other groups. Those classifications would be free from exacting judicial scrutiny. As
these preferences began to have their desired effect. and the
consequences of past discrimination were undone. new judicial
ran kings would be necessary. The kind of variable sociological
and political analysis necessary to produce such rankings
simply does not lie within the judicial competence-even if it
were socially desirable. DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312,
3~7-340 (1974) (Douglas. J .. dissenting).
There are serious problems of justice connected with the
idea of preference itself. First, it may not always be clear
that a so-called preference is in fact benign. Courts may be
asked to validate burdens imposed upon individual members
of particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest. See United Jewish Organizations, supra., at 10131014 (BRENNAN. J.. concurring in part). Nothing in the
Constitution supports the notion that individuals may be
asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the greater
good of their ethnic groups. Second. preferential programs
may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that certain
groups are unable to achieve success without special protection
based on a factor having no relationship to actual individual
worth. See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S .. at 343 (Douglas.
J., dissenting). Third, there is no warrant in the Constitution
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for forcing innocent persons in respondent's position to bear
the burdens of redressing grievances not of their making.
Moreover. by hitching the meaning of the Equal Protection
Clause to these transitory considerations. we would be holding,
as a constitutional principle, that judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on racial and ethnic background may vary
with the ebb and flow of political forces. Disparate constitutional treatment of such classifications well may serve to
exacerbate racial and ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviate
them. Un.ited Jewish Org. v. Carey,- U. S. - , 97 S. Ct.
996, 1014 (1977) (BRENNAN, J.. concurring). Also, the mutability of a constitutional principle based upon shifting political
and socia.l judgments undermines the chances for consistent
application of the Constitution from one generation to the
next, a critical feature of its coherent interpretation. Pollock
v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429. 650-651 (1895)
(WHITE. J., dissenting). In expounding the Constitution, the
Court's role is to discern "principles sufficiently absolute to
give them roots throughout the community and continuity
over significant periods of time. a.nd the pragmatic political
judgments of a particular time and place." A. Cox, The Role
of the Supreme Court in American Government 114 (1976).
If it is the individual who is entitled to judicial protection·
against classifications touching upon his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions impinge upon personal rights,
rather than the individual only because of his membership in
a particular group. then constitutional standards may be applied consistently. Political judgments regarding the necessity
for the particular classification may be weighed in the constitutional balance. Korematsu, supra, but the standard of justification will remain constant. This is as it should be. since·
those political judgments are the product of rough compromises struck by contending groups within the democratic
process. 10 When they touch upon an individual's race or
10 R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (1956); Posner, The
DeFunis Case and the Constih~tioMli.ty of. Preferential TreatmenL of"
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ethnic background, he is entitled to a judicial determination
that the burden he is asked to bear on that basis is precisely
tailored to serve a substantial governmental interest. The
Constitution guarantees that right to every person regardless
of his background. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22
( 1948); Missour·i ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337, 351
(1938).
B
Petitioner contends that on several occasions this Court has
approved preferential classifications based on race or ethnic
background. without applying strict scrutiny. Most of the
cases upon which petitioner relies are drawn from three areas:
school desegregation. employment discrimination, and sex discrimination. Each of the cases cited presented a situation
radically different from the facts of this case.
The school desegregation cases are simply inapposite. In
each. a court had formulated or approved remedies for
adjudica.ted findings of constitutional violation. E. g., Swann
v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 lJ. S. 1
(1971); Green v. County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968).
Rftcial classifications were designed as remedies for the vindication of constitutional rights." Here, there was no judicial
Minoritie:;, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev . 1, 27; rf. Stewart, Til(' Heformation or
Ameriean Administrative Law, R8 Harv. L. Rrv. 1683-1685, and nn. (i4-(i7
(1975) and ::;ources cited therein .
11 Prtitioner cite:< three lower <'Ourt decision:< allegedly deviating from
this gener;ll rule in "chool de~egregntion case;:: Offermann v. Nitkotl'ski.
378 F. 2d 22 (CA2 1967); Wanner v. County School Board. 357 F. 2d 4.'i2
(CA4 19()6): Spr1:ngjield School Committee v. Barksdale. :348 F. 2d 261
(CAl 1005). Of thr:;e, Wanner involved n :;chool ~y:;tem held to have
bern de jure segregnted nnd plnced under injunctive order:> prohibiting further segregation; racial distrieting was deemed necrs;;ary. 357 F. 2d, at
454. Cf. United Jewish Organizations of William.sburgh v. C'arey. U. S. - , 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). In BarksdalP and Offermann. c·ourts did
approve voluntar~' di~trirtinj:( de~igned to eliminate de facto ;;egregation .
In neither. however, wa~ there an~· ;;bowing that the ;;ehool board phtnnN:T
extensive pupil tram;portation tlwt. might. threaten Iibert~· or privacy
\ntorest~;·. See Keyes, v. School Oi;;trict No . t ,. 41:{ U. S. IR9, 240-25(}
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determination of constitutional violation as a predicate for the
formulation of a remedial classification. Hence. to analogize
petitioner's special admission program to a remedy in a
desegregation case and suggest that it should therefore be
judicially «approved" is to transform a remedy, fashioned to
correct a wrong. into a right in and of itself. See Pasadena
City Boar·d of Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976).
The employment discrimination cases also do not advance
petitioner's cause. For example, in Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1975), we approved a retroactive
award of seniority to a class of Negro truck drivers who had
been the victims of past discrimination. While this relief
imposed some burdens on other employees. it was held necessary "'to make ·[the victims l whole for injuries suffered on
account of unlawful employment discrimination.'" ld., at
771, quoting Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405. 418
(1975). The courts of appeals have fashioned various types
of racial preferences as remedies for constitutional or statutory
violations resulting in specifically identified, race-based injuries
to members of the classes held entitled to the preference.
E. g., Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission,
482 F. 2d 1333 (CA2 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F. 2d 315,
modified on rehearing en bane. 452 F. 2d 327 (CA8 1972).
Such preferences also have been upheld where an impartial
legislative or administrative body charged with the responsibility made determinations of past discrimination and fashioned
remedies deemed appropriate to rectify the discrimination.
E. g., Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v.
Secretary of Labor, 442 F. 2d 159 (CA3). cert. denied. 404
U. S. 954 (1971); 12 Associated General Contractors of Mas(1973) (Pow~~LL, .J., roururring in part nnd diti~mting in pari). Nor
were whit•c student:; deprived of an equal opportunit~· for cdurntion .
12 Every derision upholdiug thr reqnircment of prefcrrntial hiring under
the authority of Executive Ordrr 11246 hm; empha:;ized the exi::;tence of"
previous discrimination b~· the partiPs involved ns a predic<lte for the·
imposition of n preferrntial· remrdy. ·Contractors Association, supra,-
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sachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973). cert.
denied, 4H\ U.S. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384
U.S. 641 (1966). Where the preferential classification is not
tailored as a remedy for a proven constitutional or statutory
violation. proper analysis requires the application of strict
scrutiny. 13
Nor is a different view supported by the fact that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed to compensate
women for identified discrimination, are not subjected to this
level of scrutiny. E. g., Califano v. Webster,- U. S. - ,
97 S. Ct. 1192. 1194 (1977). Neither are classifications that
disadvantage women. see, e. g., Craig v. Boren, 427 U. S. 190,
211 n.* (1976) (PowELL, J .. concurring).
Apart from other arguments that have been advanced (e. g.,
So·uthern Illinois Builders Assn. v. Ogilvie. 471 F. 2d 680 (CA7 1972);
.Ioyce v. McCr-ane. :320 F. Snpp. 1284 (N ..J. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College Di.strict. 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N. E. 2d 907, cert. denied,
396 U. S. 1004 ( 1970). See nlso Rosetti Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408
F. 2d 1039, 1041 (CA7 1975); Associated Geneml Contmctors of Massachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler. 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert. denied, 416
U. S. 957 (1974); Northeast Canst. Co. v. Romney, 157 U.S. App. D. C.
381,485 F. 2d 752,754,761 (1973).
18 This view would not affect duly authorized admini::;tra.tive actions,
such as consent decrees under Title VII or approval of reapportionment
plans under § 5 of the Voting Right~ Art of 1965, 42 U. S. C. § 1973c.
In such rases, there has been detailed legislative considrration of the
various indicia of previous constitutional or statutory violations, e. g.,
South Camlina v. Katzenbach. 383 U.S. 301, 308-310 (1966) (§ 5), and
particular administrative bodies have bern charged with monitoring various
activities in order to detect such violations and oversee appropriate
remedirs.
Furt.hermore, we are not here presentrd with an occasion to review
legi:<lation b~' Congress pursuant to itR power:; under § 2 of the Thirteenth
Amendment and § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to remedy thr effects
of prior discrimination. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U. S. 641 (1966);
.Iones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968). We have previously
recognized the special competrnre of the lcgislaturr to make findings with
respect to t.he effects of identified past discrimina t.ion and its discretionary
'!1-Uthority to take appropriate remedial measures.
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women are the ma,jority sex group). gender-based distinctions
are Jess likely to create the analytical and practical problems
present in preferential programs premised on racial or ethnic
criteria. With respect to gender there are only two possible
classifications. The incidence of the burdens imposed by preferential classifications is clear. There are no rival groups who
can claim that they. too. are entitled to preferential treatment.
Classwide questions as to the group suffer·ing previous injury
and groups which fairly can be burdened are relatively simple
for reviewing courts. See. e. g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U. S. 199. 212-217 (1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S.
636. 645 ( 1975). The resolution of these same questions in
the context of racial and ethnic preferences presents far more
complex and intractable problems than gender-based classifications. In any event. we have consistently declined to view
gender-based classification as suspect or as comparable to racial
classifications for the purpose of equal protection a.nalysis.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974).
in support of the proposition that discrimination favoring·
racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial approval without the exacting inquiry ordinarily accorded "suspect" classifications. In La.u , we held that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide remedial English instruction for some 1.800 students of oriental ancestry who spoke no
English amounted to a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. 42 U. S. C. ~ 2000d. and the regulations promulgated thereunder. Those regulations required remedial
instruction where inability to understand English excludes
children of foreign ancestry from participation in educational
programs. !d., at 568. Because we found that the students
in Lau were denied a meaningful opportunity to participate in
the educational program," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning
of a remedial order.
Lau provides little ·supvort for petitioner's argument. The
decision rested solely on the statute, which had been construed
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by the responsible administrative agency to reach methods of
school administration "which have the effect of subjecting
individuals to discrimination." 414 U. S.. at 568. We stated:
"Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of
treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks. teachers and curriculum; for students who do
not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education." !d., at 566. Moreover. the "preference" approved did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit-"meaningful participation in the educational program"-to anyone else. No other student was deprived by
that preference of the ability to participate in San Francisco's
school system.
In a simila.r vein. 14 petitioner contends that our recent
decision in United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v.
Carey,- U. S . - , 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977). indica.tes a willingness to approve rMial classifications designed to benefit
certain minorities, without denomina.ting the classifica.tions as
"suspect." The State of New York had redrawn its reapportionment pla.n to meet objections of the Department of Justice
under§ 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S. C.§ 1973c.
Specifically, voting districts were redrawn to enhance the
electoral power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have
been the victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original
reapportionment plan. Although the revised reapportionment
plan to some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was no
14 Petitioner also cites our decision in Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535
(1974), for the proposition that the State may prefer members of traditionally di,:advantagrd groups. In M ancari, we npproved a hiring preference for qualifird Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior (BIA). Wr observed in that. case, however, that the
legal status of BIA is sui generis. ld., at 554. Indeed, we found that
the preference was not racial at nil, hut "an employment criterion r<'ason-·
ably designed to further the cause of Indian self-government and to make
the BIA more responsive to groups I,] ... whose lives are governed by·
the- BIA in a u11iquc· fashion." Ibid~ .
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showing that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution of any
individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of any racia.l or
ethnic group in the legislature as a whole . 97 S. Ct .. at
1008-1009; id., at 1016-1017 (STEWART, J. , concurring).
United Jewish Organizations, like Lau, is viewed properly as
a case in which the remedy for an administrative finding of
discrimination encompassed measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate, without
excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful partici~
pation in the electoral process.
In this case. unlike Lau and United Jewish Organizations,
there has been no determination by the legislature or a
responsible administrative agency that the University maintained a discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of petitioner's special admissions
program is quite different from the program in those cases. It
prefers the designated minority groups at the expense of other
individuals who are totally foreclosed from competition for the
16 special admissions seats in every medical school class.
Because of that foreclosure , some individuals are excluded from
enjoyment of a state provided benefit- admission to the
medical school-they would otherwise receive. When a classification denies an individual opportunities or benefits enjoyed
by others solely because of his race or ethnic background , it
must be regarded as suspect. E. g. , M cLaurin v. Oklahoma
State Regents, 339 U.S. 637, 641-642 (1950).

III
We have held that in "order to justify the use of a suspect
classification, a State must show that its purpose or interest is
both constitutionally permissible and substantial, and that its
use of the classification is 'necessary . . . to the accomplishment' of its purpose or the safeguarding of its interest." In
re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717,722- 723 (1973) (footnotes omitted);
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Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v.
Florida, 379 U. S. 184, 196 (1964). The special admissions
program purports to serve the purposes of: (i) "reducing the
historic deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medicai
schools and the medical profession," Brief for Petitioner, at
32; (ii) countering the effects of societal discrimination; 15
(iii) obta.ining the educational benefits that flow from an
ethnically diverse student body; and (iv) increasing the
number of physicians who will practice in communities currently underserved. We must decide which. if any, of these
purposes is substantial enough to support the use of a suspect
classification.
A

If petitioner's purpose is to assure within its student body
some specified percentage of a particular group merely because
of its race or ethnic origin. such a preferential purpose must be
rejected not as insubstantial but as constitutiona.Jly impermissible. Preferring members of any one group for no reason
other than race or ethnic origin is discrimination for its ow1i
sake. This the Constitution forbids. E. g., McLaughlin v.
Florida, supra; Brown v. Board of Education, supra, 483, 495.
15 A number of distinct sub-goa.!s have been advanced as falling with the
rubric of "compensation for past. discrimination." For example, it is said
t.ha.t preferences for Negro applicants may compensate for harm done them
persona.Uy, or serve to piace them nt economic levels they might have
attained but for discrimlnntion against their forebears. GrE'Cnawnlt, supra,
n. 1, at 581-586. Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it
serves ns a. form of reparntion b~· th" "majorit~·" to a. victimized group
as a. whole. B. Bittker, Tlw Case for Black Reparations (1973). Tha.t
justification for ethnic preference has been subjected to much criticism.
E. g., Greenawalt, supra. at 581; Posner, supra. n. 1, at 16-17, and n. 33.
Finally, it has bren argued thnt ethnic preferences " compensate" the
group by providing examples of success whom other members of the group
will emulate, thereby advancing the group's interest and society's interest
in encouraging new generations to overcome the barriers and frustratiom;
of the past. Redish, supra, n. 1. at ~91. For purposes of analyo~is, these
sub-goals need not be considered Bepnratcly.
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The State certainly has a legitimate and substantial interest
in ameliorating. or eliminating where feasible. the disabling
effects of past discrimination . The line of school desegregation cases. commencing with Brown, attests to the importance
of this state goal and the commitment of the judiciary to
affirm all lawful means towards its attainment. In the school
cases, the States were..required by ~ourt order to redress the
wrongs worked by specific and identifiable racial discrimination. That goal was far more focused than the remedying of
the effects of "societal .d iscrimination." a concept of injury that
may be ageless in its reach into the past.
We have never approved a classification that aids persons
perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at the
expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of adjudicated. legislative. or administrative findings of constitutional
or statutory violations. See. e. g., United Jewish OrganizaU. S. - , 97 St. Ct .. at 1005; South Carolina v.
tions, Katzenbach, 383 U. S. 308 (1966). After such findings have
been made. the governmental interest in preferring members
of the injured groups at the expense of others is substantial,
since the legal rights of the victims must be vindicated. In
such a case. the extent of the injury and the consequent
remedy will have been judicially or legislatively defined. Also,
the remedial action usually remains subject to continuing
oversight to assure that it will work the least harm possible to
other innocent persons competing for the benefit. Without
such findings of constitutional or statutory violations. it cannot
be said that the government has any greater interest in helping
one individual than in refraining from harming another.
A public university is not in a position to make such findings.
Its mission is education. not the formulation of legislative
policy or the adjudication of particular claims of illegality.
For the reasons stated in Part III of this opinion. isolated
~:tegments of our vast governmental structures are ill equipped
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to make such decisions. at least in the absence of legislative
mandates and legislatively determined criteria. Cf. Hampton
v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976). Compare n. 13, supra.
•
Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons whom the faculty
of the Davis Medica.] School perceived as victims of "societal
discrimination" does not support the consequent casting of
burdens upon persons like respondent, who bear no responsibility for whatever harm the beneficiaries of the special
admissions program are thought to have suffered. To hold
otherwise would be to convert a remedy heretofore reserved
for violations of legal rights into a privilege that institutions
throughout the Nation can grant at their pleasure. That is a
step we have never approved. Cf. Pasadena City Board of
Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976).

c
Petitioner identifies. as another purpose of its program,
improving the delivery of health care services to communities
currently underserved. 16 Even assuming that a State's interest
in facilitating the health care of its citizens is sufficiently
compelling to support the use of a suspect classification. there
is virtually no evidence in the record indicating that petitioner's special admissions program is either needed or geared
to promote that goal. The court below addressed this failure
of proof:
"The University concedes it cannot assure that minority
doctors who entered under the program, all of whom
express an "interest" in participating in a disadvantaged
community. will actually do so. It may be correct to
assume that some of them will carry out this intention,
and that it is more likely they will practice in minority
communities than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political
!I

10 Tht> only evidenct> in the rrcord with m'!pert to such underservice is
newspaper article.
47!1.

n.
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Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 653. 688). Nevertheless. there are more precise and
reliable ways to identify applicants who are genuinely
interested in the medical problems of minorities than by
race. An applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a community
is his primary professional goal would be more likely to
contribute to alleviation of the medical shortage than one
who is chosen entirely on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short. there is [sic] no empirical data to
demonstrate that any one race is more selflessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more selfishly
acquisitive." 18 Cal. 3d, at 56.
Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of demonstrating
that it must prefer members of a particular ethnic group over
other individua.ls in order to promote better health care
delivery to deprived citizens. Indeed. petitioner has not
shown that its preferential classification is likely to have any
significant effect on the problem.

D
The fourth goal asserted by petitioner is the attainment of
a diverse student body. This clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher education. Academic
freedom. though not a constitutional right in itself. long has
been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.
The freedom of a university to make its own judgments as to
education includes the selection of its student body. Mr.
Justice Frankfurter summarized the "four essential freedoms"
that comprise academic freedom:
"' .... It is the business of a university to provide that
atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation, experiment and creation. It is an atmosphere in which there
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prevail 'the four essential freedoms' of a university-to
determine for itself on academic grounds who may teach ,
what may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study.'" Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354
U. S. 234, 263 (1957) (Frankfurter, J .. concurring) .
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of these
freedoms within university communities was emphasized in
Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):
"Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom which is of transcendent value to all of us
and not merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom
is therefore a special concern of the First Amendment....
The Nation's future depnds upon leaders trained through
wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues. rather
than through any kind of authoritative selection.'
United States v. Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372."
The atmosphere of "speculation. experiment and creation"-so
essential to the quality of higher education- is widely believed
to be promoted by a student body diverse in ma.ny respects.
As we noted in Keyishian, it is not too much to say that the
"nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure" to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this
Nation of many peoples.
It may be argued that there is greater force to these views
at the undergraduate level than in a medical school where the
training is centered primarily on professional competency.
But even at the graduate level, our tradition and experience
lend support to the view that the contribution of diversity is
substantial. Physicians serve a heterogenous population.
An otherwise qualified medical student with a particular
background-whether it be ethnic. geographic, culturally advantaged or disadvantaged-may bring to a professional school
of medicine experiences, outlooks and ideas that enrich the
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training of its student body and better equip its graduates to
render with understanding their vital service to humanity.
Ethnic diversity. however. is only one element in a range of
factors a university properly ma.y consider in attaining the goal
of a heterogeneous student body. Although a university must
have wide discretion in making the sensitive judgments as to
who should be admitted, constitutional limitations protecting
individual rights may not be disregarded. Specifically, respondent urges-and the courts below have held-that petitioner's
dual admissions program is a racial classification that impermissibly infringes his rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.
As the interest of diversity served by the program is substantial,
the question remains whether the program's racial classification
is necessary to promote this interest. In re Griffiths, supra,
413 U.S., at 721-722. We turn now to that question.

IV
We may assume that the reservation of a specified number
of seats in each class for individuals from the preferred ethnic
groups would contribute to the attainment of ethnic diversity
in the student body. But petitioner's argument that this is
the only effective means of serving the interest of diversity is
seriously flawed. In a most fundamental sense the argument
misconceives the nature of the state interest. It is not an
interest in simple ethnic diversity. in which a specified percentage of the stuuent body is in effect guaranteed to be·
members of selected ethnic groups. with the remaining percentage an undifferentiated aggregation of students. The
diversity that furthers a substantial sta.tc interest encompasses
a far broader base of qualifications and characteristics of
which racial or ethnic origin is but a single element. Petitioner's special admissions program. focused solely on ethnic
diversity. would hinder rather than further attainment of
genuine diversity.
Nor would the state interest in genuine diversity be served
by expanding petitioner's two-track system into a multitrack
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program with a prescribed number of seats set aside for each
identifiable category of applicants. Indeed, it is inconceivable
that a university would thus pursue the logic of petitioner's
two-track program to the illogical end of insulating each
category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from
competition with ali other appiicants.
Other universities have not found it necessary to adopt any
such system. whether two or multitracked. An illuminating
example of an admissions system designed to achieve meaningful diversity in the broad sense of this term is found in the
Harvard College program:
"In recent years Harvard College has expanded the concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic. racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also
blacks and Chicanos and other minority students.
"In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in some admission decisions.
When the Committee on Admissions reviews the large
middle group of applicants who are 'admissible' and
deemed capable of doing good work in their courses. the
race of an applicant may tip the balance in his favor just
as geographic origin or a life spent on a farm may tip the
balance in other candidates' cases. A farm boy from
Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a
Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly. a black student can
usually bring something that a white person cannot offer.'l
(Appendix. Amicus Brief filed on behalf of Harvard,
Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Stanford at 2). See Appendix hereto.
But the Harvard College program specifically eschews quotas:
"In Harvard college admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks. or of musicians,
footb{tll t_:>l{tyE:)r$, t_:>l1ysici~:~.ts or Californians to be admitted
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in a given years. . . . But that awareness {of the necessity of including more than a token number of black
students l does not mean that the Committee sets the
minimum number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It means only that
in choosing among thousands of applicants who are not
only 'admissible' academically but have other strong
qualities, the Committee, with a number of criteria in
mind, pays some attention to distribution among many
types and categories of students." (Appendix Harvard,
et al., Amicus Brief at 3).
In such an admissions program. race or ethnic ba~kground
may be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, but it
does not insulate the individual from fair comparison with all
other candidates for the available sea.ts. The file of a particular black applicant may be examined for its potential
contribution to diversity without the factor of race being
decisive when compa.red, for example, with that of an applicant
·identified as a.n Italian-America.n if the latter is thought to
exhibit qualities more likely to promote beneficial educational
pluralism. Such qualities could include unique personal talents
or service experience, leadership potential. maturity. demonstrated compassion. a history of overcoming disadvantage,
ability to communicate with the poor, or other qua.lifications
deemed at the time to be relevant. In short. an admissions
program operated in this way is flexible enough to consider all
pertinent elements of diversity and to place them on the same
footing for consideration. although not necessarily receiving
the same weight. 17 Indeed. the weight attributed to a particular qua.Iity may vary from year to year depending upon the
"mix" both of the student body and the applicants for the
l 7 For an illuminating di:;ru~~;ion of such a flexiblr admi:;sions system,
see Mn.nnin~. The Pursuit of Fnirnes.~ in Admi~sions to Higher Edue11tion,
in Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, SelectiveAdmissions in Higher Education 19,57-59 (1977).
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incoming class. The applicant who loses out on the last
available seat to an applicant receiving a "plus" on the basis of
ethnic ba.ckground will not have been foreclosed from considera.t ion simply because he was not the right color or had the
wrong surname. It would mean only that his combined
qualifications, which may have included similar nonobjective
factors, did not outweigh those of the other applicant. His
qualifications would have been weighed fairly and competitively, and he would have no legitima.te basis to complain of
unequal trea.t ment.
It has been suggested that the Harvard-type program is
simply a subtle and more sophisticated-but no less effectivemeans of according racial preference than the Davis program.
A facial intent to discriminate, however. is evident in petitioner's preference program and not denied in this case. No
such facial infirmity exists in an admissions program where
race or ethnic baekground is simply one element-to be
weighed fairly a.g ainst other elements-in the selection process.
A court would not assume that a university, professing to
employ a facially nondiscriminatory admissions policy, would
operate it as a cover for the functional equivalent of a quota
system. In short, good faith would be presumed in the absence
of a showing to the contrary in the manner permitted by our
cases. See, e. g., Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing
Development Corp., 429 U. S. 252 (1977); Washington v.
Davis, 426 U. S. 229 (1976); Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202
(1965).

v

In summary, it is evident that the Davis specia.I admission
program involves the use of an explicit racial classification
never before countenanced by this Court. It tells applicants
who are not Negro, Asian. or "Chicano" that they are totally
excluded from a specific percentage of the seats in an entering
class. No matter how strong their qualifications, quantitative
·and extracurricular, including their own potential for contribu-
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tion to educational diversity. they are never afforded the chance
to compete with applicants from the preferred groups for
special admission seats. At the same time. the preferred
applicants have the opportunity to compete for every seat in
the class.
The fatal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its
disrega.rd of individual rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Shelley v. Kra.em,er, 334 U. S. 1. 22 ( 1948).
Such rights are not absolute. But when a State's distribution
of benefits or imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a
person's skin or on his ancestry. he is entitled to a demonstration that the challenged classification is necessary to
promote a substantial state interest. Petitioner has failed to
carry this burden.
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APPENDIX
Harvard College Admissions Program
For the past 30 years Ha.r vard College has received each
year applications for admission tha.t greatly exceed the number
of places in the freshman class. The number of applicants
who are deemed to be not ''qualified" is comparatively small.
The vast majority of applicants demonstrate through test
scores. high school records and teachers' recommendations that
they have the academic ability to do adequate work at
Harvard, and perha.ps to do it with distinction. Faced with
the dilemma of choosing among a large number of "qualified''
candidates, the Committee on Admissions could use the single
criterion of scholarly excellence and attempt to determine who
among the candidates were likely to perform best a.cademica.lly.
But for the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has
never adopted this approach. The belief has been that if
scholarly excellence were the sole or even predominant criterion, Harvard College would lose a great deal of its vitality
and intellectual excellence and that the quality of the educationa.l experience offered to all students would suffer. Final
Report of W. J. Bender. Chairman of the Admission and
Scholarship Committee and Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid. pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge, 1960). Consequently, after
selecting those students whose intellectual potential will seem
extraordinary to the faculty-perhaps 150 or so out of an
entering class of over 1.100-the Committee seeksvariety in making its choices. This has seemed important ... in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
the effectiveness of the educational experience [in Harvard
College] ... The effectiveness of our students' educational experience has seemed to the Committee to be
affected as importantly by a wide variety of interests,
talents, backgrounds and career goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and hCYUsing arrangements. (Dean of Admissions Fred L. Glimp, Final Report
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to the Faculty of Arts aud Sciences, 65 Official Register
of Harvard University No. 25, 93, 104-105 (1968)
(emphasis supplied).
'The belief that diversity adds an essential ingredient to the
·e ducational process 'has 'long 'been a tenet of Harva.rd College
admissions. Fifteen or twenty years ago. however, diversity
·meant students 'from California. New York. and Massachusetts; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists. painters and
football players; biologists. historians and classicists; paten,tial stockbrokers. academics and politicians. The result was
'that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended Harvard
'College. In recent years Harvard College has expanded the
·concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
·economic. racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but a.Iso blacks
and Chicanos and other minority students. Contemporary
conditions in the United States mean that if Harvard College
is to continue to offer a first-rate education to its students,
minority representation in the undergraduate body cannot be
ignored by the Committee on Admissions.
In practice. this new definition of diversity has meant that
race has been a factor in some admission decisions. When
the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle group
of applicants who are "admissible" a.nd deemed capable of
doing good work in their courses. the race of an applica.nt may
tip the balance in his favor just as geographic origin or a life
spent on a farm may tip the balance in other candidates' cases.
A farm boy fr·om Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a. black student
can usually bring something that a white person cannot offer.
The quality of the educational experience of all the students
in Harvard College depends in part on these differences in the
background a.nd outlook that students bring with them.
In Harvard College admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks. or of musicians, foot-
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I
Petitioner does not deny that decisions based on race or
ethnic origin by fltculties and administrations of state universities are judicially reviewable. See, e. g., Missouri ex rel.
Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337 (1938); Sipuel v. Board of
Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629
(1950); McLaurin v..._ Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U. S. 637
(1950). For his part, respondent does not argue that all
racial or ethnic classifica.tions are per se invalid. See, e. g.,
Himbayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1943); Korernatsu
v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944); Lee v. Washington, 390
U. S. 333. 334 (1968) (Black, Harlan, and STEWART, JJ., concurring); United Jewish Organizations v. Carey, 430 U. S. 144
(1977). A different view of these threshold issues by either
party would appear untenable.
The parties do disagree as to the level of scrutiny to be
applied to the special admissions program. As this raises a
question central to resolution of respondent's equal protection
challenge, I will review the arguments of the parties in light of
tne relevant history and judicial authority.
Petitioner argues that the court below erred in applying strict
~nti.Jnw, as this i'nexact term nas been applied in our cases·..
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That level of review, petitioner asserts, shoqld be reserved for
classifications disadvantag'ing "discrete and insular minorities." See U11ited States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U. S.
144. 152 n. 4 (1938). Respondent. on the other 'ha.nd, contends that the Ca.liforn'ia court correctly re'jected the notion
that the degree of judicial scrutiny accorded a particu·Iar racia:l
or etbn'ic Clas.Sifica.tion 'hing~s upon menibership in a discrete
and insular minority a11d duly recognized that the "rights
esta.blisbed [by the ·Four~enth Amendment l are personal
fights:" She11ey v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948).
· En route to this crucial battle over the proper scope of
judicial review,, the parties fight a sharp preliminary action
over · tl1e proper characterization of the special admissions
vrogram. Petitioner prefers to see it as establishing a "goal"
of minority representation in t)le medical school. Respondent,
echoing the courts below, labels it a racial quota. 2
1

Tha.t issue has generated a considerable amount of scholarly controversy.

See, e. g., Ely, The Constit.utionality of Reverse Racial Discrimination, 41
U. Chi. L. Rev. 723 (1974): Grecnawa.)t, Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign"
"Racial Preferences in Law School :\dmi~sions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559
(1975); KaJ~I:m, Equal Justice in nn Unequal World: Equality for the
Negro, 61 Nw. L. Rev. 363 (1966): K:u:st & Horowitz, Affirmative Action
and Equal Protoct.ion, 60 Va. L. 'Rev. 95'5 (1974); O'Neil, Racial Preference and Higher Educa 1ion: The Larger Context, 60 Va.. L. Rev. 925
(1974); Posner, The DeFunis CasC> and the Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Raciai:Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1; Redish, Preferential Lnw School Admis:sions and tl1e Equal Protection Clause: An
A~alysis of the Comp('ting Argument~;, 22 U. C. L. A, L. Rev. 343 (1974);
Sanqalow, RaciHI Preferences in High('r Education: Political Responsibility
and tl\e .Judicial Role, 42 U. Chi. L. Rev. 653 (1975); Sedler, Racial Preference, Reality ::md the ·constitution: Bakkr v. Regents of the University
of California, 17 Santa Clara L.llcv. 329 ( 1977).
2 Petitioner defines "quotn" as a requirement which must be met but can
"ever be exceeded, regardl~s of the quality of the minority applicants.
Pet.itioner declares thnt there is no "floor"; completely unqualified students
will not be admitted simply to meet. a. "quota." Ncitj1er is there a "ceiling'•
{)n the total number of minority students admitted, since an unlimited
uurpber CO\l.ld, be aclm.itted, thtough the general admissions process. Oil
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This semantic distinction is beside the point: the special
admissions program is undeniably a classification based on race
and ethnic background. To the extent that there existed a
pool of at leas't rqjnim'ally qualified minority applicants to fill
the 16 specia.l admissions seats, white applic~nts could compete
only for 84 seats in the entering class, rather than the 100 open
to minority applicants. Whether thi13 limitation is described
~ a quota or ~ goal, it is a line drawn on the basis of race. 3
II
The guarftntees of the Fourteenth Amendment extend to
persons. Its language is explicit: "No sta.te shall ... deriy
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws." It is thus settled beyond question tha.t the "rights
cre~ted by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment are,
by its terms, gua.ranteed to the individual. They are personal
rights." Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948). It also
is clear that the guttra.ntee of equal protection cannot mean
one thing w)len appiied to one individual and something else
when applied to a person of another color. If both are not
accorded the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless, petit~oner argues thttt the court below erred
this basis, the special admission~> program does not meet petitioner's
definition of a quota.
The court below found-and petitioner does not. deny-that white
applicants could not compete for the 16 places reserved solely for the
special admissions program. 18 Cal. 3d, at 44. Both courts below
characterized this as a "quota" system.
3 Moreover, the University's special admissions program involves a
purposeful use of racial criteria. Thio; is not a situation in which the
classification on its face is racially neptral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact. In that situation, plaintiff must est~1blish an intent to discriminate.
Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Devel. Corp., 429
U. S. 252, 264-265 (1977) ; Washington v. Davis, 426 U. S. , 229, ~42'
(1976); see Yic~ Wo v. Hopkins. 118 U. S. 356 (1886) . Here. the'
classification is not neutral on its face; the intention to restrict competition·
by whites is evident and not qenied.
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in applying strict scrutiny to the special admissions programs
because white males. such as respondent. are not a "discrete
and insular minority" requiring extraordinary protection from
the majoritarian political process. United States v. Camlene
Products Co., 304 U. S., at 152- 153. n. 4. This rationale,
however, has never governed our decisions invalidating racial
or ethnic distinctions. See. e. g., Brown v. Boa.rd of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954). Nor has this Court held that
discreteness and insularity constitute necessary preconditions
to a holding that a particular classification is invidious. 4 See.
e. g., Sk·inner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942); Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89. 94-97 (1965). These characteristics
may b~ ~mong the relevant criteria in deciding whether or not
to add new types of classifications to the list of "suspect" categories. See, e. g., San Antonio lndep. School Dist. v.
Rodriguez, 411 U. S. 1. 28 (1973) (wea.Ith); Graham v.
Richardson, 403 U. S. 365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v.
Mitchell, 400 U. S. 112, 295 n. 14 (1970) (STEWART, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (persons between ages
18 and 21). Racial and ethnic classifications, however, are
odious without regard to these additional characteristics. We
declared as much in the first cases to recognize racial disti11Ctions as suspect:
"Distinctions between citizens solely because of their
ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people
whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of
equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at 100.
4 The first specific reference in our dccisiont:~ to the elements of "discreteness and insularity" nppenrs to have occurred in Minersville School
District v. Gobiti.s, :uo U.S. 58(i, 601) (1940) (Stone . .T., dis,.,cnting). The
next does not app~nr until 1970. Oregon v. Mitchell. 400 U. S. 112, 295
n. 14 (1970) (STEWART, J ., concurring in pnrt and dissenting in part).
These elements ha.vc been relied upon in a. holding of the Comt. only in
one class of cases, tho,;e involving aliens. E. g .. Graham v. Richardson,
403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971) .
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" . . . [A]lllegal restrictions
which curtail the rights of a
\
single racial group ~.re immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutional. It
is to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Koremq,tsu, supra, at 216.
I

The Court has never questioned the validity of those pronouncements. Racial and ethnic distinctions of any sort are
inherently suspect at)d thus call forth~ most exacting judicial
examination.
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions is rooted in
our Nation's constitutional a.nd demographic history. The
Court's initial view of the Fourteenth Amendment was that
its "o11e pervading purpose" was "the freedom of the slave
race, the security and firm establishment of that freedom, and
the protection of the newly-made freeman a.nd citizen from
the oppressions of th~se who had formerly exercised dominion
over him." Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 71 (1873).
The Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[ v ]irtually
strangled in its infaJ1cy by post-civil-war judicial reactionism." " It was relegated to decades of rela.tive desuetude
while the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
after a short germina1 period, flourished as a cornerstone in
the Court's defense of property and liberty of contract. See,
e. g., Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v.
Louisiq,na, 165 U.S. 5'78 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 45 (1905). In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's
"one pervading purpose'-' was displaced. See, e. g., Plessy v.
Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537 (1896). It was only as the era of substantive due process came to a. close, see, e. g., Nebbia v. New
York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934); ·w est Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300
U. S. 379 (1937). that the Equal Protection Clause began to
5 Tussman & Ten Brock, The Equal Protection of tlw Laws, 37 Calif. L.
·Rev. 341,381 (1949) .
·
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attain a genuine measure of vitality, see, e. g., Carolene Products, supra; Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
By that time it was no lm1ger possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial ~inority. During the dorm11ncy of the Equal Pro'tection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
minorjties.6 Each had to struggle 7-and to some extent struggles still 8-to overcome, the prejudices not of a monolithic
majority, but of a "majority" composed of various minority
groups of whom it wa8 s~id-perhaps unfairly in many casesthat a shared characteristic was a willingness to disadvantage
other groups. 9 As the Nation filled with the stock of mjlny
lands, the reach of the Clause was gradually extepded to all
ethnic groups seeking protection from official discrimination .
'See Strauder, supra, lit 308 (Celtic Irishmen) (dictum); Yick
Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356 (1886) (Chinese); Truax v.
Raich, 239 U. S. 33, 41 (1915) (Austrian resident alieps);
Korematsu, 'supra (Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S.
475 (1954) (Mexican-Afr1ericans). The guarantees of equal
protection, said the Court in Yick Wo, "are universal in their
application, to all persons within the territorial jurisdiction,
without regiU'd to any differences of race , of color, or of
nationality; and the equal protection of the laws is a pledge
of the protection ~f equ~llaws." 118 U. S., at 369.
M. Jones, American Immigration 177-246 ( 1960) .
J. Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955) ; G. Abbott, The Immigrant
and the Community (1917) ; P . Roberts, The New Immigration 66--73,
86-91, 248-261 (1912); E. Fenton , Immigr<tnts and Unions : A Case Study
. 561- 562 (1975) .
s '· Members of various religious and ethnic groups, primarily but not
exclusively of eastern an-d middle and :;out.hern European an ce;,;try, such
as .Jews, ·catholics, Italians, Greeks :wd Slavic groups [continue] to be
cxchtded from executive, middle-management and other job levels because
of discrimination based upon their 'Teligion andj or national origin ." 41
CFR § 60-50.1 (b) .
0 E. g., P . Roberts, The New Immigration 75 (1912) ; G. Abbott, Th&
lmrni,rant and the Cotwn®ity 270-271 (1~17h . See also n. 7, supm.
6

7
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Although rpany of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment conceived of its primary function as one of bridging the
vast distance between mrmbers of the for:mer slave race and
the white "1najority," Slaughter House Cases, supra, the
Amendment itself was framed in universal terms, without reference to 'color, ethnic origin
, or condition, of prior servitude. As
I'
this Court recently rem~rked , in interpreting the 1866 Civil
Rights Act to extend to claims of racial discrimina.tion against
white persons, "the 39th Congress was intent upon establishing
in fede~allaw a broader principle thall would have been necessary to meet the particu~ar and immediate plight of the newly
freed Negro slaves." McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp.
Co., 427 U. S. 273, 296 (1976). And tha.t legislation was
specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "aU persons,"
not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights under the law.
See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U. S. 160, 192-202 (1976)
(WHITE. J., dissenting). Indeed, it is not unlikely that among
the Frap1ers were many who would hf\.ve applauded a reading
of the Equal Protectio11 Clause whicp states a principle of
universal application ·a nd is responsive to the racial, ethnic
and cultural diversity of the Nation. See, e. g., Cong. Globe,
39th C~ng., 1st Sess .. 1056 (1866) (remarks pf Rep. Niblack);
id,, 2891-2892 (remar}cs of Sen. Corness); id., 40th Cong., 2d
Sess., 883 (1868) (remArks of Sen. Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment "protect [ s] classes from class legislation ") . See also
Bickel, l'he Original Understanding and the Segregation Deci'
sion, 69 Ha~v. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the p~st 30 years, this Court has been embarked upon
the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal Protection Clat~se
so as to guarantee "the protection of equal laws," Yick Wo,
supra, at 369, in a Nation confronting a legacy of slavery and
racial discrimination. Se~ , e. g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S.
1 (1948); Brown y. Boarq of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (1954);
Gpmillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U. S. 339 (1960); Hills v.
·G wtreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976) . The landmark decisions i11
1

I
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this area, because they arose in response to the continued
exclusion of Negroes from the mainstream of American society,
could be characterized as involving discrimination by the
"majority" white race against the Negro minority. But they
need not be read as depending upon that characterization for
their results. It suffices to say that " [ o] ver the years, this
Court consistently repuc11ated ' (d) istinctions between citizens
solely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious to a free
people whose institut,ions a1·e founded upon the doctrine of
equality.'" Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. 8., at 11 (1967),
quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U. 8., at 100.
Petitioner urges us to adopt for the first time a more
restrictive view of the Equal Protection Clause and hold that
discrimination against members of the white "majority" cannot be suspect if its purpose can be viewed as "benign." The
clock of our liberties, however, cannot be turned back to 1868.
Brown v. Board of Eaucation, supra, at 492; accord, Lovinq v.
Virginia, supra, at 9. It is far too late to argue that the
guarantee of equal protection to all persons permits the recognition of special wards entitled to a degree of protection
greater than tha.t accorded others. 10 "The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed solely against discrimination due to a
'two-class theory'-that is, based upon differences between
'white' and Negro.'' Hernandez, supra, at 478.
Once the artificial line of a "two-cTass theory" of the FourProfe:;sor Bickel f]rmonstrated the self-contradiction of that view:
"The lesson of thr great derisions of the Supreme Court and the lesson
of contemporary history h11ve O('('n tl1e same for at least. 11 generation:
discrimination on the basis of mer is illegal, immoral, unconstitutional,
inherently wrong, and de;;:tructivr of democratic society. Now this is to
be unlearned and we art> told tl1at this is not a mattt>r of fundamental
principle but only 11 matter of whost> ox is gorrd. Those for whom racial
equAlity was dem~nded are to be more equal than others. Having found
support in the Constitution for rquality, they now claim support for
ihequality under the samr Constitution." A. . Bickel, The Morality of'
· {(Q~;~sen t 133 ( 197.5) •.
10
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teenth Amendment is put aside, the difficulties entailed in varying the level of judicial review aecording to a perceived "preferential" stf.\,tus of a particular racial or ethnic minority are likely
to be intractable. The concepts of "majority" and "minority"
necessarily reflect terpporary judgments and political arrangements. As observed above, the white "majority" itself is
composed of various minority groups, most of which Cf.\.11 lay
claim to a history of prior discrimination at the hands of the
state and private individuals. Not all of these groups can
receive favorable treatment, and corresponding judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and nationality, for
then the only "majority" left would be a new minority of
White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. There is no principled basis
for deciding which groups will merit "heightened judicial
solicitude" and which will not. Courts would be asked to
evaluate the extent of the preJudice and consequent harm
suffered by variouS' minority gtoups. Those whose societal
in.iury is found to exceed some presumed level of tolerability
would then be entitled to preferential classifications at the
expense of individua.ls belonging to other groups. Those classifications would be free from exacting judicial scrutiny. As
these preferences began to have their desired effect, and the
consequences of past discrimination were undone, new judicial
rankings would be necessary. The kind of variable sociological
and political ana.lysis necessary to produce such rankings·
simply does not lie within the judicial competence-even if
they were politically feasible and socially desirable.n
Mr. Justice Douglas has noted the problems associated with such
inquiries:
"The reservation of a proportion of the law school class for members
of selected minority groups is fra.ught with . . . dangers, for one must
immediate!~· determine which groups are to receive such favored treatment and which arc to b<' exrhtded, the proportions of the class that are to·
oe allocated to each, aJtd even the critf'ria by which to determine whether·
an individual is a member of a favored group. There is no assuranc~
that 1t. common agreement can be rcarlwd, anc{ first the schools, and then
11

·•
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There are serious problems of jtJstice connected with the
idea of preferel1ce itself. First, it ma,y not always be clear
tha:t a so~called preference is in fact benign. Courts may be
askecl to valjqate burdens impos~d upon individual members
of particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest. See United Jewish Organizations, 430 U.S., at 172173 (BRENl'fAN,' J., concurring in pa.rt). Nothing in the
Constitution supports the notion that i11dividua.ls may be
asked 'to suffer otherwise jmpermissible
burdens for the greater
I
the courts, will be buffeted with the competing claims. The University of
Washington included Filipinos, but excluded Chinese ancl Japanese;
another school may limit its program to blacl\s, or to blacks and Chicanos.
Once the Court sanctionrd racial prefen•nces s1.1ch as these, it could not
then wash its hands of the 1natter, leaving it entirely in the discretion of
the school, for then we woulp have effectively overruled Sweatt v. Painter,
'339 U.S. 629, and allowed imposition of a "~rro" allocation. But what standard is the Court to apply when a rejectrd applicant of Japmwse ancestry
brings suit to require the University of 1"ashington to extend the same
privileges to his group? The Committee might conclude that the population of Washington is now 2% Japanese, and that .Japanese also constitute
2% of the Bar, but tha.t had they not 'been handicapped by a history
of discrimination, Japanese would now constitute 5% of the Bar, or 20%.
Or, alternatively, the Court could attempt to asse;;:; how grievously each
group has suffered from dispriminat~on, and allocate proportions accordingly; if that were the standnrd the current University of Washington
policy would almost surely fan, for there is no Western State which can
claim that it has always treated .Tapanese and Chinese in a fair and evenhanded manner. See, e. g., rick Wo v. Hqpkins, 118 U.S. 356; Terrace v.
Thompson, 26~ U. S. '1~7; Oyama v. California, 332 U. S. 633. This
Court has not sustained a racial classification since the wartime cases of
Ko7'ematsu v. United States, q23 U. S. 214, and Himbayashi v. United
States, 320 U. S. 81, involving curfews · and relocations imposed upon
Japanese-Americans.
"Nor obvio1.1sly will tl)c problem be solved if next year the Law School
included oqly .Japanese and Chinese, for then Norwegians and Swedrs,
Poles aJJd ltalians. Puerto Hicans and Hungarians, and all other groups
which form this diverse Nation would have just complaints." DeFunis v.
' 'Odegaard, 416 U. S. 3l2, 3~7'-3.40 (1974) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (footnot~ qmitted) ..
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of t~1eir ethnic groups. Second, preferential programs
may only reinforce common stereotyp~s holding that certain
groups are unable to achieve success without special protection
based on a factor having no relationship to individual worth.
See fJeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312, 343 (Douglas. J.,
dissenting). Third, there is no warrant in the Constitutio11
for forcing innocent persons in respondent's position to bear
the burdens of redressing grievances not of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal Protection
Cl11use to these transitory considerations, we would be holding,
as a constitutional principle 1 that juqicial scrutiny of classifications touching on racial and ethnic background may vary
with the ebb and flow of political forces. Disparate constitutional treatment of such classiflcatioQs well may serve to
exacerbate racial and ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviat~
them. United Jewish Organizations, supra, at 173-174
(BRENNAN, J., concurring). Also, the mutability of a constitutiopal principle based upon shifting political and social
judgments undermines the chances for consistent application
of the Constitution from one generation to the next, a critical
· feature of its coherent interpretation. Pollock v. Farmers
Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, 650-651 (1895) (WHITE,
J., disseuting). In expounding the Constitution, the Court's
role is to qiscern "JJrinciples sufficiently absolute to give them
roots throughout the community and continuity over significant periods of time, and the pragmatic political judgments of
a particula.r time and place." A. Cox, The Role of .the
Suprenie Court in American Government 114 (1976).
If it is the individual who is entitled to judicial protection
against classifications touching upon his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions impinge upon personal rights,
rather than the individual only because of his membership in
a particular group. then constitutional standards may be applied consistently. Political judgments regarding the necessity
for the particular classitipation may be weighed in the consti-
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tutional balance, Korematsu, supra, but the standard of justi4
fication
will remain constant. This is as it should be, since'
.
those political judgments are the product of rough cqmpromises struck by contending groups within the democratic
process. 12 Wqen they touch upon an individual's race or
ethnic background, he is entitled to a judicial determination
that the burden he is asked to bear on that basis is precisely
tailored to serve a substantial governmental interest. The
Constitution guarantees that right to every person regardless
of his background. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1, ~2
(1948); Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337, 351
(1938).
B
'

Petitio11er contends that on several occasions this Court has
approved preferential classifications based on race or ethnic
background, without applying strict scrutiny. Most pf the
cases upon which petitioner relies are drawn from three areas:
school desegregation, employment discrimination, and sex discrimination. Each of the cases cited presented a situation
radically different from the facts of this case.
The school desegrega.tion cases are inapposite. In each, a
court had forrhulated or approved remedies for adjudicated
findings of constitutional violation. E. g., Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 (1971); Green v.
County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968). Racial dassific;ttions were designed as remedies for the vindicl),.tion of constitutional rights. 13 Moreover, the scope of the remedies was not
R. Dahl, A Prefnce to Dcmormtic Theory (1956); Posner, The
DeFunis Ca..."C and the Constitutionnlit,y of Preferential ·Treatment of
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. 'Rev. 1, 27; cf. Stewart, The Reformation of
American Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Itev. 1683-1685, and nn. 64-67
(1975) an4 sources cited therein.
13 Petitioner cite~; three lower rourt decision~ allPgedly deviating from
this general rule in o;rhool drsegregation ca$eS: Offermann v. Nitkowski,
· 378 F. 2d 22 (CA2 1967); Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F. 2d 452
' (CA4 1966); Springfield School Committee v. ·Barksdale, 348 F. ~d 261
12
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permitted to exceed the extent of the violations. E. g. , Dayton
Board of Education v. Brinkman, - U. S. - , 97 S. Ct. 2766
(1977); Milliken v. Bradley , 418 U.S. 717 (1974). Here, there
was no judicial determination of constitutional violation as
a predicate for the formulation of a remedial classification.
Hence, to analogize petitioner's special admission program to a
remedy in a desegregation case a.nd suggest that it should
therefore be judicially "ftpproved'' is to transform a remedy,
fashioned to correct a wrong, into a right in and of itself. See
Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U. S. 424
(1976) .
The employment discrimination cases also do not advance
petitioner's cause. For example, in Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 4~4 U.S. 747 (1975), we approved retroactive
award of seniority to a class of Negro truck drivers who had
been the victims of past discrimination. While this relief
imposed some burdens 6n other employees, it was held necessary "'to make '[the victims] whole for injuries suffered on
account of unlawful employment discrimination.'" !d., at
771, quoting Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 418
(1975). The courts of appeals have fashioned various types
of racial preferences as remedies for constitutional or statutory
violations resulti11g in spe~iflcally identified , race-based injuries
to members of the classes held entitled to the preference.
E. g., Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission,
482 ,F. 2d 1333 (CA2 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F. 2d 315,
I

a

(CAl 1965) . Of these, ·wanner involved a school system held to have
been de jw·e segregated and placed under injunctive orders prohibiting fur~
ther segregation ; racial districting was deemed necessary. 357 F . 2d, at
454. Cf. United .Jewi.sh Organizatious y. Carey, 430 U.S. 144 (1977). In
Bm·ksdale nnd Offermann. courts did approve voluntary distrioting designed
to eliminate de facto segregution . In neither, however , was there any
showing that thr ~c hool boa rd plannrd extensive pupil transportation that
mi~tht threaten lib<'r(v or privury int et·r sts.
See K eyes v. School District
No . 1, 41 3 U.S. 1R9, 240-250 (1973) (Pow~; LL , .f ., concurring in part and
dissenting in pnrt) . Nor werl' white :students deprived of nn equal oppor·t,tmity for edueat ion ,
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modified on rehe~tring en bane, 452 F. 2d 327 (CAS l972) ..
Such preferepces also have been upheld where an impartiaf
Tegisl~tive or administrative body charged with the responsibility made determinations of past discrimination and fashionecf
remedies deemed appropriate to rectify the discrimination.
E. g., Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v.
Secretary of Labor, 44:2 f. 2d 159 (CA3), cert. denied, 404
U. S. 954 (1971); 14 Associated General Contractors of Mas~
sa.chusettsl Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), cert.
denied, 416 U. S. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. k(organ, 38'f
U. S. 641 ( 1966). But we have never approved preferElntial
classifications in the absence of proven constitutional or statutory violations. 15
14

Every decision upholding tlw requirement of preferential hiring under
the authority of Executive Order 11246 has emphasized the existence of
previous discrimination by the parties involved as a predicate for the
imposition of a preferential remed~'· Contractors Association, supra;
Southern Illinois Builders Assn. v. Ogilvie, 471 F. 2d 680 (CA7 1972);
Jovce v. McGrane, 320 F. Supp. 1284 (N ..T. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College District, 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N. E. 2d 907, cert. qenied,
396 U. S. 1004 (1970). See also Rosetti Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408
F. 2d 1039, 1041 (CA7 1975); Associated General Cm'ttractors of Mas~tachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F. 2d 9 (CAl 1973), ccrt. denied, 416
U. S. 957 (1974): Northeast Const. Co. v. Romney, 157 U. S. App. D. C.
381,485 F. 2d 752, .754, 761 (1973).
15 Tf1i~ case dOE'!! not call into question duly authorized administrative
actions, such as conlj!ent. decrees under Title VII or approval of reapportionment plans under § 5 of the Voting Rigllts Act of 1965, 42 U. S. C.
§' 1973c. In surh cases, tlwre has been detailed legislative consideration
of tl1~ various i'ndicia of previous ronstitutional or statutory violations,
e. g., Sout'h C'amlina v. Katzenbach. 383 U.S. 301, 308-310 (1966) (§ 5),
ana particular aclininistrative bodies have been rharged with monitoring
various activities in order to detect such violations and oversee appropriate
remedies.
:Furthermore, we are not here presented with an occasion to review·
legislation by Congress pursuant to ih; powers under § 2 of the Thirteenth•
Amendment and ~ 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to remedy tlje effect$ ·
of prior discrimination. l(.atzenbach v. M01·gan, 384 U. S. 641 (1966);
J.ones v. Alfred' H. Mayer C'o., 392. U.S. 409 (1968). We have previously·
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Nor is a different view supported by the fact tha.t classifications touching upon sex, which are designed to compensate
women for identified discrimination. are not subjected to this
level of scrutiny. E. g., Califano v. Webster, 430 U. S. 313,
'316-'317 ( 1977). Neither are classifications that disadvantage
women, see, e. r;., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 211 n.* (1976)
(PowELL, J .. concurring).
Apart from other arguments that h~tve been advanced (e. g.,
women ~tre the ma.jority sex group), gender-based distinctions
are less likely to create the analytical and practical problems
present in preferential programs premised on racial or ethnic
criteria. With respect to gender there are only two possible
classifications. The incidence of the burdens imposed by preferential classifications is clear. There are no rivl:\1 groups who
can claim that they, too. are entitled to preferential treatment.
Classwide questions as to the group suffering previous injury
and groups which fairly call be burdened are relatively manageable for reviewing courts. See. e. g., Califano v. Goldfarb, 430
U, S. 199,212-217 (197(); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S.
636. 645 (1975). The resolution of these same questions in
the context of racial and ethnic preferences presents far more
complex and intractable problems than gender-based classifications. In any event, we have consistently declined to view
gender-based classification as suspect or as comparable to racial
classifications for the purpose of equal protection ana.lysis.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974),
in support of the proposition that discrimination favoring
racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial approva.l without the exacting inquiry ordinarily accorded "suspect" classifications. In La.u, we held that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide remedial English instruction for son1e 1.800 students of oriental ancestry who spoke no'
recognized the ~pecial competence of tht> legislntur!:' to make findings with
respect to the effects of identified pa.st discrimination and its discretionary
·:t~tthority to take appropriate remedial measures.
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English amounted to a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights·
Act of 1964, 4~ U. S. C. § 2000d, and the regulations promulgated thereunder. Those regula.tions required remedial'
instruction where inability to understand English excludes·
children of foreign ancestry from participation in educational
programs. !d., at 568. Because we found that the students
in Lau were denied a mea.ningful opportunity to participate in
the educational pr9gram," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning
of a remedial order.
Lau provides little support for petitioner's argument. The
decision rested sol~ly on the statute, which had been construed
by the responsible administrative agency to rea~h methods of
school administration "which have the effect of subjecting
individuals to discrimination," 414 U.S., at 568. We stated:
"Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of
treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers and curriculum; for students who do
not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education." /d., at 566. Moreover, the "preference" approved did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit-"meaningful participation in the educational program"-to anyone else. No other student was deprived by
that preference of the ability to participate in San Francisco's·
school system.
In a similar vein,w petitioner contends that our recent
decision in United Jewish Organizations v. Carey, 430 U.S. 144
( 1977), indicates a willingness to approve racial classificationsPetitioner nlw rites our· decision in Morton v. Mancmi, 417 U.S. 535
(1974), for the pro posit ion that the State may prefer members of traditionally disadv:mtaged granps. In Mancari, we approved a hiring preference for qualified Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the In.terior (BIA). We observed in that case, however, that the
legal status of BIA is s'lli generis. !d., at 554. Indeed, we found that
the preference wn!:l not, rarial at all, but "an employment criterion reasonably designed to fmther t11e cause of Indian self-government and to make
the BIA more responsive to groups LJ ... w'l10se lives are governed by
~e- ~A in a unlqpe fas'hion .." Ibid~
10
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designed to benefit certain minorities. without denominating
the classifications as "suspect." The State of New York had
redrjlwn its reapportionment plan to meet objections of the
Department of Justice under § 5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42 U.S. C. § 1973c. Specifically, voting districts were
redrawn to enhance the electoral power of certain "nonwhite''
voters fopnd to have been the victim of unlawf1.d "dilution''
under the otiginal reapportionment plan. Although the
revised reapportionment plan to some extent was drawn 11long
ethnic iines, there wa~ no showing that the plan resulted in
the unlawful dilution of ~ny individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of any racial ot ethnic group in the legislature
as a whole. 430 U.S .. at 162-165; id. , at 179-180 (STEWART, J.,
concurring). United Jewish Organizations, like Lau, is viewed
properly as a case in which the remedy for a.n adruinistrtttive
finding of d~scrimi'natimi encompassed measures to improve the
previously disadvantaged group's ability to participate, without excluding individuals belonging to any other group from
enjoyment of the relevant opportunity-meaningful participation in the .electoral process.
In this c~se , unlike Lau and United Jewish Organizatwns,
there has been no determination by the legishtture or a
responsible administrative agency that the University maintained a discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of pet~tioner's special admissions
program is quite different from the program in those cases. lt
prefers the designated minority group~ at the expense of other
individuals who are totally foreclosed from competition for the
16 special admissions seats in every medical school cl!lSs.
Because of that foreclosure. some individl.lals are excluded from
enjoyment of a state provided benefit-admission to the
medical school-they would otherwise receive. When a classification qenies an individual opportunities or benefits enj~yed
by others solely bepause of his race or ethnic bB;ckground, it
must be regarded as suspect. E. 1g., McLaurin v. Oklq.homa
Stat.e Jlegents, 339 U.S. 637, 641- 642 (1950).

,• • 1.
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III
We have held that in "order to justify the use of a suspect
.classification, a State must show that its purpose or interest is
both constitutionally permissible and substantial, and that its
·use of the classification is 'necessary ... to the accomplish'ment' of its purpose or the safeguarding of its interest." In
re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717. 722-723 (1973) (footnotes omitted);
Loving 'v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1. 11 (1967); McLa.u ghlin v.
Florida, 379 U. S. 184, 196 (1964). The special admissions
program purports to serve the purposes of: (i) "reducing the
historic deficit of traditional1y disfavored minorities in medical
schools and the medical profession." Brief for Petitioner, at
32; ( ii) countering the effects of societal discrimination; 17
(iii) increasing the number of physicians who will practice in
communities currently underserved; and (iv) obtaining the
educational benefits that flow from an ethnically diverse stu ..
dent body. We must decide which, if any. of these purposes is
substantial enough to support the use of a suspect classification.

A
If petitioqer's purpose is to assure within its student body
17 A number of distinct sub-gonls have been advanced as falling with the
rubric of "compensation for past discrimination." For example, it is said
that preferences for ;Negro applicants may compensate for harm done them
personally, or serve to place them at eeonomic levels they might have
attained but for discriminal-io11 ngainst their forebears. Greenawalt, supra,
n. 1, at. 581-586. Anotl1er view of the "compensation" goal is that it
serves ns a, form of reparation by the "majority" to a victimized group
as a whole. B. Bitth::er-, The Case for Black Reparations (1973). That
justification for ethnic preference has been subjected to much criticism.
E. g., Greenawalt, supm, nt 58!; Posnrr, supra, 11. 1, at 16-17, and 11. 33.
Finally, it, has been argurd that ethnic· preferences "compensate" the
group by providing examples of success whom other members of the group
will emulate, thereby advnncing the group's interrst and society's interest
in encouraging new generntiont: to overcome the burrier:; and frustration!!'
of the past. Redish, supra, n. 1, at 391. For purposes of analysis, these
sub-goals need not be considered separately.

-
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some spf)cipep per~flntagfl of a particular grqup merely hflCftuse
of i~ r~ce or 13thnjc origj11, such a pref~renti&l purpose mJ.Jst be
rejflcteq not &.s insubstanti~tl but as const1tutionally jmper:mis~ible. Preferripg members "Of any one gro1.Jp for no r~&Son
oth~r ·than r~ce or' ethnic origin is discrimit~ation fpr it!J own
sake. Thi~ the Consti~ution forbids. E. fl., Loving v~ Virginia, ,sup;a, at U; Mchaughlin v. Florida, supra, at 196.
~·

The State certainly has a legjtim~tte and substantial interest
a~elior&ting, or eliminftting ·where feasible, the distJbliJ1~
effec:its of identified discfhnination. The li~1e of school desegregation C!lSCS, coJ:Umencjng with Brown, attests to the importance ,of tpis state ' go~l apd the commitment of the judiciary
to affirm all lawful nieahs towards its attainment. In the
~hool CflSes, the States 'Yflre reqJ.\iued by ooqrt order to reqress
the wrongs worl<eq by sp~cific instances o( rac~al discrirniqation. That goal was far rpore foctJsed than the rerpedying of
the effects of ''~ocfetal discrjmi11atiop," a cor,cept of injury that
may be ageless ip' its reapp into t~e 'p ast. .
.
We have •wver approved a 'classifipation that aids per8ons
perceived flS melnbers of relatively victtmi~ed groups · at the
expense of other innocent inclividuals in the ~bsence of ~qjudi
cated, legisl*"tive, ot administrative findings of constitJ.Jtional
or s~atutory viqlations. See, e. g., United Jewish Or(ldnjza..
tions, supra, at 155-156; South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383
U. S. 308 (1966). Af~r such fin~ings have been maqe. the
governmeqtal interest ~n preferring Piernbers of the injwed
groups at the expense of others is substantial, sincl'lI the legal
rights of th!'l victims must be vindicated. Ip such a case, the
exteht of the injury and the consequent remedy will have been
judicially
legislatively defined. Also, the reml'ldial actio•l
Uij;Ually remaips subject to continuing over~ight to assure that
it will work the least harm possibleI to other
innocent person~
I
competing {Qr the benefit Without $Uch 6qdings Qf constitu-

ill
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tiona} or statutory violations. it cannot be said that the gov~
ernment has any greater interest in helping one individual
than in refraining from harming another.
A public university is not in · ~ position ~o 1nake such findings.
Its mission is education, not the formulation of legisltl-tive
policy or the adjudication of particular claims of illeg~lity.
For reasons similar to those stated in Part III of this opinion,
isolated segments of our vast governmental structures 11re not
competent to rnake such decisions. at least in the abset1ce of
legislative m11ndates and legislatively determined criteria. 1 ~ Cf.
Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976). Compare
n. 15. supra. Thus. the purpose of helping certain persons
whom the faculty of the Davis Medical School perceived as
viptims of "societal discrimination" does not justify a classification that casts burdens upoh persons like respondent. who
bear no responsibility for whatever harm the beneficiaries of
the specia.l admissions program are thought to have suffered.
To hdld otherwise would· be to convert a remedy heretofore
reserved for violations of legal rights into a privilege that
institutions throughout the Nation can grant at their pleasure.
That is a step we have never approved. Cf. Pa.sadena City
Board of Education v. Spa11gler, 427 U. S. 424 (1976).

c
Petitioner identifies. as another purpose of its program,
jmproving the delivery of health care services to communfties
currently underserved.'" ·we may assume that in some situations a State's interest in facilitating the health care of its
For exnmplr, the Univrr~it~· i~ unnble to explnin its selection of only
the threr favorrd ~troup~-NPgrO<'I', :\Iexican-Amerienn;:;, nnd Asian~-for
preferential trf'atmrnt. Thr inclu~ion of the last group i~; e~;peeinlly
curiou~ in light of the ~;ub:;tantinl numbers of A~ia11~; admitted through tho·
regular admi~Sfljon~ procef!f',
J'!l The only evidence in ihf' rf'eord with re~pect to such under~;ervice is a
qewRpaper article.. It 473.
18
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e~tizens

is sufficiently compelling to support the use of a St.Jspect
classification. llut there is virtually no evidence in the recorq
indicating that petitioner's special admissions program is
either needed or geared to promote that goal. The court
below addressed this f~tilure of proof:

•

"The University concedes it cannot assure that minority
doctors who entered under the progr11.m, all of whom
express at1 11 interest" in p4rticipating in a disadvanta~ed
community, will 11otually do so. It may b'e correct to
assume that some of them will carry out tpis intention,
and that it is more likely they will practice in minority
communities than the average whitfl doctor. (See Sandalow, Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political
Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 653, 688). Nevertheless. there are more precise anq
reliable ways to identify applicants who are genuinely
interested in the medical problems of minorities thllJl by
race. An applicant of w~atever race who has demonstrated his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
p~t and who declares that practice in such a community
is his primary professional goal would be 111ore likely to
contribute to alleviation of the medical shortage than one
who is chosen entirely on the bflsis of race and disad.:
vantage. In short. there is [sic] no empirical data to
demonstrate that any one race is more selflessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more selfishly
acquisitive." 18 Cal. 3d. at 56.
Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of demonstratinl§ ·
that it rpust prefer IneJnbers of a particular ethnic group over, ·
other individuals in order to promote petter he11lth care
delivery to deprived citizens. Indeed, petitioner has not
shown that its preferential classification is lifely to have any
~i1nifica?t effoot on the problem,
I

!I
I~
'I
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D
The fourth goal asserted by petitioner is the attainment of
a diverse student body. This clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher education. Academic
freedom. though not a constitutional right in itself. long has
been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.
The freedom of a university to make its own judgments as to
education includes the selection of its student body. Mr.
Justice Frankfurter summarized the '~four essential freedoms"
that comprise academic freedom: '

"'.... It is the business1 of a university to provide that
atmospher~

which is most conducive to speculation. experiment and creation. It is an atmosphere in which there
prevail 'the four essential freedoms' of a university-to
determine fqr itself on academic grounds who may teach ,
wha.t may he ta.ught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be adm1tted to study.' " Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354
U. S. 234, ~63 (1957) (Frankfurter, J. , concurring).
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of these
freedoms within Ulliversity communities was emphasized in
Keyish;ian v. Board of Rege.nts, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):
"Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom which is of transcendent value to all of us
and not merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom
i's. therefore a special concern of the First Amendment....
The Nation 's future depends upon leaders trained through
wide exposure W that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth ~out of a multitude of tongues. rather
than through any kind of authoritative selection :·
Unitea States v. Associated Press, 52 F . Supp. 362, 372.''.
The atmosphere of "speculation . experiment and creation "-so
'(tSSential to the- (\Oality of' ni~er educp,tion- is widely believed'
'

I
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to be promoted by a student body diverse in many respects. 20

As we noted in Keyishian, it is not too much to say that the
"nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide
'
I
exposure" to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this
Natipn of many peoples.
It may be argued that there is greater force to these views
at the 4ndergraduate level than in a medical school where the
training is centered primarily on profe~>sional cotl1petency.
But even at the graduate l~vel 1 o~r tradition and experience
lend support to the vij:lw that the contribution of diversity is
s4bstantial. PhysicitHlS serve a heterogenous population.
An otherwise qua.Jified medical student with a particular
background-whether it be j:!thnic, geographic, cultura.Ily advantaged or disadv~ntaged-may bring to a professional sch,oql
of medicine experiences, outlooks and ideas that enrich the
20 ~he president of Princeton University has described some of the
benefits derived from a diver.;e student body:
" . . . [A] great deal of learning oCCllrs informnlly. It occurs through
interactions :unong ~>'tudents of both ~ex!'S; of differl:'nt race:-, religions, nnd
backgrounds; who coml:' from cities and rurnl nrens, from various state;;
and rountries; who havr 11 wide variety of interests and perspt>ctives; and
who are able, directly or indirectly, to learn from their differences and to
stimulate one another to reexamine l:'ven their mo8t deeply held assumptions about themselves and their world. As a wise graduate of ours once
observed in commenting on this aspect of the educational proci:'Ss, 'People do 'not learn vl:'ry much whe1~ they are surro~mded only by the likes
of thems~lves.'

"In the nature of things,. it. is hard to know how, and when, and even if,
this informal 'learning through diversity' actually occurs. It does not
occur for ever~·one. For many, however, the unplanned, casual cncounteriJ
with roommatt>s, fellow sufferers in an organic chemistry class, student
workers in the library, teammates on a basketball squad, or other participants in class affairs or student government ran be subtle and yet
powerful spurces of improved understanding and personal growth."
Bowen, Admission~ and tht> ReleYi\nce- of Race, Princeton Alumni Weekly
T, 9 (Sept. 26, 1971') .
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training. of its student body and better equip its graduates to
render with upderstanding their vital service to humanity. 21
Ethnic
div~rsity. however. is only one element in 1a range of
I
factors a university properly may consider in attaining the goal
of a hetero~epeous st4dent body. Although a university must
have wide qiscretion in making the sensitive judgments as to
who should be admitted, constitutional limitations protepting
individu~l rights may not be disregarded. Specifically, respondent urges--and the courts below ~ave held-that petitiqner's
dual adrpissions program is a. racial classification tha.t impermissibly infringes his rights under the fourteenth Amendment.
As the interest of diversity served by the program is substai1tial,
the questiob re,nains whether the program's racial classific~,Ltjon
is necessary to pronwte this interest. In re Griffiths, supra,
413 U.S., at 721-722. We turn now to that question.

IV
We may assume that the reservfttion of a specified number
of seats in each class for individuals from the preferred ethnic
groups would contrib~te to the attainment of ethnic diversity
in the student body. But petitioner 1s argument that this i~
the only effective means of serving the interest of diversity i~
seriously flawed. In a most fun,qamental sense the argumen~
misconceives the nature of the state interest. 1It is not an
interest in simple ethnic diversity, in which a specified pf)r~entage of' the st4dent body is in effect guaranteeq to be
members of selected ethnic groups. with the remaining perce11t~~ an m~differentiated ~ggregation ' of, students. The
diversity that furthers a subst~ntial state interest encompass~s
I

'

Graduate admh;~ions decisions. like those at the undergraduate level ,
tue concerned with "assessing the potentinl contributions to the society
of cacjl individual candidate following his or her gradua.tion-contribut,ions defined ' in the broa.dest wa~' to include the doctor and the poet, the
most active participant ' i11 busiu~ss or govermn,:Jnt affairs and the keenest
critic of all things organilled, the solitary scholar and the concerned p:trent.'"
'Bowen, supra, n. ~0, at 10.
21
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·a far broader array of qualifications and characteristics of
which raciaJ or ethnic origin is but a single element. Petitioner's special admissions program, focused solely on ethnic
diversity. would hinder rather than further attainment of
genuine diversity. 22
Nor would the state iriterest in genuine diversity be served
by expanding petitioner's two-track system into a multitrack
program with a prescribed number of seats set aside for each
ident~fiable category of applicants. Indeed. it is inconceivable
that a university would thus pursue the logic of petitioner's
two-:traek program to the illogical end of insulating each
category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from
eompfltition with all other applicants.
Other universities ha.ve 11ot found it necessary to adopt any
such system, whether two or multitracked. An i11uminating
example of an admissions system designed to achieve meaningful diversity in the broad sense of this term is found in the
Harvard College•program:
"In recent years Harvard College has expanded the c{lncept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
22 One commrntntor ha~ observed that. the operation of a two-track
rtdmissions systrm resemblr,; the operation of two ~egregated schools:
"A quota. arises when an applicant is not permitted to compete for all
the places in an rnterin~ cla~s. Typically the npplirant pool is separated
into two or more groups (for example, minority or majority), with admissiom; for each 11;roup limited to an a,;signed number or proportion. The
effect. of this i10 that onr group is not con:;idered in competition for the
])laces allotted in the other groups.
In special admi~sions programs giving preferenrr to ethnir and racial
rninorities, tlw 11doption of a quota strategy is compounded further when
different admiS>'ion:;: rommittees, using inevitably different standards--both
qualitativP and quant itntivf'-are emplo~·rd . In such a cnsc it could be
argurd that exrept for a Ringle faculty and a eommon geographicnl loca.tion, the result is uncomfortably similar to operating two segregated'
s.chook" Manning, The Pursuit of Faimrss in Admis10ions to Higher'
Education, in Carnegie Council 011 Policy Studies in Higher Education,
Selective Admi;.;~ion · in Higher Education 19, 57-59 (1977) .
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economic, racial and ethnic groups. Harvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also
blacks and Chicanos and other minority students.
"In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in some admission decisions.
When the Committee on Admissions reviews the large
middle group of applicants who are 'admissible' and
deemed capable of doing good work in their courses, the
rape of an applicant may tip the balance in his favor just
as geographic origin or a life spent on a farm may tip the
balance in other candidates' cases. A farm boy from
Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a
Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a black student can
usually bring something that a white person cannot offer."·
(Appendix. Amicus Brief filed on behalf of Harvard,
Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Stanford at 2). See Appen-.
dix hereto.
But the Harvard College program specifically eschews quotas:
"In Harvard college admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians,
football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted
in a given years. . . . But that awareness '[of the necessity of including more than a token number of black
students 1 does not mean that the Committee sets the
minimum number of blf\cks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It means only that
in choosing among thousands of applicants who are not
only 'admissible' academically but have other strong .
qualities, the Committee, with a number of criteria in
mind , pays some attention to distribution among many.
types and categories of students." (Appendix Harvard/.
- ~t ~1., Amic~s Brief at 3) -.
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In such an admissions program, 2 ~ race or ethnic background
inay be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, but it
does not insulate the individual from fair comparison with all
other candidates for the a.vailable seats. The file of a particular black applicant may be examined for its potential
contribution to diversity without the factor of race being
decisive when compared, for example, with that of an applicant
identified as an Italian-American if the latter is thought to
exhibit qualities more likely to promote beneficial educational
pluralism. Such qualities could include exceptional personal
talents. unique work or service experience, leadership potential,
maturity. demonstrated compassion. a history of overcoming
disadvantage, ability to communicate with the poor, or other
qualifications deemed at the time to be relevant. In short,
an admissions program opera.ted in this way is flexible enough
to consider all pertinent elements of diversity and to place
23 The admissions prognun at Princeton hns been described in similar
terms:
¥'While moo is not in nne! of itself n considemtion in determining basic
qualifications, :md while tj1ere nre obviously significant differences in back·g rpund and experience nmong n.pplicnnts of every race, in some situations
rnce can be helpful infomwtion in enabling the ndmission;; office to under·s tand more fully whnt a particular candidate has accomplished-and against
·whnt odds. Similnrly, such factors a;; family circumstances and previous
educ!Jt.ional opportunities may be relevant, either in conjunction with race
or ethnic background (wit.h which they may be associated) or on their
·o'Yn." Bowen. su7Jm, n. 20, at 8-9.
Princeton recognizes, however, its duty to help fill the "net>d for minority
persons who can contribute [to society] through the law, medicine,
ministry, busine...~ and other professions; who C<1n pursue scholarly careers
in the arts and seiences: who can serve in positions of public tmst; and
who can, in fact, take n full part ih every aspect of the life of the nation.'t
!d., at 11. But recognition of this need does not justify ''n kind ot
'proportional representation' of different mces or ethnic groups in the
various profe>~sions." Ibid.
For nn illuminating discussion of such flt>xible admissions systems, see
'Manning, .supm, n, 22, at 57-59 (1977).
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them on the same footing for consideration. although not nee~
essarily according them the same weight. Indeed, the weight
attributed to a particular quality may vary from year to year
depending upon the "mix" both of the student body and the
applicants for the incoming class. The applicant who loses
out on the last available seat to an applicant receiving a "plus"
on the basis of ethnic background will not have b~en foreclosed from consideratiop simply beca.use he was not the right
·color or h!ld the wrong surname. It would mean only that
his combined qualifica.tions, which ma.y have included similar
nonobjective factors, did not outweigh those of the other appli~
cant. His qualifications would have been weighed fairly and
competitively, and he would have no legitimate basis to com~
plain of unequal treatment.
It has been suggested that the Harvard-type program is
simply a subtle and more sophisticated-but no less effectivemeans of according racial preference th!ln the Davis program.
A · facial intent to discriminate, however, is evident in petitioner's preference program and not denied in this case. No
such facial infirmity exists in an admissions program where
race or ethnic ·background is simply one element-to be
weighed fairly a.g!l.inst other elemepts-in the selection process.
A court would not assume that a university, professing to
·employ a fac'ially nondiscriminatory admissions policy, would
operate it as a cover for the functional equivalent of a quota
·system. In short, good f11.ith would be pr~sumed in the absence
of ~ showing to the contrary i11 the rranner permitted by our
c~es. See, e. g. , Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housinu
Development Corp., 429 U. S. 252 (1977); Washington v.
Davis, 426 U. S. 229 ( 1976) ; $wain v. Alabama, 389 U. S. 202
(1965).

v

In summary, it is evident that the Davis special admission
-program involves the use of ~tn explicit racial classification
I
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never before countenanced by this Court. It tells applicants
who are not Negro, Asian. or "Chicano" that they are totally
excluded from a specific percentage of the seats in an entering
class. No matter how strong their qualifica.tions. quantitative
and extracurricular. including their own poter)tial for contribution to educational diversity, they are never afforded the chance
to compete with applicants from the preferred groups for
special admission seats. At the same time, the preferred
applicants have the opportunity to compete for every seat in
the class.
The fatal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its
disregard of individual rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Shelley v. Kra.emer, 334 U. S. 1, 22 (1948).
Such rights are not absolute. But when a State's distribution
of benefits or imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a
person 1s skjn or ancestry, that individual is entitled to a demonstration that the challenged classification is necessary to
promote a substa11tial state interest. Petitioner has failed to
carry this burden.
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APPE~DIX

Harvard College Admissions Program

24

For the past 30 years Harvard College has received each
. year applications for admission tha.t greatly exceed the number
of places in the freshman class. The number of applicants
. who ~re deemed to be not "qualified" is comparatively small.
The vast majority of applicants demonstrate through test
scores, high school records and teachers' recommendations that
:they have the academic ability to do adequate work at
Harvard, and perhaps to do it with distinction. Faced with
·the dilemrna
of choosing among a large number of "qualified"
I
~andidates, the Committee on Admissions could use the single
criterion of scholarly excellence and attempt to determine who
amopg the candidates w~re likely to perform best academically.
But for ·the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has
nev,er adopted this approach. The belief has been that if
scholarly excellence were the sole or even predominant criterion, llarvard Coll~ge would lose a grea.t deal of its vitality
·and iqtellectl-Jal exceJience and that the ,quality of the educational exp13rjeqce offered to all students would suffer. Final
·Report of W. J. Bender. Chairman of the Admission and
Schol~rship Committee and Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid, pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge. 1960). Consequently, after
selecting tl'wse students whose intellec_tual potential will seem
extraordinary to the faculty-perhaps 150 or so out of an
entering class of over 1,100-the Comiqi't tee Seeksvariety in making its choices. This has seemed important ... in part because it adds a critica~ ingredient to
the effectiveness of the educational experience [in Harvard
College] ... The effectiveness of our students' educational, experience has seemed to the Committee to be
'
24

This stntement appears in the Appendix to the Brief of Columbia
University, H11rvard University, St11nford Univer~ity, und the University of
Pennsylvnnia as A:mici Curiae.
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affected as importantly by a wide variety of interests,
talents, backgrounds and ca,reer goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and housing arrangem-ents. (Dea.n of Admissions Fred L. Glimp, Final Report
to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. 65 Official Register
pf Harvard University No. 25, 93, 104-105 (1968)
(emphasis supplied).

The belief th,at diversity adds an essential ingredient to the
educp.tional process has long been a tenet of Harvard College
admissions. Fifteen or t.wenty Yl=lars ago, however, diversity
meant students from Caljfornia. New York. and Massachusetts; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists, pa.i nters and
football players; biologists, historians and classicists; potential stockbrokers. academics and politicians. The result was
that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended Harvard
College. In recent years Harvard College has expanded the
concept of diversity to include students from disadvantaged
economic, racial and ethnic groups. Ha.rvard College now
recruits not only Californians or Louisianans but also blacks
and Chicanos and other minority students. Contemporary
cond~tiOllS in the United States mean that if Harvard College
is to continue to offer a first-rate education to its students,
minority representation in the undergraduate body cannot be
ignored by the Committee on Adm~!1sions.
In· practice, this new definition of diversity has meant that
race has been a fa,ctor in some admission decisions. When
the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle group
of applicants who are "admissible" , a.nd ·deemed capable of
doing go~d work in their courses. the race of 11n applicant may
tip tpe balance in his favor just as geographic origin or a life
spen~ on a farm may tip the balanpe in other candidates' cases.
A farm boy from Idaho can bring something to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a. black student
can usually briqg something that a white person cannot offer.
The quality of the educational experience of aH the students
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in Harvard College depends in part on these differences in the
background and outlook that students bring with them.
In Harvard College admissions the Committee has not set
target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians, football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted in a
given year. At the same time the Committee is aware that if
Harvard College is to provide a truly heterogenous environment that reflects the rich diversity of the United States, it
cannot be proviued without some attention to numbers. It
would not make sense. for example. to have 10 or 20 students
out of 1.100 ~hose homes are west of the Mississippi. Compa~ably, 10 or 20 black students could not begin to bring to
th~ir classmates and to each other the variety of points of
view, backgrounds and experiences of blacks in the United
St~tes. Their smaH numbers might also create a. sense of
is~lation aQ10Jlg the black students themselves and thus make
it more. di~cult for them to develop and achieve their potential. Consequently. when making its decisions, the Committee
on Admissions j·s aware that there is some rela.t ionship between
1l\lf11bers a'nd achieving the benefits to be derived from a
diverse student body, a11d between numbers and providing a
reasonable environment for those students admitted. But
that awarepess does not mean that the Committee sets a
minimum munber of blacks or of people from west of the
Missjssippi who are to be admitted. It n1ea.ns only that in
choosing amqng thousands of applicants who are not only
"admissible" academically but have other strong qualities. the
Comwittee, with a number of criteria in mind, pays some
attention to distribution among many types and categories of
s~udents.
· ·
The furtJJer refinements sometimes required help to illustrate
the kind of significance attached to race. The Admissions
Committee. with only ~ few places left to fill, might fipd itself
forced ,to choose between A, the child of a successful black
physici~n in an acfl,demic co1m:nunity with promise of superiov-
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academic performance, and B. a black who grew up in an
inner-city ghetto of semi-literate parents whose academic
achievement was lower but who had demonstrated energy and
lel«iership as well as an apparently-abiding interest in black
power. If a good number of black students much like A but
few like B had aJready been admitted. the Committee might
prefer B; and vice versa. If C, a white student with extraordinary artistic talent. were also seeking one of the remaining
places, his unique quality might give him an edge over both
A and B. Tl)us. the critical criteria a.re often individual quaJities or experience not dependent upon race but sometimes
associated with it.
I
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Memorandum of MR. J usTICE WHITE.
Bakke would support the j udgment below on the ground
that the Medical School's ,,P'i·eferential tdmissions }1'olicy
violates T itle VI of the Civil Rights Act. The claim. if valid,
would dispose of the case on a purely statutory basis; and as
I early indicated to the Conference, 1 am firmly of the view
~ hat the Court should not, particularly in this case, ignore or
~ abandon its time-honored rule that statutory grounds should
be addressed first and constitutional issues not at all if the
statutory rationale is dispositive. To put aside a statute that
may forbid or affirmatively permit the very conduct at issue is
to ignore the views of that branch of the Government having
exclusive legislative power, as well as those of the President,
who has signed the legislation. and of the Executive Branch
-:£.f ;f elt'd
~
that enforces the law a11d necessarily interprets it in the
-)
process. It is also to assume )rescience a power and a public ~~c,,J~r ~ t'ninfluence th ~t history has indicate the Court does not and
.f~ ~
:fil}ould not hav~
~(luw iV\.ev,~
Having said that, however, the stat utory issue presentednamely, whether Bakke is entitled to relief under Title VI\ is shortly disJ)osed of betause in my view there is 110 private
• right of action available under Title VI. vYith all due respect,
I am unable to agree with JOHN STEVENS' thorough memo-
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randum and with what I suspect will · be the vj<'W!"- of a,
majority of the Court with rf•spect to private actions under
Title VI.
At the same time , whether private actions under Title VI
are permissible is not for the purposes of this case very irnpoTtant--and could even be assumed. arguendo,-if a majority
of the Court is of the view, as I am, either that t!l_e legaj
standard under Title VI is not strict r .
onstitutional
ru e anc would thus not forbid what the Constitution permits,
---=o=r:::,lamits own bottom, does not proscribe the medical school's
admissions scheme. Intevent. dealing with the constitutional
issue would be essential. Because the Title VI standard
remains unresolved. however. 1 shall address the private cause
of action question , which is in any event an important matter
in the overall administration of the statute.

-

I
A private cause of action under Title VI would. in terms
both of that title and of the Civil Rights Act as a whole. not
be "consistent with the underlying purposes of the legislative
scheme." Cort v. Ash, 422 U. S. 66. 78 (1975). Tith, II.
dealing with public accommodations. and Title VU.' with
respect to employment. proscribe private discrimi11atory c011duct that until 1,964 neither the Constitution nor other federal
statute forbade. Both titles carefully provided for private
actions as well as for official participation in enforcement.
Title III and Title IY. dealing with public facilities and public education. respectively. authorized suits by the Attorney
General to eliminate racial discrimination in these sectors.
Because suits to end discrimination in public facilities and
public education were already available under ~ 1983. it was
of course unnecessary to provide for private actions under
Titles III and IY. But each title carefully proviJecI that its
provisions for public actions would not adversely affect preexisting private remedies. ~~ 2000b-2 and 2000c- 8.
The role of Title VI was to terminate federtll financial sup-
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port for public and priva.te institutions or programs that discriminated on the basis of race. Section 601 . 42 r. S. C.
§ 2000d, imposed the proscription that no person. 011 the
grounds of race. color or national origin, was to be excluded
from or di~rirninated against under any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistallce. Section 602. 42 r. S. c;
§ 2000d-1 provided for enforcement: every federal department or agency furnishing financial support was to implement
the proscription by appropriate rule or regulation. each of
which required approval by the President. Compliance by
termination of funding was authorized. but only after a hearing and after the failure of voluntary means to secure compliance. Further. ter-mination should not take place until the
department or agency involved filed with the appropriate
committees of the House and the Senate a full written report
of the circumstances and the grounds for such action and 30
clays had elapsed thereafter. Judicial review was provided,
at least for actions terminating financial assistance.
There is no express provision for private actions to enforce
Title VI. and it is quite incredible that Congress. after so care- ~
fully attending to the matter of private actions in other titles
of the Act. intended silently to create a private cause of action
to enforce Title VI. It is also evident from the face of
§ 602 that Congress intended the departments and agencies
to define and to refine. by rule or regulation. the general
proscription of ~ 601. subject only to judicial review of agency
action in accordance with established procedures. Further,
termination of funding could occur only in accordance with
completion of the procedures specified. Termination of funding was a. serious enforcement step. and the legislative history \
is replete with assurances that it would not occur until every
possibility for conciliation lrn.d been exhausted.' To allow a

s-fJd
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1 "Yet, before that principle [thnt 'Federal funds are not to be used to
support racial di~crimi1111tion '] j,, implrmented to the dPrrimenl of 1111~·
person, age~cy, or State, regulations givin.i; noliee of what c911duet is
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private individual to sue to cutoff funcls under Title VI wou1d
compromise these assurances and short circuit thC' procedural
preconditions provided in Title VI. If the Federal Govern
}nent could not cut off funds except under an agency rule,
approved by the President, and presented to thC' appropriate
committee of Congress for a layover period. it would be quit~
anamolous that an individual should be able to ask a court
to do so. And the scheme of the act affords no Qpportunit.y
for a.n individual to undertak<' these prerequisite steps himself.
Eve!} were an individual allowed to sue an agency itself to
co111pel it to cutoff fund s, that might still interfere with the

-

-

required must be dr:nrn up b_,· the flge nc~· administering t.he progmm . .. .
Before such rrgulation!" become> effecti,·c, they mul"t be submitt ed to and
approved by the President.
,;Once lrndng become> pffecti,·e, thr rr if< still fl long fOfl{l to tnn·cl brfore
any sanction whntSO('ver if< imposrd. Formnl netion 1o rompPl rompliance
cnn only takP place> flftc•r the follo\\'ing hfl." occurred: first. ihC'rc> mu"t be
an unsuccessful flttcmpt to obtain Yohmtnr~· ·complinncc; ~Pcond, there
must be an ndmini~trnti\'e hen ring ; third, a writt r n report of the circumstnnces and the ground;,: for such nction must be filt"d \\'ith tlw flJ)J)l'Opriate
committees of the Houf<(' 1111d Senate; and fourth. 30 cla~·,: nrn,:( hnn
eln,psed bet\\'een ,mch filing and the nction dC'n~·ing hrnrfit" undc•r :1 Frdcral program . Finally, C',·rn thnt netion i;: by 11 0 mP:1 11,- fi!lHI hrrnu,:r it
is subject to ,inclicial rr \'ic\\' :1ml Cfl n lw fnrt.her pMI ponrd h_,· ,iudicinl
nction granting tempor:u~· rrlief pr nding rC'\'iC\\' in ordC'r to arnid irrC'pflra•
blc injury . It \\'ould br difficult inderd to concort nny nddit ional sn fc.
gunrds to incorporate in such n. procedure." Senator :\£0,-., (110 Cong. Rec.
6749) .
"[T]he fluthority to cut off funds j,: hedged nboul \\'ith fl number or
procedural rPst-rictions. rThere fo)lo\\'s detail of the prrliminar~· ,;trps.]
In ,.hort , titlr YT is a rrn:<onable. modrratC'. ca ut iou~, rarefulJ _,· \\'Orkrd out
solution to fl. ,-ituation tlrnt clea r!~- call,; for lrgislflti\'C' action." Senator
Humphrey (id .. at 6,j-t-l). " Actuflll~·. no action ?l'hat.~orz,er Cflll be taken
ngninst anyone> until thr Federal :1genc_,· inrnh·cd ha,- Mh-ise<l t hr flppro•
priate person of hi;; failure to comp!_,. \\'ith nondi,,rrimin:1tion rrquirements
and until ,·oluntnr~- efforts to ~ecure eomplinncc have f:1i lcd." Reprc,;;entat.ive Celler (id .. at 1519) (rmpha"i" added). Sec fl l;;o rC'mark,- of Senator
Uibicoff (id .. a.t i06G-i0fi7); SPnntor Proxmire> (id .. at 83-t5) ; Senntor
Kuchel (id., flt. G.5(i2) . The"c safeguard:, \\'ere incor1)ornted into 42 U. S. C.
§ 2000d-1 (1970) .

7"hlJi.r ~
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"strong disposition of Congress to trust the granting agencies
to pursue compromise and good-faith solutions with the
recipients.
Because private suits to cut off funds would disrupt the congressional scheme provided hy Title.VI. the right to such an
action should not be implied. I am also convinced that it
would be equally improper to imply a private right of action
for an injunction to terminate the discriminatory conduct
allegedly contrary to the proscription in ~ 601.
Private actions for i n.i unctions. or even for declaratory .i udgments. would intrude on the adminh,trative scheme. provided
by § 602. for un_der that section. the standards for enforcement of the § 601 proscription are to be crafted by the departments and agencies. Direct judicial enforcement would
obviously threaten administrative control and impose judjcial
standards for enforcing § 601.
Second, there is no question that Congress intended Title VI
to end federal financial support for racially discriminatory
policies of not only public. but of private institutions and
programs; but I cannot believr that Congress. without a
word indicating that it intended to do so, contemplated that
§ 601 created an independent. private statutory cause of action
against all private as well as public agencies that might be
in violation of the section. There is no aoubt that Congress
preferred that discrimination be eliminated without terminating funds and that private litigation would be an important
tool to attack discriminatory practices. It does not at all
follow. however, that Congress anticipated new private actions
under Title VI itsf'lf. ,Yherever the discriminatory program
was a public undertaking. as in a school. both private and official remedies were already available under other statutes. and
a Title VI remedy was unnecessary. Furthermore. there was
frequent reference to Simkins Y. Moses H. Con e J{emorial
Hospital, 323 F. 2d 950 (CA4 1963). cert. denied. 376 U. S.
938 (1964). That case held that under appropriate circumstances, a private hospital with "massive use of public

-
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'f unds and extensive state-fed<>ral sharing in the common plan"
was an integral part of a joint state and ff,df:'ra] plan and
hence representetl "state action" for the purpOS<'8 of tlw Fourteenth Arnendnwnt a11d ~ 1983. Again. it \\'Ould b<' unnecessary to creat<> a Title YI private action against private
discriminators where they were already within the reach of
existing privafo remedies. And if and when they \\'ere not~ncl the Simkins case disclaimed holdi11g that "e,·ery subYelltion by the federal or state go,·ernment automatically inYoh-es
the beneficiary iu 'state action' " 2- it is difficult to belieYe tha~
Congress silently created a private remedy to terminate conduct that theretofore had been beyond the reach of the fpderal

law.

-

-

. ~Thi,:. Court- hns nrver held tlint thr mrrr receipt of fnll'ntl or ;,fat e
funds is suffieicnt to co11~tit11te the reeipiPnt a frdrrnl or .-4nte netor for
Fif_t,h Amendment or§ 1983 purpo,oe,:.. In Noncood V. 1-/arriflo ll. - n:1 r. 8.
455 (1973), privntr ;;:.chools that reeeiv(-<l stntr nid wrrr hPkl ,:.ubj1·et to
the Fourteenth Arnrndrnrnt 's ban on di~crimination , hut. tlw Court ';;:. fe,:.(
requirr,d "tangible finnncial nid" \\·ith n ";,;ignifirant tr11dr11r~· to farilitnir,
reinforce, nnd support prh·ntl' di,:.rrirni11ation ." 413 r. S .. nt 466. Thr
manchte of Burto11 ,-- . Trilmi11gto11 Par1.·ino Autlwtity. :1fi5 r. S. 715. 712
(1961), to ~ift forr,:, nm! wrigh cirrumstm1ce,:. of govrrnmr11tal ,:.11pport in
each case to cktermine whether prirntr or state nrtio11 wn,: i1l\'oh·ed, hns
not been nbandoned for nn nutomntic rule ba.-;rd on n•cript of fu11ck
Conternporaneou,:. with the congmssionnl debate< m1 the• Ci,·il Hight,i
Act was thi,; Court.',- drlibrraiion 011 Griffin v. School Board. 37, r. S. 21R
(1964). Tuition grant>' :uici ta.x ronce1-.--.;ion,: were prO\·idrd for parents of
i;:tudents in privnte ,;choob; cwn if thr school" di,-crimi11atrd r:irially .
The Court found suflirient state action. but cnrefull~· limit ed ii,: holding
to the circum~ta11re,; pre:,:rnt.rd: "closing the Prinee Edwa.rd ,:.ehoob and
meanwhile contributi11g to thr support. of the prirntr r,:rirrcgafPd white
school that took tlu·ir plare denied petitioner:; the equal proiertio11 of the
lnws." 377 li. S .. n.t 232.
Hencr, neither at thr timr of t]u, enactmrnt of Title VI , nor a.t the
preSl'llt rime to rhr extrnt thi~ Court has spoken, has mere rreript of ,;tate
funds crPated stntP nction. Among the sevrral rircuir~. nl,:.o. S.imkiw, ha,;
not mrt with trnirnr,:nf apprornl b~· any mrans; :-:ee citatio11,; in Greco v.
Orange M1mwrial Hospital, -123 U. S. 1000, 1004 (1975) (WHITE, .J., dissc.11ting from denial of cert.).
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If one has in mind. as Congress did. that private actions
"·ere otherwise available to end official discriminations. and
also private ones if sufficiently supported by federal funds ,
there is nothing inconsistent between those parts of the legislative history indicating co11gressional reliance 011 ending
discriminations by private injunction suits and those parts of
the same history in<licating that Title VI itself does not create
an independent private right.
If it is assumed that .Title VI was intended to create a
stricter standard of racial neutrality than the Constitution
itself required. contrary to what I have concluded to be the
case, the result of 110 private cause of actio11 fol1ows eve n more
readily. For then Congress must be seen to have banned
degrees of discrimination. as well as types of discriminators.
not previously reached by la,c A Congress careful f'nough to
provide that present prirnte causes of action would be preserved (in Titles Ill and IV) would not leave for infe,;ence a
vast new extension of private enforcement -po\\·er. And a
Co11gress so exceptionally concerned with proced ural preliminaries before fund recipients were faced with the choice of a
cut-off or of stopping discriminating would not permit private
parties to pose precisely that same dilemma in a greatly
widened category of cases with no procedural req uirements
whatsoever. The references to private enforcement actions
would still make most sense when taken with regard to presently available private lawsuits.
At least three instances occur in the legislative history where
it is explicitly ·s tated that a prirn.te right of action under Title
VI does not exist.~ As an "indication of legislative intent,
s "Nowhere in this section do you find n compa.rablr right of legn.1
action for n person who fed" lw hn,: brc11 denied hi:; right,; to participate
in t.110 benefits of federal f1mdi, . Kowherc. Onl~- t ho,;p who ha,·r bee11 cut
off can go to comt nnd prcsrnt their claim." Rrpresentatin• Gill ( 110
Cong. Rrc . 2467). 'TAJ good cnse could be made that n remrd~· i,- provided for the Sta.tr or local officin l who is practicing di:<crimi11ation, but.
-none is proYidcd for the victim of the di:<crimirrntio11." Senator Kuc hel

-
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explicit or implicit, either to create such a remedy or to deny
one," Cort v. Ash, 422 r. S. 66. 78. clearer statements cannot
J:>e imagined. Senator Keating. for Pxample. proposed a private "right to sue" for the " person suffering from discrimination"; but the Department of Justice refused to i11clude it, and
the St>nator acquiesced. 4 These are 11ot neutral. ambiguous
statements. They )encl nq support for a legislative inte11t to
create a private remedy. Xor do any of these sta.ternents
make nice disti11etions between a private cause of action to
enjoin discrimination or to cut off funds. Indeed, it would be
odd if they did, since the practical effect of either type of
private ca.use of action would be identical If private suits ·to
enjoin conduct allegedly violative of ~ 601 were permitted.
recipients of federal funds would be presented with the choice
of either ending what the court. rather than the agency,
determined to be a discriminatory practice "·ithin the meaning
of Title VI. or refusing federal funds and thereby escaping
from the statute's jurisdictional premise." If private litigants
were not welcome in the federal agencies' own deliberative
process to terminate funding. it was because their intrusion
would jeopardize the compromise process so carefully structured into the law. Allowing private litigants to compel
(110 Cong. R ee. 6562). "P:uenthetie:1 ll~·. ll"hile we farnre<l t he inclusion of
the right. to sur on thr part of t he :1genc~·, t he St:lte, or t he faci li ty which
was drprived of fedem l fund", ,,·r al;;;o fo,·orrd the ineh1,;ion of a pro,·ision
granting the right to o;ue 1o t he prr~on .,uffc•ring from d i,;criminlltio n. This
was not. inel11ded in tlw hill. Ho11"e1·rr, both t hr Senato r from Connecticut
and I nro :rrnteful th/It our other .,;uggr~t ion,; ll"ere adopted by t he Justice
Department." Senator Krating (ll0 Cong. Hee . 7065).
1 Sec 110 Cong. Ree. 7065.
:; The premise for federal involvement wns limited to the federnl funding.
If recipients of federal aid were not correc-table by lawsuit, the federal
executive could a.t lenst terminate t hnt nid . As Senator Ribic-off ::;tated,
"Somet imes tho:;:e , eligible for Federal a.;,;i::<taJ1ce may elect to reject such
aid, tmwilling to agree to a nor1di~erimin<Ltion requirement. Jr the_,· choose
tha,t cguriie1 the responsibility is t heir,,." 110 Cong. Rec. 7066.
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cessation of discrimination or termination of funding would be
no less intrusive.
Private lawsuits available under other statutes were not
discouraged by Title VL Indeed, their persistence was welcomed and expected by Congress. But ·where such actions
would not reach private discriminators. Title VI did not itself
furnish a remedy. In these instances. the decision remained
exclusively one for the Executive to make in accordance with
the procedures established in Title VI.
This result must be reconciled with the Court's decision
in Lau v. J\'ichols, 414 F. S. 56.3 (1974) . In Lau Y . .Yichols,
the recipient of fednal funds. the San Francisco school system,
was undoubtedly acting under color of state law. The jurisdiction in that lawsuit was alleged as fo11ows :
"Jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by 2s ·•u. S. C.
§ 1331 and by 48 l;, S: C. § § 1343 (3)( 4). which provide
original jurisdiction in suits authorized by 42 U. S. C.
§ 1983. The amount in controversy in this action exceeds
the sum of $10,000, exclusive of interests and costs."
(App. 6.)

Yer.

On review before this Court. an Equal Protection Clause argument and an argument under Title VI were both presented.
The Court held ,
"We do not reach the Equal Protection Clause argument
which has been advanced but rely solely on ~ 601 of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. 42 C S. C. § 2000d. to reverse
the Court of Appeals." 414 U.S., at 566.

U- 8~

- None of the parties or 10 amici (including the Solicitor
General) in Lau v. lf ichols addressed the private right of
- .
action issue. MR. JrsTJCE S·rEWAHT's concurring opinion. in ~ ~
which THE CHIEF JrS'l'ICE and MR. JcsTICE BLACKMl'N ~~
joined. observed that no contest over standing had been raised. / A~.A.A.Y _ ·~/IA
414 U. S.. at 571 n. 2. The understanding of that concurring ~ " " ' ,
opinion , furthermore, was that the standing alleged by J)eti- IA)~ I tA
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tioners was as third-party beneficiaries to the funding contract,
a theory not allf'gC'd in Bakke's Title YI claim.
With the alternate claim under § 1983 and the Jack of focus
on the stanclinir question. the fairest reading of Lent v. A·ichols
is that it docs not foreclose a reasoned conclusjo11 that Title VI
(¼,fiords no private cause of action.

II

-

If the Court decides or assumes for purposes of this case that
private actions may be brougl1t under Title YI. the substantive
statutory question to be decidPd is whether Title VT bars
recipients of federal funds from gidrig prefen•ntial consideration to cconomica11y disadvantaged nwmbers of racial minorities as part of a program desigped to enable such individuals
to surmount the obstacles imposed by their racial and economic
status.G In my view. Title VI prohibits only those uses of
.nth Amendracial criteria that are in Yiolation of th F
ment; 1t c oes not )ar t 1e preferential treatment of racial
minon ties as a means of remed ino-, )ast sociPtal discrimiuation
o 1e extent t 1a t sue 1 action is con sis tent with the Four];enth
T he leg-islat1ve lustory of Title VJ.
administrative regulations interpreting the statute. subsequent
congressional and executive action. all(l the prior decisions of
this Court compel this co11clusion. Xone of these sources
lends support to the proposition that Congress inteuded to bar
all race conscious efforts to extend the benC'fits of federally
financed progrnrns to minorities who have been historically
excluded from the full be1wfits of American life.

Arpeudment

A
It would require at the very least strong eYidence of legisla.Title VI proYides :
"No person in thP UnitP<l Statps shall , on the ground of race, color. or .
national origin, be cxeluclc-d from partiripation in, bl' denied tlw benefits
of, or be subjPct ed to di~·crimination under an y program or activity
teceiving Federal fin:rncia.J as.-;i<,tance." 42 U. S. C. § 2000d.
6
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tivc intent to establish that Congtess has prohibited state
agencies and private institutions from voluntarily endeavoring;
in a manner consistent with the Constitution. to <'liminate
racial segregation and to eradicate the effects of racial discrimination . I find very little such evidf'nce.
An examinati011 of the history of Title VI from the time
President Kennedy requested that Congress grant executive
departments and agencies authority to cut off federal funds
supporting programs administered in a manner that violated
the constitutional rights of blacks until the final enactment
of legislation incorporating his proposals reveals one fixed
pmpose: to give the Executive Branch of Government unequivocal authority to terminate tlw expenditure of federal
funds to support activities and programs that use race as a
means of disadvantaging minorities in a manner prohibited
by the Constitution. This purpose was first expressed in
President Kennedy's June 19. 1963. message to Congress
proposing the legislation that subsequently became the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. 7 Representative Celler. the Chairman of
7 "Simple justice requires that public funds, to which all taxpa~·ers of all
races contribute, not be ;,prnt in any fo,;hion which encouragr,-, entrrnches,
subsidizes, or result,: in rarial diserimination. Dirrct discrimination by
}'e<lera.J, State, or local governments i" prohibited b)· thP Con~titution.
But indirect discrimination, t.hrough the use of Frderal fund,-, i,- just as
invidious: and it 1'ho11ld not be nrcr;,s:;nry to re~ort to the <·om1~ to preYenL
each indh·idual Yiolation. Congre,;:s :rnd the Executirn ha,·e thPir rr;:;ponsibilitie;;:. to uphold the Con,:titution nl,-o . .. .
"l\fany statutes pro,·iding Frdrral financial assistnnce, however. define
with such preci~ion both thP admin.ist rator's role and the eonditions upon
which specified amount,.; ,.;hall br ::ti,·en to dr~ignatrd rPcipiP11i,.; tlrnt the
amount of admini~t ratiYr discretion rnnaining-which might br 11~rd to
withhold find;;: if cli:;crimination were not ended-i,- at br:,:t qur:,:rionablr.
Ko administrator has the unlimited authority to in\'oke thr Con,--titurion
in opposition to the mandate of the Congres.~. Xor would it ahrn.,·,: be
helpful to require· unconditiorm lly-as is often propo:,:rd-t he wit hdrn wn I
rof all Federacl fund s from pro_grnms ur_gently ll!!eded by X eiroP:; a:,: well
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the House ,Judiciary Conunitte>e. t1,11d the floor maaager of the
legislation in the House. introduced Title YI in words unequivocally expressing the intent to JJrovide the Federal
Government with the means of assuring its funds were not
used to subsidize ,;acial discrimination i11consistent with the
standards imposed by the Fourtce11th and Fifth Anie1HlmeJJts
. upon state and federal action .
"The bill would offer assurance that hospitals financed
by Federal money would not deny adequate cam to
Kegroes. It \\·ould preve11t abuse of food distribution
programs whereby Xegroes havf' been k11own to he denied
food surplus supplies when white pf'rso11s were gi,·en such
food. It would assure Xegroes the bendits no\\· accorded
only white students in programs of high education
financed by :Federal funds. lt, would. in short, assure the
existing right to egual treatme1rt in the enjoyment of
Federal funds. It would not destroy any rights of prirnte
property or freedom of association."' 110 Cong. Rec. 1519.

It was clear to Repres<'ntat1v0 Celler that Titl0 VT. apart from
the fact that it reached all federally funded activities even in
the absence of sufficient state or fedePal control to invoke the
Fourteenth or Fifth Amendments. was not placing new substantive limitations upon the use of racial criteria, but rather
as whit es: for this mny only penalize tho~c who lea:-l de~rve it without
ending discrimination.
" Instead of pennitling thi,- issue io become a. politienl deviC'e often
exploited by tho,;e oppof'ed to social or economic progre,.::-, it would be
bet.ter at this time to pas,- a ><ingle comprehm,,ive provision making it clear
that. the Feder:d GoH'l'lllllent i,- not· req11ired, under an>· ,.,1atute. t-0 f11rnish
any kind of finnneial :1,.:,.:i:-t:111ee--b>· wa>· of grant , loa11. rontrne t . guaranty.
insurance or otherwi:-P--to :in)· program or neti,·ity in whieh ratia.l di:-crimi1mtio11 oec-11r,.;. Thi:< would not pnmit the Federal Uon·rnment. to
eut, off all Federnl nid of all kinds ""' a. mrans of puuishing :1.11 a,l'f'H for
the discri111in:1tio11 oerurring therri11-ln1t, it would elaril\ the authoritr
of any ndmini,.;trator with n•,-pect to 1'\>deral fund,; or financial a:,.'<istan<·e
nnd discriminatory practices.'' 109 Cong. Rec . 1161.
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was designed to apply "the existing right to equal treatment"
enjoyed by blacks by virtue of the Constitution. Representative Celler later specifically stated the-purpose of Title VI as
preventing the use of federal fu11ds to subsidize racial discriminatio11 in violation of the standards i11corporaterl in the
Equal Protection Clause of the . F'ourteenth Amend111e11t:

-

-

"In genera]. it seems rather anomalous that the Federal
Government should aid and abet discrimination on the
basis of rac~. color. or national" origi11 by granti11g money
and other kinds of financial aid. It seems rather shocking. moreover. that whi1C' w0 have on the one hand the
14th amendment. which is supposed to do away with
discrimination since it pro,·ides for equal protection of the
laws. on the other hand. we have the }"'ederal Government
aiding and abetting those who persist in practicing raeial
discrimination .
"It is for these reasons that we bring forth title YL The
enactment of title YT will serve to override specific provisions of law which contemplate Federal assistance to
racially segregated institutions.'' Id., at 2467.
Representative Celler also filed a legal memorandum setting
forth the legal basis for the enactment of Title VI which
reiterated the theme of his oral remarks: "f n exercising its
authority to fix the terms on which :F ederal funds will be
disbursed . . . . Co11grcss clearly has power to legislate so as
to insure that tlw Federal Government does not become
involved in a violation of the Constitution... ld., at 1528.
Other sponsors of the legislation agreed with Representative
Celler that the function of Title VI was to end the Federal
Government's complicity in conduct inconsistent with the
standards to be found in the antidiscrirnination provisions of
the Constitution. particularly the segregation or exclusion of
blacks. Representative Lindsay, also a member of the Judiciary Committee. candidly acknowledged. in the course of
rex_plaining "·hy Title VI was necessary. that it did not create

-
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any new standard of equal treatment beyond that contained
in the Constitution:
"Both the Federal Government and the States are under
constitutional mandates not to discriminate. Many have
raised the question as to w]wther legislation is required at
a11. Does not the Exc>cutive already ha,·e the> power in
the distribution of Federal fonds to apply those conditions
which "·ill enable the },e<leral Gov<'mment itself to live
up to th<' mandate of the Constitution and to require
States and local government entities to live up to the
Constitution. most especially the 5th and 14th amendments?" Id., at 2467.
He then explained that legislation was needed to authorize the
termination of funding by the Executive Branch because existing legislation seemed .to contemplate the expenditure of funds
to support racially segregated institutions. Ibid. The views
of Representativ0s Celler and Lindsay concerning the purpose
and function of Title \'I were shared hy other sponsors and
proponents of the legislatiou in the House. 8 Xowherc is there
any suggestion that Title VT was intended to terminate the \ \ /
federal funding of programs a11d activities for any reason other frµ
than the co11sideration of race or national origin by the recipient institution in a manner inconsistent with the standards
i1;1corporated in the Constitution.
1'he Senate's consideration of Title VI reveals an identical
understanding coHcf'rning the purpose and scope of the legislation: to end segregation and other forms of discrimination
by federal funded projects inconsistent with constitutional
standards which adversely affect racial minorities. Senator
Humphrey. the Senate floor manager. opened the Senate
debate with a section-by-section analysis of the Civil Rights
Act in which he succinctly stated the purpos0 of Title VI :
"The purpos0 of title VI is to make sure that funds of the
8 See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rec. 2732 (Rep. D11wson); id., 11t. 2481-2482 (ReJ).
Ryan); id., at 2766 (Rep. :\fatsungu) ; id., :it 2595 (Rep. Donahue) .

-
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United States are not used to s\.lpj)ort racial discrinii1n1 ..
tion. In many instancPs the practices of spgregation or
discrimination. which title VT seeks to end. a.re unconstitutional. This is clearly so wherever Federal funds go to
a state agency which engai:i:es in racial discrimination. 1t
may also be so where Feder:al funds go to support private.
segregated institutions. under the decisiou in Simkins Y.
'Atfoses H. Cone Jfemorial Hospital, 323 F. 2d 959 (C. A.
4. 1963). cert. denied. March 2. 1964-. tn all cases. such
discriniination is contrary to national policy. and to the
moral sPnse of the Xation. Thus. titlf' VI is simply
designed to insure that FeclPral funds are spent in accordance with the C011stitution and the moral sPnse of the
Nation." Id., at 6544~

-

-

Senator HumphrPy explai11ed that legislation was needed t6
accomplish this objecfo·p, in words almost ech'oi11g statements
in the House. because in Yie"· of various federal statutes which
appeared to authorize grants to racially segh~gated institutions. it was necessary to eliminate uncertainty concerning the
power of federal agencies to terminate financial assistance to
programs engaging in racial discrimination. fbi,d. Although
Senator Humphrey realized that 'fitle VT reached conduct
which. becausC' of insufficient governmental conduct. might bC'
beyond the reach of the Constitution. it was clear to him that
the substantive st~Jl(larcl imposed by the s,t atutc was that of
the Constitution.
Supporters of Title YI repeatedly expressed agreement with
Senator Humphrey's description of the legislation as providing.
in effect. no more than a basis for executive action; that is. the
explicit authority and obligation to apply the staJHlards of the
Constitution to all recipients of federal funds. Senator
Ribicoff described the limited function of Title Vl :
"Basically. there is a constitutional restriction against
.discrimin~tion in :the use of federal funds ; .and ,ti~le VJ

-
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simply spells out the procedure ttt be used in enforcing·
that restriction/' Id., at 13333.
Other strong proponents of the legisla.tion repeatedly expressed
their intent to assure that federal funds would only be spent
in accordance with constitutional standards. Sec remarks of J,I
Senator Pastore (id., at 7057. 7062); Senator Pell (id., at (
7064); Senator Clark (id., at 5243); Sena.tor A.Hott (id,, llt
12675, 12677).
There is also language in § 2000d-5, enacted in 1966, which
supports the conclusion that Title Vl's standards is that of
the Constitution. Section 2000d-5 provides that "for the
purpose of determining "·hether a. local educational agency i~
in compliance with fTitle VI] , compliance by such agency
with a final order or judgment of a Federal court for the
desegregation of tlw school or the school system operated by
such agency shall be deemed to be compliance "·ith [Title
VI], insofar as the matters covered in the order or judgment
are concerned.'' This provision was clearly intended to avoid
svbjectiHg local educational ag('ncies simultaneously to the
jurisdiction of the federal courts and the federal administrative agencies. in connection with the imp?sition of. rerne:lial
_,}_.,,
measures designed to end school segregation. Its 111clus10n ,
ho"·ever. reflects the congressional judgm<'nt that the require- U ·
rnents imposed by Title VT arc identical to those imposed by
the Constitution as in1npreted by the federal courts.
It is also relevant to the det<'rmination of whether Congress
intended Title VJ to bar affirmative action programs designed
to enable minorities disadvalltaged by the effects of discrimination to participate in federally financed programs to examine
the type of conduct which Congress thought it was prohibiting
by means of Title VT. The debate's reveal that the legislation
was motivated primarily by a desire to eradicate a very specific
evil: federal financial support of programs which disadvantaged Xegroes by excluding them from tlwir beuefits or
t,roviding them with separate facilities, Again and again

I/

•

-
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. supporters of Title YJ emphasized that the purpose of the
statute was to rnd segregation in federally funded activities
and end other discriminatory uses -of race disadvantaging /'
Kegroes. RPnator Humphrey set the theme in his speech
. prese11ting Title YI to the Senate :
"Large sums of money are contributed hy the rnited
States each year for the coustrnction, operation, a11d
maintenance of segregated schools .

\/;4

"Similarly, under the Hill-Burton Act. Federal grants
are made to hospitals which admit whites 011ly or Xegroes

only.
0

-

0

0

a>

0

"In higher education also. a substantial part of the
Federal grants to co11eges. medical schools and so forth , in
the South is still going to segregated institutio11s.
"Nor is this all. In several States. agricultural extension services, supported by Federal funds. maintain
racially segregated offices for Xegroes and whites . . . .
Vocational training courses. support0d with Federal funds,
are given in segregated schools and institutions and often
limit ~egroes to training in less skilled occupations. In
part.icular localities it is rc•ported that Xegroes have been
Ctit off from relief rolls. or denied surplus agricultural
commodities. or otherwise deprived of the benefit of federally assisted programs, in retaliation for their participation in vot<:-r registration drives, sit-in demonstrations and
the like." Td. , at 6543-6544.0

1,,-

See also the remarks of Senator P1store ( id., at 7054-7055) ;
Senator Ribicoff (id., at 7064-7065)irrernarks of Rena tor Clark
(id., at 5243, 9086); Senator Javits (id., at 6050. 7102)."
0 As has already been seen, the proponents of Title VI in the House
were motivated by the identica l concern. See rematks of Rrptp,,entative
~Iler (id., at 2467) ; Re11resenlntiYc Rynn (id., at 1643, 2481-2482); H . R.

-

'

-
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The conclusion to be drawn from tho forf'goin~ is clear,
Congrt'SS recognized that Xegroes. in somC' casf's with congressional acquiescence, WC're being discriminatf'd against in the
administration of a11d denied the fu)] be,wfits of activities
receiving federa1 financiaJ support. lt, was aware that
although where state or federal governmental action was sufficiently i,nvolv<'<I. individuals could challcngC' frdC'rally fund ed
programs which excludf'd or discriminated against X<'grocs on
constitutional grounds, there ,,·ere many federally funded programs an,d institutions which discriminau,J aiainst minorities
in a manner inconsistent with thf' stall(]ards of the Fifth and
Fourteenth :\111endHwnts but whose artiYities might not
involve sufficient state or fed eral action so as to be in viola,tion of these Amendments. Moreover. Cougress believed that
it was questionable whether the Rxecutivc Bra11ch possf'ssed
legal authority to terminate the funding of activities on the
ground that they discriminated racially against X egroes i11 a
mam1 er violative of thC' sta.ndards contained in the Fourteenth
and }-,ifth Amendments: Congress' solution was to end the
Government's complicity in co nstitutiona11y forbidden racial
discrimination by providing the Executive Branch wi th the
authority and the obligation to te rminate its financial support of any activity which employed racial criteria in a manner condemned by the Co11stitution.
The legislative history of Title VI provides no support
the proposition that Co11grcss intended to impose 1'tatutory
limitations upon constitutionally permissible racial preferences
designed to exte nd the bt'nefits of federaJly financed programs
to racial miJJorities such as blacks that have been historically
excluded from the full henefits of American life as a result of
racial discrimination. Of course the fact that congressional
debate demonstrates Title VI was intended to incorporate the
a.ntidiscrimination standard of the Constitution docs not fore-

for}

Rep. Ko. 914, 88th Cong., 1st Sc>";;., Additional Yiews of Seven R131m,':-ient;l~

tives, 24-25.
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close . the contentio,~ that the constitutio1_ial . sta11da'.·d was
A.• • f
perceived to be static rather than developmg. It might he
I:
argued that the Congress which enacted Title VI understood
;.J;,''
the Constitution to require strict racial neutrality or colorbl ~
blindness. and then enshrined that concept as a rule of
~..r}J.)-"
statutory law. Later interpretation and clarification of the ~ F·J~H">V
Ill 1:P"'
Constitution to permit remedial use of race \\'Ould then not ~ ~ -~
~
dislodge Title VI's prohibition upon race-conscious action. ~ .
;j
Given the clear intent of Congress to enact a statute which
~~
would make available to all the benefits of ff'derally funded
~ -.. , V
programs that in the past had frequently used federal monies
~
to either exclude or segregate racial minorities. however, it . M ,17'
would be most surprising if Congress had intended to create a i,.r
statutory obstacle to voluntary efforts designed to deal with
the effects of past discrimination. Both the structure of Title
VI and the congressional debate compel rejection of the
hypothesis that Congress intended to bar race-con scious action
for all time. nor do they even establish for me that Congress
understood the Constitution to do so in 1964. They strongly
support the conclusion that prohibitions upon voluntary action
employing racial criteria in a manner consistent with the
Constitution for the purposes of eliminating racial discrimination or remedying injuries caused by past racial discrimination
were distant from and , indeed, contrary to, the congressional
purpose in enacting Title VI.
The legislative history of Title VI, as weU as the statute
itself, reveal a desfre to induce voluntary complian ce with the
requirement of nondiscriminatory trf'atrnent. 10 See H. R.
Rep. No. 914. 88th Cong.. 1st Sess .. 25 (1963); 110 C'ong. Rec.
13700 (Sen . Pastore); id., at 6546 (Sen. Hurnphr<"y ) . Section
602 of the Act. 42 e. S. C. § 2000d-l. provides that "no action
shall be taken [to terminate funding because of a recipient's
discriminatory actions] until the department or agency concerned has advised the appropriate person or persons of .th.e

f ~ r·~f
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failure to comply with the requirement rthat there he no
.,~
discrimination l and has determined that compliance cam1ot
be secured by Yolun~ ry means." It is inconceivable that
~· ,
/J
~~
Congress intended to~ ncourage voluntary efforts to eliminate
the evil of racial discrimination while at the same time ~ ' - - J' ~ - /
@ forbidding the voluntary use of race-conscious remedies to
(JV'~L..~i:tt
cure acknowledged or obvious statutory violations. Yet a
f ,
reading of Title YI as prohibiting all action predicated upon
race which adversely affects ai,y individual n-onld require such ~/o/,J ·
a conclusion. Indeed. such an intcrpretatio11 of Titll' VI ~
· L. ~rf., ~ ~
would prevent recipients of federal funds from taking race into ~ ~ ~ account eve!) whl'n necessary to bring their programs into ~ . - ' .
~
compliance with fcclcra. l constitutional requirements. This ~ )
would be a rl'rnarkabk· r<"ading of a statute desig111~d to elimi- t,/l"f" ~~~ra
nate constitutional violations. especially in light of judicial •
~~
decisions holding that under certain circumstances the reme- ~~ ~ ,
1
dial use of racial criteria is not only permissible but is constitutionally required to eradicate constitutional violations. For
. ~~--~
.i~
example. in 1Yorth Carolina. State Board of Eduwtion v.
~
Swann, 402
R. 43 (1971). this Court held that a statute ~ }',
forbidding the assignment of students 011 the basis of race was ~ , - ::.
unconstitutional. because it would hinder the irnph.•rnent,ation
J/.1! ,
of remeclies necessary to accomplish the desegn'gatio11 of a
g,,· ~ .,,,.
school system: "Just as the race of studeuts rnust be con'tr' ~
sidered in determin. ing whether a constit. utional violation has
, . ~ ~ ~#~
occuned. so also race must be considered in formulatin~ a ~
~
remedy." Jd., at 46. Surely Congress did Hot intend to pro- _
hibit the use of rncial criteria when constitutionaJly required rrr 0.
· ·
or to terminate the funding of any eHtity which implern<'nted ,,
such a remedy. Tt clearly desil'ed to encourage all remedies,
including tlw use of race. r<'quired to t>liminate racial dis ..
crirnination in violatio11 of the Co11stitution rather than rcqufring the recipient to await a judicial adjudication of unconstitutionality aiid the judicial imposition of a racially oriented

q -t}1
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A contrary reading of Title VI would' have additional consequences undermii1ing the emphasis on voluHtary corrective
action co11tained in the statute. It would, for example. prohibit an adminjstrator faced with a decision where to build
a low income housing project from taking into a,ccount the
fact that a particular location would tend to promote racial
integration. Confronted with the choice of constructing a
low income housing project which he a11ticipated would be
inhabited principally by blacks in a largely black community.
where it would increase racial separation. or in a mostly white
community. where it would further racial integration, he
would. under a completely ·colorblin<i application of Title VI.
have to flip a coin. The legislators who enacted Title VI
surely did not intend to compel neutrality toward the effort
to elitninate the legacy left by the X ation 's history of racial
injustice. Cf. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of
Educa.tion, 402 l:. S. 1. 16 (1971).
The fact that Title YI would not prevent the use of racial
criteria by recipients of federal funds in some circumstances
does not. of course. establish that the statute permi-ts the use
of ra.cial preferences to aid minorities wherever constitutiona1ly permissible. It does mean. however. that if Title YI bars
affirmative action ,rhich is consistent with the Fourteenth
Amendment. this is not because the statute is absolutely colorblind. Given the premise that Title VI does not prohibit all
uses of race and the strong legislative history indicative of
Congrrss' desire to assure that the intended beneficiaries of
federal expenditures were not excluded or discrimjnated
against on a racial basis inconsistent with the Coustitution.
the view that Title', T independent of the Fourteenth Amendment. bars a remedial racial preference such as that employed
by the 'Gniversity of California cannot be plausibly maintained in the absence of any explanation of precisely ,...-hat use
of race it is that Congress desired to prohibit regardless of its
~onstitutionality. Indeed, it is the considered refusal of the

tr·
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proponents of Title VI to give such a.n explanation that provides the second further source of support for the conclusion
that the statutc·s prohibitons are c0<~xtensive with the Four.,
teenth ArnPndmenfs.
Although it. is clear from the deoates that the supporters
of Title VJ intended to ban uses of race prohibil;('d by the
Constitution and. more specifically. the maintenance of s<>gl'f)gate<l facilities. ~hey •wyer precisely defi:nect the term "discrimination," or what constitut<>d an exclusion from participation
or a denial of benefits on the ground of race. This failure was
not lost upon its opponents. S<>nator Ervin co111plaiued:

-

"The word 'discrimination,' as used in this ref<>rence.
has no contextual explanation whatever. other than the
provision that. the discrimination 'is to be against' individuals participating in or b<>nefiting from federally assisted
programs ai1d activities on the groull(] specified. ,vith
this context. the discrimination condemned by this reference occurs only when an individual is treated unequally
or unfairly becau~e of his race. color. religion. or national
origin. What constitutes mwqual or unfair treatrneut?
Section 601 and sec.tion 602 of title VI do not say. They
leave the determination of that question to the executive
department or agencies administering Pach program. without any gui<leli1w whatever to point out what is the co11gressio1ial intent." Td. , at 5(H2.
See also remarks of R epresentativf' Abernathy (-id. , at 1619);
Representative Dowdy (id. , at 1632) ; Senator Talmadge ( id.,
at 5251); Senator Sparkman (id., at 6052). Despite these
criticisms. the legislatio11 ·s supporters refused to iuclude in the
statute or even provide in debate a more explicit definition of
what Title VI prohibited. ThP explanation for this failure i,
clear. Specific definitions were undesirable, in the views of
the legislation ·s principal backers. because Title Vl's sta11dard
was that of the Constitution and one that could and should be
~dministratively and judicially applied. See remarks of Sen-

-
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stor Humphrey (id., at 5253. 6553); remarks of Sc>nator Ribicoff (id., at 7057. 133:13); Senator Pastore (id., at 70m);
Senator Javits (id., at 5606-5607. 6050.)11 Tndc>ed. there was
a strong emphasis throughout Congress· consideration of
Title VI on providing tlw Executive Branch with considerable
flexibility in i11terpn•ting and applying the prohibition against
racial discrimination. Attorney General Robert Kennedy testified that regulations had not been written into the l~·gislation itself because· the rules and regulationi- defining discrimination might diffc.r from '-Ille program to another so that
the term would assume different meanings i11 different contexts.12 This determination to preserve flexibility in the
administration of Tit](' \"J was shared by the legislation ·s supporters. "·heu ~enator John:-ton offered an anwndment that
would. have expressly authorized federal grantees to take race
into account in placing children in adoptive and fost.er homes.
Sc>nator Pastore opposed the amendment. which was ultimately
defeated by a 56-20 vote. on the ground that federal administrators could be trusted to act rea:-onably all(_.I that there was
no da:nger that they "·ould prohibit the use of racial criteria
under such circumstanceia:. 110 Cong. Rec .. at 13695.
The conclusion compe1led by Congress' equation of Title
VI's prohibition with the commands of the Constitution
together with its rf'fusal to Jwf'ciscly dE:'fillf' the racial discrimination which it intended to prohibit and its f'Xpf'ctation
that the statute would be administered in a fiexiblr manner is
that Congress intended tlw meaning of the statute's prohibition upon discrimination to ernlve with the interpretation of
11 These rema.rks al$o rrflrrt the expectations of Title VJ':,, proponent:-;
that t.lie application of tlw Con~fitution to the rouduct ai the eorr of their
conrem-t he ,-egreir:1 tion of Xcg;ror,.; in fedC'rall~· fundc·d prol!ram~. and
their exel11,;ion from th<' full benefit,; of ,;urh proirram,-,~wa~ rlmr. See
supra. pp. 16-17 : i11.fro. p . 25.
12 Testimony of Artorrw~· General Ken11ed~· before the Senate Committee on thr .Tudiciar., · on S. 1731 a11d S. 1750, Legislative Hi~tory of the
(;iyil Rights Act of 196-l, ,1 l 398--399.
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the commands of the Fourteenth Amendment and did not
desire to precisely fix the scope of the nondiscrirninatio11
.principle for all time. Such a resolve is not surprising. 1964
was a time when the first judicial applications of the Equal
Protection Clause of tlw Fourteenth Amendment to end public
racial discrimination in America were still recent and the scope
of the nondiscrimination principle was in a stat<' of flux and
rapid evolution. Many questions. such as ,Yhether the }?ourteenth Ame11drnent barred only de jure discrimination or in at
least some circumstances reached de facto discrimination. had
not yet received an authoritative judicial resolution. The
congressional debate' reflects an awa.reness of the e\'Olutionary
change constitutional law in the area. of racial discrimination
was undergoing in 1064.'~ Congress chose to leave thr precise
definition of the discriminatory use of race which federal funds
could not be used to subsidize to the process of c01istitutional.
judicial. and admi11istrative interpretation rather than to fix it
for all time.
Thus any claim that the use of racial criteria is barred by
the . plain language of the statute must fail in light of the
remedial purpose of Title VI and its legislative history which
demonstrates that it was the unconstitutional usP of race
which Congress intendrd to prohibit. The cryptic 11ature of
the language employed merely reflects Congress· conceru with
the then prevalent use of racial starnla.J'Cls as a means of
excluding or disadvantaging Xegroes aud its deterrniuation to
prohibit absolutely such discrimination. ,Ye havr rrcentl y
held that
w l hen aid to construction of the mraning- of
words, as used in the statute. is available. there certainly can
be no "rule of Jaw" which forbids its use. however clear the
words may appear on "superficial examination."'" Train v.
Colorado Public T-nterest Resear.ch Group, 426 r. S. 1. 10
(1976) , quoting U11 ited Sta.tes v. Ameriw11 Trucking Assn ..

" ~r

See, e. g., 110 Cong. Rer. 65.J..4, 13820 (Sen. Humphrey) ; id., at 6050
(Sen. Ja.vits) ; icl., at 12677 (Sen. Allot.t) .
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310 U.S. 534. 543-544 (1940). This is especially so when. as
is the case here. the literal applicatio11 of "·hat is believed to
be the plain language of the statute. assuming that it is so
plain. would lead to results in direct conflict with Congres~'
unequivocally expressed legislative purpose.
There are but a frw isolated passages in the legislative
history of Title VI consuming thousands of pages which even
uggest that the l<'gislation was intended to require that
recipients of federal grants under all circumstances administer
their programs in a colorblind fashion. See llO Cong. Rec.
6547 (Sen. Humphrey): id., at 6047. 7055 (Ren. Pastore); id.,
at 12675 (Sen. Allott); id., at 6561 (Sen. Kuchel). These
f1:agmentary comme11ts. however. fall far short of supporting·
a congressional intent to prohibit a racially conscious admissions program designed to assist those who are lik<'ly to have
suffered injuries from the effects of past discrimination. In
the first place. these statements must be read in the context
in whie:h they were 1nade. The concern of the speakers was
far removed from the incidental injuries which may be inflicted
upon nonrninorities by the use of racial preferences. It was
rather with the evil of the segregatio_n of X egroes in federally
financed programs and. in some cases. their arbitrary exclusion
on account of racr from the benefits of such programs.
Indeed. in this context there can be no doubt that the Fourteenth Amendment does command color blindness and forbids
the use of racial criteria. Ko consideration "·as gin'n by
these legislators. howp,·rr. to the permissibility of racial preferences designed to redress the pffects of i11j uries sufferrd as a
result of one's color. Significantly one of tlw legislators,
Senator Pastore. and prrhaps also Senator Kuchel. who described Title YT as proscribing decisionmaking based upon
skin color. also made it clear that Title YI does not outlaw the
use of racial criteria in all circumstances.H In addition, there
H

See supra. p . 23 ; infra,, p . 26. See also 110 Cong. R,Pc. 249-4 (ReJ),
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arc many sta tC'mcn ts in the lc!!isla ti Vf his tor~· C'xplicifly indicating that Congress intcnckd ncitht~r to rcqi.rirc ,nor prohihil
the remedial use of racial prefrn'nees " ·Jwrc 11ot otlwrwisc
required or prohibitc>d hy the Constitution. Representati,·c
MacGregor addressed directly the problem of preferential
treatment :

-

"Your mail and rniJJc, your contacts and mi,w with our
constituents. indicates a grc•at degrec ·of misundNstrindin:g
about this bi11. P0oplc complain a.bout rneial 'balancing'
in the public schools, about open occupancy in housing,
about prcfcrfntial treatment or quota$\ i11 employment:
There is a mistaken belief that Congress is legislating i11
these areas 'iii this bill. When we .drafted th'is bill- we
excluded these issues largely becatisc the problfrns ra.isccl
by these contro\'l•rsial questions are more properly ha11~
dled at a governmental level closed to the· America,i
people and by communities and inclfrid11als themselv<:'s'.
The 8cnate has spelled out our intentions inorc specifically.'' Id., a.t 15893.
'

Other legislators explained that the achiPvl'nrcnt of racial
balance iu elementary a11d secondary scl100Ts
there had
beeu 110 segrc•gation by law " ·as not compelled hy Titlr VI b'u(
was rather left to the judgment of state and focal communities.
dee, e. y., id., at 10920 (Sell. Javits); id .. at 5807, 5266 (Sen:
Keating) ; id., at I:3821 (Sells. Humphrey a11d 8alto11stall );
See also, id. , at 6562 (Sen. Kuchel); id., at Ia695 (~e11 :
Pastore) .
Much the same can be said of the scattered n•111arks to be
found in the lcgislativ0 history of Title VU of the Civil Rights
A.ct of Hl64. 42 r . R. C. § 2000c•- l et seq .. whieh prohibitF
employment discrimination 011 tlw basis of race i11 tcrrns somewhat similar to those c0Jltai11ed in Title YL,"' to the effect that

,,·hc•rc

] G Title \'II make::; it unlawful for an employer " to fail or rei'u::;e to hirec'
a ny applicant "bce:w,,e of ::;uch indiYidual'::; race, color, religion , .-,ex 01·
national origin .••••" 42 U. S. C. § 2000e-2 (a) (1) ,

-

-
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any de)iberatC' attempt by an employer to maintain a. racial

-

balance is not required by the statute and might in fact violatf'
it. 1 G Once again. thC'rl' is no indication that Congress intf'nded
to bar the voluntary use of racial preferences to assist minorities to surmount the obstacles imposed by the remnants of
past discrimination. Even assuming that the legislative
history of Title VJI is strong enough to support HI!-' view that
Congress thought it would prohibit employers from deliberately
maintaining a particular racial composition in their work force
as an end in itself. this does not imply. in the absence of any
consideration of the question. that C'ongrf'ss intended to bar
the use of racial prefcn.~ncf's as a tool for achieving the objective of remedying past discrimination or other compelling
ends. The former may well bf' contrary to the rC'quirements
of the Fourteenth Amendment ( where state action is involved). while the latter presents very different constitutional
considerations. Indeed. as discussed i'llfra., this Court ha
construed Title \"II as requiring the use of racial preferences
for the purpose of hiring and advancing those who have been
adversely affected by past discriminatory employment practices. Although Title VU clearly does not require employers
to take action to remedy the disadvant~ges impos<'d upon
racial minorities by hands other than their own. such an
objective is perfectly consistent with the remedial goals of the
statute.17 There is no more indication in the legislativ<' history
of Title Vll than in that of Titl<' VI that Congress desir<'d to
prohibit such affirmative action to the extent that it is permitted by the Constitution .18
0

•

i;; See, e. g .. 110 Cong. Rec . 7214 (Sen,;. Cfark and Case); id., a(. 6549
(Sen. Humphrey) ; id., at 2560 (Rep. Goodell).
17 Sec Franks "· Boirman 1'ra11sportatio11 Co., 424 U. S. i47, 762-i70
(1976); AlbernarlP Paver Co. v. kloody. 422 U.S. 405,418 (1975).
18 Sub,'€qucnl judicial deci:;ion:; a;, well a,: exrruti\'t~ and eon~re,;.~ional
action elea.rl~· r,;tnbli:;h that Title YU dof':- uot forbid race conscious
'l"emeclial action. See infra, pp. 38-39, and n . .30.
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Section 602 of Title YI. 42 r. S. C. ~ 2000d- 1. instructs
1
federal age11cies to prom ulgatC:, rcg(1la tio11s "i11tcrpi·eti1~g 'f'itic1
YI. These regulations, \\"hich rcqrifrc. undPr the· tcnns ·of the
:statute, Presidelltial apprornl , a:rc entitled to considerable
defere nce i11 construing rritle VJ. · \Ve have repeatedly rccogilized that regulations expressly authorized 6y - stati.1te anQ
reasonably related to the purposes of the legisiatio11 arc
entitled to great ,n•ight. See. e. g., La.u Y. Xichot.~ , 414 C S,
563 (10ti4 ); Mvuming Y. Pa.11l'ilj1 PulJlie<itions Servi,<.·(\ fo e.;
411 F. S. 3,36, 369 (1973); R ed Lion Broadcasting Cu. Y. li'CC,
395 CS. 367. 381 (1965). ConsequPntly; it is most significant
that the Department of Health , Educa~ion , and ·w elfare
(HF,\Y) , which pro\"ides much of the federal assistance to
i11stitutio11s of high er educatioi1 , has adopted regulatioll ~
requiriny affirrnativc meas ures designed to enable racial rni11orities which have bet'll preYiously discri1rii11ated against by a.
federally funded i11 stitutio11 or program to overcome the effect,
of s uch actirnis all(l authorizing the ,,oluntary undertaking of
affirmati vc actio11 progran1s by federally funded in stitution.
which have not been guilty of prior discrimination i11 order
to o,·ercomc the e ffects of conditions \\·hich haw' ach·ersely
affected the degree of participation by persons of a particular
race.

45 C:FR § 80.3 (b ) (6) (i) provides :
"In admi nisteri ng a program regarding whi ch the
recipient has pn•viously discriminated agai nst pC'rsons on
the grou nd of racC'. color, or national origin, t h e r ecipien t
must ta.ke affirmative action to oyercorne th e effects of
prior discrimination.''

45 CFR ~ 80.5 ( i) elaborates upon this req uirr m e nt :
, " 1.n some situations. ewn though past discriminatory
practices attrihutahle to a recipient or applicant have
bee!1 abandoned , the consequences of s uch iJractices cou-

-

-
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tfoue to imped<' thr full a.rnilability of a benefit. Tf the
efforts requir<'d of the applica11t or recipient under ~ 80.6
(cl). to provide information as to the availability of tllf'
program or activity and the rights of beneficiaries under
this n•gulation. have failed to overcome these . cousequences. it will b<'conw necessary under the require111ent
stated in (i) of ~ 80;3 (b)(6) for such applicant or
r<'cipient to tak<' additionaf steps to make the bPnefits
fully available to racial and 11atiollality groups previously
subject to discrirninatioll. This action might take the
form. for exampl<'. of special arrangements for obtaining
rderrals or making selections \\"hich will insure that
groups previously subjected to discrimination are adequately served."

-

These regulations clearly establish that where there is a nee<l
to overcome the effects of past racially discriminatory or
f'xclusionary practic<'s engaged in by a federally funded institution. race-conscious action is not only permitted but required
to accomplish the remedial objectives of Title V(.' !' Of course.
there is no evidence that the Medical School has been guilty
of past discrimination and consequently th<'Sf' regulation
would not compel it to employ a program of preferential
admissions in behalf of racial miuorities. It would be difficult
to explain from the language of Title VI. however. much less
from it legislative history. why the statute co111pels race conscious remedies where a recipient institution has engaged in
past discrimina tion but prohibits such remedial action where
racial minorities as a result of the effects of past discrimination
19 HEW Im" :<taied that the purpose of the,;e regulation;; is " to ~prcif~,
thai, :1ffirrm1tivr sieps to mnkr ,;en ·ice,; more equitably 11,niilable arr not.
prohibited a nd that such ,-tcp;: are required when nece.-;."'ar~- to O\·ercome
the consequence>' of prior di,;rrimination." 36 Fed. lfrg. 2:3494 (1971) .
Ot.her fe.<lernl :1ge11cir:- which provide financial a;...'ii,;t anre pur,-uant. to
Title VI haw ndopted ,;i milar regulatiomc Sec Supplrmertt,11 Brief fo.1•
-tho U nited States as amicus curiae, 16 n . 14_,

-
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impose,l by entities other than the recipient arc excluded
from the benefits of federally funded programs. HET1i1" was
fully aware of the incongruous nature of such an interpretation
of Title VI.
45CFR § 80.3 (b)(6)(ii) provides :
"Even in the absence of such prior discrirnh1a.tion, a
recipient in administering a program ma~, take affirmative
action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted
in limiting participation by person~ of a particular race,
color, or national origin."

-

An explanatory regulation explicitly states that the affirmati\·e
action which ~ 80.3 (b)(6)(ii) contemplates includes the use
of racial preferences :
"Even though an applicant or recipiC'nt has never used
discriminatory policies. the sen·ices a1lCI henefits of the
program or activity it administers may not in fact be
equa1ly availabl<' to some racial or nationality groups. In
such circumstances. an applicant or rC'cipient may properly give special consideration to race. color. or national
origin to make the benefits of its program mor<' widely
available to such groups. not then being adequately
served. For example. where a U1iiversity is not adequately serving members of a particular racial or nationality group. it may establish special recruitment policies
to make its program better known and more readily
available to such group. and take other steps to provide
that group with more adequate service.'' 45 CFR. § 80.5
(j) .
This interpretation of Title VI is fully consistent with the
statute's emphasis upon Yoluntary remedial action and r<'flects
the views of an agency"" responsible for achievi11g it
objectives.~1
:o l\Ioreo\'er, the President has delegated to the Attorney General respon(Footnote 21 i.s on p. 31]

-
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The Court has recognized that the construction of a statute
by those charged with its execution is particularly desen·ing
of respect where Congress has refusNl to alter the administra. tive construction. Red Lion Broadcast1:ng Co. v. FCC, 395
·u. S. 367, 381 (1968); Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U. S. 1, 11-12
(1965). This principal of statutory construction has par. ticular force where Congress has not just maintained its silence
but. aftC'r ad<lrPssing itself to the matter in controYersy. has
refused to overturn or modify the adininistrative construction
of the statute. Last year. Congress apparently took just this
kind of action by refusing to adopt an amendment to the

-

-

sibilily for coordinating the enforcement by federal de.partment;,, aml ageneie,: of Title YI and hn.~ directPCI him to ":1s,-i;;t. the drpartnwnt,-, :ind
agencies in :1ccomplishing effrctiw· implrmrntation." Ex<'<'lltin• Order Xo.
11764-, ~9 Frd. Reg. 257,3 (1974). Aeeordingl~·. tlw ,·irw,.- of fhe Rolicitor
Genernl tlrnt the 11:;e of racial preference,; for remedinl purpo~es i;, consistent with Title YI, as well a,: tl10se of HEW, are entitled to con,;idernble
respect..
21 HEW administer::: at lrn.•t 1wo rxplicitl~- racr-con,;ciou;;: progrnms.
Details concerning them may be found in the 1977 Ca.ta loguc• of Federal
Domestic Assi"'tanec, pp. 205-200, 4-01-402. The fir,.-t progrnm , Xo. 13375, "\linorily Biomedical Support ," has al" it:a ohjectiYe;;::
"To incre~-~e the number of ethnic minorit~· forulty, f't 11de11t,:, and i1iwstigators engaged in biomNlical m;carch. To broaden thr opportunitie,; for
participation in bionwdiral rc.,c•:1r<'h of ethnic minority foc1111y, .-t 11dc11ts,
and inve..,tig:1tor"' b~· prodding ,-upport for biomedical re:::earch programs
a.t eligible inf'! itution,:,."
EligibiHty for grants undr r this proirrnrn i,;: limit('() lo (1) fo11r-ycar college;;, unh·cr,-i1ir;:, and henlth profr,;.,ion:11 .0 <'hooli'- with on•r 50% minority
rnrollments ; (2) four-yr:ir in"'tit11tion;; with "ignifieant, but. not nece,.:,:arily
over 50% minority cnrollmmt prO\·ided the~· have a hi"ior~· of encouragement and a,;"i"'t:mee to minoritie;; ; (~) two-year collrge"' with 50% minority
enrollmPnt. ; and (4) ArnPrican Indian Tribal Council,;. Grant,- mndc pursuant. to thi;, proj.trnm a r<• est imated to total S9,i'll ,000 for 1977.
The ~econd program , Xo. rn.sso, e11tillrd " \linorit .,· Acre-,:.,- To Research
Careers,'' ha;; n;; it s oh.iPr ti\'<' lo " a,:,;i:;:t. minority instirntion:- to train
greater munbers of "cir nti,;t,- and teacher;; in henlth relatrd fii'lck" Grant~
under this program are made directh· to indi,·idual,; :rnd to institution,;
ior the' purpose of enabling them to ~ake grants to indh·icluals.

-
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Departments of Labor and Health. Ed ucation. and 'W elfare
appropriation hill for WiS which wou1d haw· restricted significantly tlw rPmedia1 us<' of race' in vrograrns funded by the
appropriation. The amendment. as originally submitted by
Representati\'l' .\shbrook. provided that "[ 11·101H' of the funds
appropriate-cl in this ,\ct may bC' used to initiat<'. carry out or
enforc<' any program of affirrnatin· action or any other system
of quotas or goals in regard to admission policies or employment practice!- \\"hich encourag<' or rf'quirc• an~' discrimination
on th<' basis of racr. crt>Pd. rc•li~ion. sex or age... 12:~ Cong.
Rec. (3009. Tn support of thC' measure. Representative Ashbrook a rgued that the lfl64 C'ivi l Rights Act newr a uthorized
the imposition of affinnati,·e action am1 that this wa~ a creation of the bureaucracy. lcl., at 6106. HC' explicitly stated,
however. that he favored permitting . univC' rsitiN; to tldopt
affirmative action programs giving consideratio n to racial
identity but opposed the impositiqn of such programs by the
GovernrnC'nt. Id.. at 6099. His anwndme11t was itself
amended to reflc•ct this position by only baning thl" impo&itiort
of racC'-conscious 1,•111edi0s by HE,Y:
'
"Xone of tlw funds appropriated in this Act may be
obligated or expended in connection with the issuance,
implementation, or enforcement of any rule. regulation,
standard. guideline, recommendation. or order issued by
the Secretary of Health. Education. a11d Welfare which
for purposes of compliance with any ratio. quota. or other
numerical requirement related to race, creed. color, national origin. or sex requires any individual or entity to
take any action "·ith respect to (1) the hiring or promotion policies or practice's of such individual or f'ntity, or
(2) the admissions policies or practices of such individual or entity." Id .. at 6106.
This amendment was adopted by the House. Ibid. The
Renate bill. l1owever. contained no such restrictio n upon
HEW's authority to impose race-consdous remedies and the

-
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Conference' Committee. upon the urging of the Secretary of
HE"-~. deleted the House pro,·ision from tlw hill."" Accordingly. it appears that after full ro11sideration of the 4urstiou
Congress has d<:'clined to overrule ot· modify
regulations
requiri11g the r<:'medial use of ract' to eli111i11at<' tlw eff<'rts of
past discriminatory practic<'s. :Vfore significa11tly for f)l'<:'Sf'nt
purposes. howeYer. is the fact that ev<'n the propo1w11ts of
imposiug limitations upon HE" .. s implemc11tatio11 of Title VI
did not challr11g<' the right of federally fundrd educational
in~titutions Yoluntarily to C'xtrnd pr<'ferPnet•s to racinl minorities. Thrre is 110 basis for u:- to act "·hC'n' C'ong-r<'ss hm:
specifically <kcli11rd .
Indeed. congressionnl action suhsequrnt to tlw passage of
Title VI eliminatc•s any possible• doubt about ( ·011grf':S.'-. virws
concerning the permissibility of racial prcfrretie<'l:- for the purpose of assisting disadvantaged racial minoritirs. rt confirms
that Congress did not intPnd to prohibit arnl does not now
believe that Title \'l prohibits the considerntion of r-ac<' ai-. part
of a remedy for socif'tal discrimination C'V<'n wh<'rf' th1•r<' is
no showing that tlw institution rxtr11di11g tlw prderpnrr has
bee11 guilty of past discrimination nor any judicial finding that
the particular hf'neficiariPs of thC' racial prPfrrC'nce have bee11
adversely affcct<'d by soeiC'tal discrimination.
Just last year Co11gress enacted legislation n explicitly
requiring that no grants shall hr made "for any local public
works project unless thr a.pplicant giVf's satisfactory assurance
to the Sf'cretary that at ]f'ast 10 per eentum of tlw amount of
each grant shall be C'Xpf'nded for minority busi1wss cnter11rises:· The statute df'fillf'S tlw tf'rm '·rninorit~· business
enterprise·· as " a businf'RS. at least 50 per c1•11 tum of which
is ow1wd by minority group nwmhC'rs or, in caSl' of a publicly

HE,,-

-

22

See Conference TI<'port to arcompa n~· H . TI . i.j5fi, :1t 22 ; 12:{ Cong .
h:1:0 b<'PII d<'l,,yc"<l by the di:-JHJlt

Rrc . H. /<:{:m . Fin.ii p:1~·~:1J!,· of the bill
·over the funding of .,bortion,;.
:<.1:1 42 U. S. C. § 6705 (I) (2,).
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owned busin<'SS. at least 51 p<'r centum of the stock of which
is owned by minority ~roup members."' Tlw term " minority
group rnemhf'rR·, is ddin<'<l iu cxpli<·itly racial tNmR: "citizf'tH
of thf' rnited StakR ,Yho arc Xcgr<,><'S. Spa11ish-spcaking~
Orientals, Tndians, F,skimos. and .-\.leuts.'· Althou~h the statute contains an exemption from this rcq11irem<'nt "to t lw
extent that the SN·r0ta-ry determines other'wis<':· this escape
cla.use was providNI only to _d('al with the possibility that certa.in areas of the country might 11ot contain suffif'ient qualifier!
" minority business cnt<'rpriscs" to permit co,m pliance with the
quota provisions of the l<>gislation. 21
The legislative history of this- race-conscious legislation
reveals that it represents a deliberate attempt to den! with
the exc<>ssivc ratf• of unemployment amo11g minority citizens
and to encourage the development of viabk minority contro11ed enterpris<'s. 2 " Tt was b!'liC'vC'd that such a "sct-asiden
was requirC'd in order to enable minoritiC's. stiJI "new on the
scene'' and " relativC'ly srna11."' to competC' with larger and
more established companiC's which would always be successful
in underbidding minority enterprises. 123 Cong. Rec. 1437
(Rep. MitchC'll). What is most significa nt about tlw congr~ssiona.l consideration of the m<'asure is that although tlw use
of a racial quota or "s<>t-aside"' by a, recipient of fC'dern l funds
would constitute a direct violation of 'Title VT if that statute
were read to prohibit racC'-conscious action. 110 mention was
made during the debate's ill eit11C'r the House or tlw Senate of
e,·en tlw possibility that the quota provisions for minority
contractors might in any way conflict " ·ith or modify Tit,le Vl.
Jt is inconceivable that such a purported conflict would hav<>
escaped congressional atteution through an i11advC'rtent failure to recognize the> relevance of Title \ 'T. IndC'C'(l. the Act
of which this affirmative' action provision is a part also contains a provision barring discrimination on tlw basis of sex
21
2"

-

123 Cong. Rec. S. 3910 ; id., at H. 1437-1439.
Sec id., at 3910 {Sen. Brooks) ; id., at 143i (Rep. Biaig1) .
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•which states that this prohibition "will be enforced through
agency provisions and rules similar to those already established. with respect to racial and other discrimination under
Title VI of the Civil Rights .\ct of Hl64... 4:2 r. S. C. ~ 6709.
Thus C'o11gr<'ss was fully aware of Uw applicability of Title VI
to the fundi11g of public works projects. rndf'r these circumstance's, the enactment of the 101/< "set-aside'" for minority
enterprises reflects n congresssional judgment, that the rf'rnedial use of race is permissible under Title VJ. ·,Ye have
repea,t edly ,·ecognized that s11bsPquPnt legislation reflecting an
interpr·Ptation of. an earliPr act is <'ntitled to great weigti t in
determining the meaning of the ear1ier statute. Red Lion
Broadcasting Co. "· FCC, 396 r. R. 367. 380- 381 (Hl68);
Erlenbaugh v. U11ited States, 409 r. R 239. 243- 244 (H)72).
See also United State.~ ,·. Ste1mrt, 311 r. S. 60. 6~65 ( 1940).
In addition to the <'1tactnw11 t of the 101/< quota provision
discussed suprn, Congress has also passed otlwr acts mandating race-conscious measures to overcome disadvantages experienced by racial minorities. Although these statutes have less
direct bearing upon the meaning of Title VJ. they do demonstrate that Congress bPlieves race-conscious remedial measures
to be both permissible and desirable under at least, some circumsta,nces. This in t,urn undNeuts the likelihood that Co11gress intended to limit voluntary efforts to implement similar
measures. For example. ~ i (a) of the Xational Science
Foundation Authorization Act of 1977 26 provides:
"The Director of the Xationa1 Science Foundation shall
initiate an intensive search for qualified wornf'n. members
of minority groups. and handicapped individuals to fil)
executive level positions in th(' Xational SciPncc Foundation. Tn carrying out the l'C'quirement of this subsection,
the Director shall work closely with organizations which
have been active in seeking greater recognition aml utilization of the scientific and technical capabilities of minori.:o Pub. L. 94--471, 90 Stnt. 2056 {Oct. 11, 1976) , 42

-
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tics, "·omen. and handicapped individuals. The Director
shall improve the representation of minorities, women ,
and handicapped indiviclua:is on ad\'isory cormnitt<'es.,
review panels, and all other mecha11jsrns hy whic'l11.
the scientific community prnvidcs a.ssi1:,iancc to •U~
Foundation."
Perhaps more significa.ntly, the Act also authorizes the funding of Minority Centers for Graduate Educa~ion. ...-it'he Act
requires that these Centers:
" (A) have substantial minority student cnroHment:
" (B) arc geographically located near minoaity pOJJdation cen t€rs ;
·
" (C) demonstrate a commitment to encouraging and
assisting minority students, reseai,chers, and fac1Ulty;

.

-

.

.

.

.

" (F) will S<'rvc as a r<'gional resource in science and
engin<>ering for the minority community which the Cen~
ter is desig1wd to serve; and
"(G) will dev('lop joint educational programs with
nearby undergraduate institutions of h~ghcr education
which have a. substantial minority student enrollment."
Once again , there is no indication in the legislative history of
this Act or els<>wlwrc that Congress saw any inconsistency
between the race-conscious nature of such legislation and the
mea,ning of Title VI. It is unlikely in the extreme that a
Congress which belif'ved that it had conunand<>d recipients of
federal fund s to be absolutely colorblind would it8€lf expend
2
federal funds in such a race-conscious manncr. •

C
Prior decisions of this Court also strongly suggest that
Title VT does no t prohibit the remedial use of race where such
2 • See nll'o the Railroad RcYitnlizn tion Act of 1976, 45 U. S. C. § SOI
et seq., 49 r . S. C. § 1657 el seq.; the Emergency School Aid Act of 1972,
20 U. S. C. § 1601 et seq.
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action is constitutionally permissible. In Lau v. 'A'ichols, 414
U. S. 563 ( 1074), the Court lwld that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide English language instruc•
tion to students of Chinese ancestry who do not speak English,
or to provide them with instruction in Chinese. c011stit_uted
a violation of Title VI. The Court relied upon a HEW
regulation which stipulates that a rf'cipient of federal funds
"may not ... utilize criteria or methods of administration
which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination" or have "the effect of defeating or substantially impairing
accomplishment of the objectives of the program as respect
individuals of a particular race, color, or national origin."
45 CFR ~ 80.3 (b)(2). It interpreted this regulation as
requiring San Francisco to extend the same educational benefits
to Chinese speaking students as to English speaking students,
~--- £
even though there was no fonding or allegation that the city's ~ - ·
failure to do so was a result of a purposeful design to discriminate on the basis of role.
Lau is significant in two related respects. First, it indicates
that in at least somf' circumstances agencies responsible for
the ad1ninistration of Titlf' VI may require recipients who
have not been guilty of any, constitutional violations to depart
from a poli~y of colorblindness and be cognizant of the impact
of their actions upon racial minorities. Secondly. La.u clearly
req1,Jires that institutions receiving federal funds be accorded
considerable latitude in voluntarily undertaking race-conscious
action designed to remedy the exclusion of significant numbers of minoritif's from the benefits of federally funded programs. Although this Court has not yet considered the question, presumably. by aualogy to our decisions construing
Title VII. a univf'rsity would not be in violation of Title VI
because of the serious underrepresentation of racial minorities
in its student body as long as it could demonstrate that its
entrance requirements correlated sufficiently with the performance of minority students in medica] sch9ol an9 th~

·.-- ✓
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medical profession .2 8 lt would he jnconsistent with Lau and
the emphasis of Title VI and the HE"\V regulatjons on voluntary action. however. to require tha,t a.n institution wait to be
adjudicated to be in violation of the }a.\r bc•fon• being permitted to voluntarily u11dcrtakf' cor-rC'ctivc' act,ion hasC'd upon
a. good faith and rC'asonable hdief that thf' failurf' of CC'rtain
racial minorjt,i<'s to satisfy entrance' rPquirenw11ts is 11ot a
measure of their ultimate pNformancf' as doctor~ but. a result
of the lingering pffects of past socif'tal discrimination.
I recogniz<' that T,nu , <'specially in light of our subsequent
decision in Washington Y. Davi_s, 426 r. ~- 22!1 ( 1!176). which
rejected the contention that governmcmntal action is unconstitutional solely hC'caus<' it has a racially di:sproportionate
impact. must bC' read as being prPdicated upon the view that
at least under some circumstances TitlP VI proscribes conduct
which may not bC' prohibited by th<' Constitution. Since
I am now of the opinion. for thC' r<'asons set forth in this
memorandum. that Title YI's sta11<1'ard. applicablr alike to
public and private recipients of federal funds. is 110 broader
than the Co nstitution ·s, I have serious doubt~ concerning
the correctness of the prC'rnise of that dPcision. Accepting
Lrw's implication . howevPr, tha.t impact alone is in some contexts sufficient to f'Stablish at least a. prima faciC' violation of
Title VI. contrary to my view that Title vTs dPfi11itioll of
racial discrimination is absolutely coextensive with the Constitution 's. this would not assist Bakke in t he least. First. for
the reasons discussed supra, pp. 18- 36. re@:ardless of whether
TitlP VTs prohibitions cxtPnd beyond tlw Coustitution ·s. the
evidence fails to establish . and. indeed. com1wls tlw rejection
of. the proposition that Co11gress intendPd to prohibit r<'cipicnts of federal fund s from voluntarily (•mployi11g raceconscious measures to eliminate t he C'ffects of past societal
discrimi nation against racial minorities such as Xegroes.
Secondly, Lau itself, for the reasons set forth in the inunecli~
~8

-

Cf. Griggs "· Duke Power Co., 401 U. S. 424 (19il)_
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ately preceding paragraph. strnngly supports my view that
voluntary race-conscious n'rnedial action is permissible under
Title VI. If discriminatory racial impact is alone enough to
derno11strate a Title VI violation. it is difficult to believe ~hat
the Title ,rnuld forbid tlw :\'fodical School from attempti11g to
correct the racially exclusionary effects of its initial admissions
program.
I should add that the Court has also declined to adopt a
"colorblind'' interpretation of other statutes containing llOndiscrimination provisions similar to that contained in Title VI.
" .,.e have held under Titlr VII that when' employment requirements have a clisproportionatf' impact upon racial minorities
they constitute a statutory violation. evell in the absence of
discriminatory intent. unless the t>mployt>r is able to demon~
strate that thr requirenwnts arc sufficiently related to the
needs of tlw job. 2 :• Mor(' significantly. the Court has required
that preferences be given by employers to members of racial
minorities as a remedy for past violations of Tith- V ll. even
where there has been no finding that race has been employed
0
unconstitutionally; that is, with a discriminatory intent."
2 ~ Griaas ,·. Du!.-e Pou·er Co., 401 r. S. 424 (19il); .4lbemade Pape!'
Co. v. Moody. 422 (1. S. 405 (1975).
30 li'ranl.·s v. Bo1rma11 'l'ra11sportatio11 Co .. 424 1i. S. 747 (1976): Teamsters v. U11itNl States. 4::Jl l'. S. 324 (1977). Executin', judicial. and eon-

gression:tl :1ction :-ub:-<'ffUNit tu I hP pa.,,;ag;r of Tirlr YH c·onc-lu,-in·I~- r,.:tab•
lished tlrnt the Titl<• did not har thr remrdial u~r of rarP. Prior to the
1972 nnwndmrnt., to Titlr \'ll (The Equal OpportunitiP:- Emplo~·mrnt Act
of 1972, Pub. L. 92-'.?(il) :1 1111mbrr or eourt~ or np1w:d,; apprO\·rd raceconsciou,- action to rrmrd~· tlH' c-ffrc•t,.: or rmplo~·rnrnt di:-<•rimination. Ser,
e. g., Local ,j3, I ntematio,wl .4ssn. of I-frat ,C· Frost lnsulo.tor.~ ,C· Ashestos
Workers,·. Vogler. 40, F. 2d 10-1-i (C.-\,3 19fi9) : CnitPd States"- lntPrnational Brothetlwod of Rlect,·ical Workers. Local -38. --l2~ F. 2d 14-1-, 1-1-9-159
(CA6). N'rt. drnird, -1-00 1'. S. 9-1-:\ 91 S. Ct. 2-1-5, 27 L. Ed. 2d 2-l-~ (1970) ;
United 8tatPs ,·. Sheetmetal Jl'orke,·s Lorn! 36, -Hfi F. 2d ]2:{ (C..\~ 1969) .
In 1965, thr Prr:-idmt j,.;,,urd Exrc·uti,·r Ordrr 112-1-fi, 30 Frei. Hr•g;. 12:~19. as
amended b~· 32 Frei. Hrg. 14::J0::J, which rrquired frdrral c-unira ctor,.: to take
affirmntin• action to c-011nt<•ract lhc di~proportionnf Pi_,· low emplo_nnent of
1'acial minorities in the con,;(ruction indu,;try. The Attorm)' ,()ene1:al
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Finally, we have construed the Votillg Rights Act of 1965. 42
U. S. C. § 1973. which contains a provision barring any voting
procedure or qualification that denies or abridges "the right
~ssued :m op1111on concluding th:1 t the mer con~cio11,;ne,:s required by
Executive Order 11246 did not conflict with Title YU:
"It is not correct to ~ay thnt Titl_e \TT prohibitfi. employPr,; from making
race or nationnl o.rigin n factor for con.~idcr:ition nt. :111.,· ,-1:ige in tho
process of ohtnining employee!'. The legal definition of di,-crimination j,:
an evoh·ing one, but it is' now well recognized in ,iwliei:il opi11i1111..:: that.
the obligation of 1w11di,-crimi11:rtion. whrthrr irnpo,-ccl h_,· ,-f'at 11r,• or h~- the
Con;;titution, doc,: 11ot require and, in. :,:.ome cirrnm,,ia111·t':-<, m:1~- 1101 1wrmit
obliviousne:<s or i11differcnce to the r:winl co11,:eq11c•ncc,- of nltcrnat.ivc
'courses of nction
which in~·ol\'c thr npplieation. of outwardh-., neutral
.
criteria." 42 Op. AG No. 37 (1969) , at 7.
The federnl courts ngrced. Rec, e. (]., Contractors Assn. of Eastern PO". "·
Secretary _of Labur, 442 F. 2d 159 (C.-\:3), c·crt. denied. -10-1 I', S. 854
(1971) (whieh :1l;,o hrld. :11 li3 , th:tl r:1ce l'o11,:eio11,-; afTirrnati,·e r1ction
wns permi,.:,.:ible under Title YI): South-Nil Illinois Ruilders A.ss-n. v.
Ogilvie, 471 F. 2d 6R0 (C' ..\ 7 1972). \Torro,-rr, l'o11gn':-,.:. in enacting the
1972 nmendments to Title Vil , rxp!i .. it J~- co11,.:iclrr<'d and rrjected propo,mls
to alter Executive Order 11246 nntl the prc,·a iling judicial intc>rprctations
of Title YII :1s prrmitting, and in somr cirrum,.:l:rncr,- rrqttiring, r:t('e conscious :iction. Sec Comment, The Philadelphia, Plan: A Study on tho
Dynamics of Executive Power, 39 F. Chi. L. Ik\'. 732. 7-17-757 (1972).
The srctiou-by-,;cction :1md~·,.i,, of tlt1· 19i2 mnrndmcnt,.- to Tit.lee YII
undertaken b~· the Scrwt..e Subcommittee on Lnbor of the Srnat<' Committee O!l, Labor nnd Public Welfare rewn ls a re,:olvc to :1.ccepi thr tlwn (a:now) prcndling judicial interpretntions of the "copr of Tit I<' YIJ:
"In :111y nren. wlwre the nr,1· law doe;, 1101- :iddrc•,.:" it,.:e]f, or in an~- nre:1,:
where a speeifie contmr~- intC'nt i,, not indicntf•d , it w:1 " :1.,;,.:nmPd lhai
the prc~ent· c:ls<' law a,; df',·c•loped b~- tlw eourt,; would ('Ontim,c to go,·cru
the npplieability :tnd con:;trnctiou of Titlc YIT.'' Lrgi:;lati,·c Hi,-tory of
Equnl Opportunities Emplo.nnrnt Act of 1972. :11. IR-M.
The rccf'nt deeisi~11 in ffeber ,·. Kaisei- Alumimmi & Chemical Corp ..
No. 76-3266 (C.-\5 1977) , which hrld that a training program whi ch <>~tablished an C'nlr:rnce ratio of one rninorit~- worker for on<' whit<' worker
vio!!lted Title \"II , doe~ noi rouflict \\'it-h our irn:ily"is. Tn that· c:1:'e th<'
Court- of Appeal,- hrld that the employcr, \\'ho had not hc~•n guilty of di)'<!riminatory practice:;, could not .iu:,,tit\ ,.:uch a quota. as 11 mC'an,.: to n•rnc-d.,·
injuries inflicted by ::;ocietal di,;cri111i11 r1tio11 bcc.111,:c ~ each
'
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ct any citizen of the rnited States to vote on account of race
ot",color,'.' as permitting ~tatcs to voluntari1r t~kc race into
account rn a way that fairly represents the votrng strengths
of different racial groups in prder to comply with the commands of the statute. 31
These prior decisions are indicative of the Court's unwillingness to construe remedial statutes designed to eliminate discrimination against racial minorities in a manner which would
impede efforts to obtain this objective. In the ahse11cc of
evidence of a legislative judgment 1to the contrary , there is no
justification for departing from such a course.

npplic:rnt seeking admis,;ion to the job trnining program \\'/1::5 h~- definition
unskilled. Consequent]~-, no co11cei,·:1ble nexu,; exi,;tcd hetwe,•11 :.;oeietnl cli:.;crimination nnd an inability to qu:ilify for th<' job tr:1i11inir program or
the failure to po.,:,;e:.;,; the :< kill~ needed to ic<UC<:c:.;,;f11lly rom plctP t he JWOgrnm. There w:1s no :.;howing or claim that :111~· minority <·:md idatc
accepted pur,;u:rnl to the progrnm wa~ le:-::-: qu:1lific'{I than any rcjPctcd
white cn ndidntc.
31

United Jewish Organizatiolls of Williamsburgh v. Care11, 430 U. S.

144: (1977) .
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